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Delhi govt clears Jan Lokpal Bill; to be tabled in Assembly



Bernard Haykel on understanding the IS narrative after Paris



CCEA clears 10 per cent disinvestment in Coal India



Delhi HC seeks response of Sreesanth to police plea in spot-fixing case
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David Headley made accused in 26/11 case RAHI GAIKWAD MUMBAI: In a move that is like-



ly to widen the scope of the November 26, 2008, terror attacks in Mumbai, a special court on Wednesday allowed the prosecution’s plea to make Pakistan-born American terror operative and former FBI agent, David Coleman Headley, an accused in the case. Special judge G.A. Sanap, who is currently presiding over the trial of Lashkar operative Syed Zabiuddin Ansari alias Abu Jundal in the 26/11 case, passed an order to make Headley, along with Jundal, “face charges for the ofences committed in India.” Consequently, Headley will be produced before the court on December 10 via videoconferencing. The summons issued by the Mumbai court and a letter of request will be served to the district court in Illinois, U.S., and the U.S. Department of Justice, through the diplomatic channel. The former U.S. agent, who turned “rogue”, was convicted and sentenced to 35 years’ imprisonment by a U.S. court in 2013, for a dozen Federal terrorism crimes related to his role in the Mumbai attacks.
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STANDOFF IN SUBURB Woman blows herself up, another person killed



Two terrorists dead in raid on Paris attacks mastermind Eight suspects holed up in apartment held



ON THE EDGE: A passerby raises his arms in the northern Paris suburb of Saint-Denis on Wednesday, as police special forces raid an apartment in their search for those behind the attacks that claimed 129 lives in the French capital last week. — PHOTO: AFP cutor Francois Molins said least 24 people were part of Mr. Abaaoud was not among the operation. French Presithose arrested, though some dent Francois Hollande, in a unconfirmed reports said he speech at a conference of the nation’s mayors, urged the had been killed. Alarmed residents were people not to “give into fear” warned to remain inside and stay calm. “I can imagine their homes and keep away the concern of the people of from windows. Some were Saint-Denis and would like to evacuated. Images of the comment on their levelheadshootout showed how heavy edness and express solidarity the deployment of armed se- with the mayor of Saint-Decurity personnel was in a nar- nis because the attack on the row street lined with closed Stade de France happened in shops. Schools and colleges his constituency,” he said. in Saint-Denise remained closed and public transport CHINA, RUSSIA FOR UNIFIED was cancelled. GLOBAL FRONT | PAGE 14 Quoting investigation DEFINING TERROR, EVOLVING sources, AP reported that the RESPONSES: ARTICLE BY RAKESH terrorists trained for the PaSOOD | EDITORIAL PAGE ris attacks in Raqqa, and at
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“Accidental” firing near PM’s residence SHIV SUNNY



17-year-old was radicalised by Yemeni woman in Doha JOSY JOSEPH



PARVATHI MENON PARIS: The residents of the suburb of Saint-Denise in the north of Paris were jolted awake at 4.30 a.m. on Wednesday by the sound of gunfire and sirens as French security forces conducted an operation to apprehend Abdelhamid Abaaoud, the Belgian national suspected to be the ringleader of last Friday’s terror attacks in the city. Saint-Denise is an area close to the Stade de France, the national stadium that was one of the sites of the November 13 bomb attacks. The target of the pre-dawn raid was an apartment in which four suspects, including Abaaoud, were believed to have been holed up. The operation resulted in a stand-of for several hours between the security forces and the suspects. French media reports said one woman suicide-bomber blew herself up in the apartment while another terrorist was killed by a grenade. Eight suspects, including a woman, were arrested in the operation. The police have not named any of those who died or were arrested. Paris prose-



How a minor Indian girl escaped Syrian battlefield NEW DELHI: Buried in a slim file of the security establishment is the story of a 17-year-old Indian girl who had a miraculous escape from the possible clutches of the Islamic State in late 2014, after she undertook an arduous trip to the Syrian battlefield. She now lives in relative anonymity in a south Indian city. According to an oicial statement of the girl recorded by Indian agencies, she escaped after several days of captivity in Turkey. But oicials familiar with the case say there is strong indication, including electronic evidence, that she escaped from Syria. The girl had been living in Doha, Qatar, since she was two years old, with her parents, a sister and two brothers. Her father is a software engineer in the Gulf country. The girl was detained by Indian agencies in the early hours of December 20, 2014, when she alighted from the Qatar Airways flight QR500 at the Hyderabad airport with her mother. Based on intelligence inputs, she was taken to a detention centre at the airport and questioned by a team of intelligence and State



police oicials. According to details obtained from her, the girl came in contact with a 29-year-old Yemeni woman, Amani Abdul, through a Malayali acquaintance just after she completed schooling in Doha in May 2014. Abdul was a nurse at Hamad Hospital in Doha and was pursuing her masters in nursing. The girl started giving English tuitions to Abdul, who stayed on the outskirts of Doha, in Umm Salal. According to the police records, Abdul gave the girl several expensive gifts such as cell phones and laptop, and also went around Doha with her, and the two developed a strong friend-



ship. The girl taught Abdul English, while the Yemeni nurse tutored her in Islamic fanaticism. Abdul would often tell the minor girl about the Syrian crisis and atrocities against Muslims around the world. There were also regular WhatsApp messages on similar themes. According to the statements given by her, the girl was brainwashed by Abdul to travel to Syria to help refugees, not to really join the Islamic State. It is a claim that Indian agencies are not convinced of.



쐍 ‘SHE WAS IN SYRIA AND SOMEHOW ESCAPED’ | PAGE 13 쐍 150 YOUTHS UNDER WATCH FOR IS LEANINGS | PAGE 13



NEW DELHI: In a major security scare near the Prime Minister’s 7 Race Course Road residence, a Police Control Room staf “accidentally” fired three rounds from his AK-47 rifle on Wednesday evening. No one was hurt in the incident as the bullets hit the soft ground and did not rebound. The weapon has been seized and the constable involved in the accident has been temporarily taken of duty. A probe has been ordered into the incident. The firing was reported at 8.20 p.m. from the media parking lot near the Prime Minister’s oicial residence. Deputy Commissioner of Police (New Delhi) Jatin Narwal said the initial probe suggested the weapon went of during the change of duty. “No foul play is suspected as of now,” he said. The AK-47 was in threeburst mode given the heightened security near the PM’s residence. “When the constable was getting out of the PCR van, he accidentally happened to press the trigger,” said a source. Hearing the shots, several security personnel rushed to the spot and the police were informed.
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Ridership number reaches new high



South Delhi parking lots to have handicap spots



Ridership on the Airport Express Metro Line has again shown an upward trend. Thanks to the second fare reduction, the high-speed corridor has witnessed a 28.5% spike in ridership. >> Pg 4



Municipal parking lots in South Delhi will soon have preferential slots for the differently-abled, with three per cent of the capacity in each facility being reserved for persons with disabilities. >> Pg 4



More students heading to the U.S. KRITIKA SHARMA SEBASTIAN NEW DELHI: There has been a recordbreaking increase in the number of Indian students going to the United States for higher studies, claims a report by the U.S.-based Institute of International Education. The report has been published jointly by the Institute of International Education and the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Afairs. According to the report, the number surged by 29.4 per cent in 2014-15 to constitute a record high of 1,32,888 students. The increase in the number of students from India represents the largest growth from a single country, states the report, titled “Open Doors”. India has now overtaken China, which witnessed only 11 per cent increase in the number of students going to the U.S. during the corresponding period. China, however, continues to top the chart when it comes to overall enrolment of international students in the U.S. The last time India grew at a comparable rate (29.1) was in 2000-01, when the number of students from India exceeded 50,000 for the first time. In 201415, China and India together accounted for 67 per cent of the total increase in



international students, who now constitute nearly 45 per cent of the total number of international students in the U.S., the report added. Talking about the report, First Secretary of the U.S. Embassy Mathew K. Asada said: “We already have a record number of Indian students in the U.S. right now. But we can get beyond the number we have”. According to oicials, the increase in numbers has been facilitated by the fact that the U.S. gives an opportunity not only study but also work. “The U.S. facilitates not only studies but also practical work experience. That is our unique selling point. There are no regulatory barriers,” he added. Another reason that likely contributed to the high number of applications is the stringent visa norms for the United Kingdom, another favourite destination for students when it comes to studying abroad. However, oicials refused to comment on it. As far as the U.S. in concerned, it approved 25 per cent more student visas this year compared to last year. “Nearly 60 per cent of all international students who study in the U.S. are funded by families. Only 20 per cent are funded by U.S. colleges and universities,” said Ishrat Jahan, Regional Educational Advising Coordinator for India and Central Asia.
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COLONIAL HERITAGE



It had been reduced to a bus station from where one could board luxury buses to Rajasthan



Bikaner House regains its lost glory JAIDEEP DEO BHANJ



T



he rotary around India Gate christened Princes' Park is dotted with buildings that provide a link between the modern metropolis and the colonial heritage that it inherited. One of the buildings, Bikaner House, over the past few decades, had been reduced to a bus station from where one could board luxury buses to Rajasthan. Hundreds of passengers would enter the eight-acre premises, buy a ticket at the counter, grab a bite at one of the kiosks and board their bus oblivious to the inner grandeur of the building. Fortunately, about a year and a half ago, the Rajasthan Government that owns the building came up with a plan to turn the property into a gateway to the land famed for its culture, heritage and palaces. The Bikaner House was reopened on Wednesday post renovation and visitors were left awestruck seeing the interiors of the building and absorbing the ambience of a colonial structure restored to its original glory. The high ceiling and the tastefully done interiors brought back the opulence of private residence of ruling States during the British Raj and the chandeliers glistened giving the rooms a warm, welcoming glow. Priya Pall who is the curatorial Director of the renovation project says the building was in perfectly good shape, all they had to do was fix a few seepage issues, change the pipes, relay the lawn and give it a coat of paint. “The chandeliers, the flooring and the layout



The chandeliers, the flooring and the layout of the rooms are all the same, we have not changed much



of the rooms are all the same, we have not changed much,” says Priya. The venue will now be open to the public and will be used as a boutique art and cultural hub and hopes to host niche events that will not only showcase the culture of Rajasthan but other parts of the country as well. It has been designed in such a way that there are multiple spaces that can be used for diferent types of events. A permanent feature will be a design shop, Vayu, run by designer Vivek Sahani that will be a boutique showcasing the best of Indian crafts and design sourced from the ateliers of skilled craftsmen and finished by contemporary designers. An art space, Spirit of India, is currently hosting an exhibition of photographs by Maharaja Ram Singh II of Jaipur and promises to be a hub for those looking for a space to exhibit visual art. The premises has an open courtyard called Chandini Bagh that is surrounded by the fragrance of blooming jasmine and frangipani that will be used as a concert venue every weekend to host cultural performances. Adjoining it is a baithak that can be used to host book launches, private dinners and other small events. Bikaner House will also have a cafe and a fine dining restaurant by February next year. The cultural hub was inaugurated with the announcement of two cultural events that are taking place in Rajasthan in the coming days. A festival of music, yoga and meditation titled The Sacred to be organised in Pushkar between November 22 and 24 and Handmade in Rajasthan an event organised by the Khadi Board and Government of Rajasthan that will be a part of the ‘Rajasthan Heritage Week’ in the first week of December.



Vignettes of the renovated Bikaner House.— PHOTO: V. SUDERSHAN



Children to bring alive folk art at NSD STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: To encourage folk art, especially among children, the National School of Drama (NSD) is organising a festival for children that will convert the NSD campus into a mela to attract children to witness the performances and enjoy the environs while taking part in



CM YK



special workshops. The 9th edition of the Bal Sangam will bring 18 groups from 13 States comprising children of various age groups who have been chosen by an expert panel after going through numerous entries. The festival that will be held between November 21 and 25 will have performances every



evening between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. to highlight folk and traditional theatre. Apart from the performances there will be fun activities to engage the children like clowns, dhol drummers, tight rope walker and many more. This year schoolchildren from various Delhi schools will also join their counter-



parts from various States to perform at the festival. Waman Kendre, Director, National School of Drama said, that the Bal Sangam is a unique efort to expose the children and young citizens to the real strength of Indian folk and traditional performing arts so that they understand their heritage and cultural treasure.
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MULTIPLE ORGAN FAILURE triggered a cardiac arrest situation



ACP’s wife dies, probe hits deadlock



Man arrested on suspicion of IS links gets bail



Allegedly tried to commit suicide after her husband shot himself dead



NIRNIMESH KUMAR



SHUBHOMOY SIKDAR



NEW DELHI: A Delhi court on



NOIDA: On Wednesday, Sarita



Singh, the wife of deceased senior Delhi Police oicer Amit Singh, succumbed to the injuries she sustained after jumping of their fourth floor flat two days ago. Ms. Singh took the alleged step after her husband, an Assistant Commissioner of Police with the Delhi Police Special Cell, shot himself dead in the same flat in Noida Sector 100. Hospital authorities said she died around noon while she was on ventilator support. Failure of multiple organs including kidney and liver triggered a cardiac arrest situation, said doctors. They added that the woman had multi-fractures and ruptured blood vessels when in the hospital. The doctors had given her 34 unit blood support. “She had received multifractures in ribs, spinal cord and pelvic girdles with critical injuries in chest and stomach. The major blood vessels of her body were ruptured badly, which caused excessive blood loss from her body. Also the body’s blood pressure was not normal,” said a doctor.



Grieving relatives of Sarita, wife of the late ACP Amit Singh, at a hospital in Noida. —PHOTO: PTI



With the death, the already hampered investigation has hit a deadlock because Ms. Singh was the only person who could provide an account of the circumstances under which the deaths happened, a fact acknowledged by senior police oicers. “She was a hope in police



investigation for piecing together the clues but she is no more. The family members are in a state of shock after the couple’s death and we may have to wait for some more time to gather information,” said Superintendent of Police (Noida City) Dinesh Yadav.



Mr. Singh hailed from Chhapra, Bihar, while his wife was from Banda in Uttar Pradesh. She had a Bachelor of Dental Surgery (BDS) degree. The family members of the couple have avoided speaking to the media on the issue. Noida police have sent her body for post-mortem.



Wednesday granted bail to Hyderabad-based Mohammed Rahamat Pasha, accused of chatting on Jihadi websites about terrorist organisation Islamic State (IS). Chief Metropolitan Magistrate Sanjay Khanagwal granted bail to him on a personal bond of Rs.25,000 with one surety of a like amount. The Special Cell of Delhi Police had arrested him on October 5 outside the New Delhi Railway station with two country-made pistols and nine live cartridges. The police alleged that he used to chat about IS on Jihadi websites. It also suspected he had connection with the terrorist outfit. But, during the argument on his bail, the prosecution did not press the charge of connection with the IS, M.S. Khan, counsel for the accused, told The Hindu over phone. Mr. Khan argued his client had clean antecedents and was not involved in any crime earlier. He submitted that Pasha was arrested in the case under the Arms Act. As he was not required for further interrogation, he should be enlarged on bail, he added. The prosecution opposed his bail plea arguing that illegal arms and ammunition had been recovered from his possession.



Another death at DJB site SHUBHOMOY SIKDAR NEW DELHI: A 33-year-old man fell to his death into an open sewer well at an unguarded Delhi Jal Board construction site at Outer Delhi’s Rohini on Tuesday night. Police said that safety measures had not been put in place around the 30-feetdeep borewell in Sector 5 of Rohini, a claim contested by the DJB. The incident took place around 8 p.m., soon after the victim, Sandeep Yadav, Police said that safety measures had not been put in place was captured on a CCTV camera as walking towards around the 30-foot-deep borewell. —PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT the well. site for sometime but he too negligence will be Yadav sufered a severe registered if the next of kin had gone on leave for head injury due to the of Yadav lodge a formal Diwali. accident. Passers by complaint. Police sources In another incident, on informed the PCR and the said that DJB had been November 11, a worker at fire department about the reminded by local police to Delhi Jal Board’s sewage incident after which the bolster security measures, treatment plant at man was pulled out and but the suggestions went Keshopur in West Delhi rushed to a hospital where unheeded. died a horrific death after he was declared brought A senior DJB oicial said, getting stuck inside a pipe dead. Mohammad Uber, a “This was no accident as all while trying to decongest a shopkeeper who had precautions were taken waste digester. assisted the firemen in from our side. There was Locals also said that the pulling out the body said barricading from all sides,” mouth of the well was only that the DJB had put up partially covered with a net said the oicial. Another barricades around the well DJB oicial said the pit had and given that small but it guarded only three been dug for carrying out children have access to the sides of the well, while one trench-less technology site, it could have been of the sides towards a work, for which it had to be anyone. footpath was open. Mr. quite deep. But, the oicial According to the police, Uber added that a security added that the site had been an inquest proceeding has guard was employed to cordoned of adequately. been initiated and a case of keep people away from the



Man with hearing, speech Man arrested for killing wife impairment shot dead STAFF REPORTER



SHIV SUNNY NEW DELHI: A man with speech and hearing impairment was shot dead on Tuesday night for allegedly refusing to sell grocery items on credit to a local customer. The deceased has been identified as a 26-year-old Vinod Kumar, a resident of NorthEast Delhi’s Seelampur. “A local youth Salman would frequently purchase from our shop on credit. Salman visited our shop on Saturday, but my brother refused to oblige as he was yet to pay an outstanding bill of Rs.300,” said Kamal. That led to a quarrel. “I intervened and separated the two after which Salman walked away threatening to kill my son,” said Kaur.



Around 9.30 p.m., the brothers went for a walk after dinner. According to Kamal, they were suddenly confronted by Salman. “Abusing my brother, Salman pulled out a country-made pistol and shot my brother above his left eye. My brother collapsed on the ground.” Kamal alleged. Kamal immediately took his brother to the local Jag Pravesh Hospital. Vinod, however, was declared brought dead. Once they received the body for cremation, the family and their friends took to the nearby GT Road to protest with the body. Alleging the local police’s laidback attitude, they refused to budge until senior oicers arrived and convinced them of swift action in the case.



NEW DELHI: Over two months after he allegedly killed his wife in front of his three little children, a 27-year-old man was arrested from South Delhi on Tuesday. Police claimed that Aashish Kumar has confessed to his crime. “He



suspected his wife of indulging in an illicit relationship with his payingguest tenant,” said Vijay Singh, DCP (North-West), on the reason behind the murder. Aashish and Jyoti had married against their respective families’ wishes around seven years ago. Since then, Aashish had



been absconding. Police said their probe revealed Aashish to be shifting locations in West Bengal, Jharkhand, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. He was finally nabbed from Jaitpur Extension in South Delhi on Tuesday based on a tip-of that he had returned to the city.



DELHI TODAY Exhibition: Paintings by Kumar Umesh at the AIFACS, 11 a.m.-7 p.m. Exhibition: By Mallika Singh at IHC, 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Exhibition: “The Ramayana” - by Mr. Bharat Tripathi at Lalit Kala Akademi, 11 a.m.-7 p.m. Music: Rudra Veena recital by Ustad Bahauddin Dagar, Dhrupad vocals by Pt. Nirmalya Dey at IHC, 7 p.m. Music: Presentation by an instrumental ensemble at IHC, 7 p.m. Dance: Samvaad - conversations from Indian Mythology Krishna Satyabhama Vivaada Bharatanatyam by Sathyana-



rayana Raju at IIC, 6:30 p.m. Talk: By Aman Nath at Seminar Rooms II to III, IIC, 6:30 p.m. Talk: Renuka Narayanan at IHC, 7 p.m. Lecture: By Prof. Prasannan Parthasarathi, Boston College, US at Nehru Memorial Museum & Library, 3 p.m. Screening: At Hungarian Information and Cultural Centre, 6 p.m. Screening: French film screening at Alliance Francaise De Delhi, 6:30 p.m. Screening: Film screening at Habitat World, IHC, 7 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])



15 gamblers held NEW DELHI: A gambling racket



has been busted in East Delhi with the arrest of 15 persons, police said on Wednesday. They have also seized over Rs. 10 lakh of betting money. The arrests were made on Wednesday after a PCR call was made by an anonymous person. The caller informed about a gambling racket being operated from a residential house in Laxmi Nagar. They have been booked under the Gambling Act. —Staf Reporter



Published by N. Ram at Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860, Anna Salai, Chennai-600002 and Printed by S. Ramanujam at HT Media Ltd. Plot No. 8, Udyog Vihar, Greater Noida Distt. Gautam Budh Nagar, U.P. 201306, on behalf of KASTURI & SONS LTD., Chennai-600002. Editor: Malini Parthasarathy (Responsible for selection of news under the PRB Act).
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Second fare reduction leads to 28.5% hike in ridership, but Metro is running a loss on the line



Ridership numbers reach new heights
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‘Segregate trash before burning at Okhla plant’ NGT orders plant to adopt new technology to stem air pollution AKANKSHA JAIN



SWETA GOSWAMI



R



NEW DELHI: As the Delhi gov-



idership on the Airport Express Metro Line (AEML) has once again shown an upward trend. Thanks to the second fare reduction in just two months, the highspeed corridor has witnessed a 28.5 per cent spike in ridership. In fact, the turnaround has been remarkable. The line has witnessed a ridership increase of 196.5 per cent ever since the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) took over its operation in 2013. The DMRC, on September 18, had slashed fares on the AEML by up to 50 per cent bringing the minimum single-journey fare on the line to Rs. 10 from Rs. 20. “Within just a month of the fare reduction, average ridership on the airport line had increased by 28.5 per cent. From having an average ridership of 23,231 for the quarter of June to August, the number has increased to 29,862 for the month of October alone. It’s good that more people are using the line not just to reach the airport, but also for daily commute,” said a metro oicial. If October’s ridership is compared to that of the same month last year (17,155) then the surge is as much as 74 per cent. However, the corporation is also facing the brunt for reducing the fare as it continues to sufer a loss on the line. “The loss of earning, especially in the first 15 days since the new



Within just a month of the fare reduction, average ridership on the airport line has increased by 28.5% (from an average ridership of 23,231 to 29,862)



rates were implemented has been around 28-30 per cent. But, that is expected and with time it will be recovered,” said oicials. The operating ratio of the line, which means the total working expenses to earning, of the metro corridor has come down from 2.7 to 1.08, despite a total 66.6 per cent slash in fares. While primarily attributing it to the fare revision, oicials said that the move of smart card interportability between the Airport Express Line and other corridors, and increasing frequency of



trains have contributed in driving up ridership. “Apart from the fares, the timings of the first service of the day was rescheduled from 5:30 a.m. to 4:45 a.m. from New Delhi and Dwarka Sector 21 to connect with trains of the Indian Railways. Total daily train trips on the corridor have also been increased to 168 from 148 — upping the frequency on the corridor from 15 minutes to 10 minutes and 30 seconds during peak hours,” added the oicial. Records of the Delhi metro also indicated that immediately after



the fares were cut, the ridership went up by 22.5 per cent. “For the period June 1 to September 17, average ridership of Airport Express Line was 23,644. On September 18 rates were reduced. So, from September 18 to October 31, the ridership was recorded at 28,970,” added the oicial. DMRC took over operations of the Airport link, also known as Orange Line, in July 2013 after Reliance Infrastructure’s subsidiary Delhi Airport Metro Express Private Ltd (DAMEPL) terminated its concessionaire agreement.



IGIA sees record number of flights, pips Mumbai airport SIDHARTHA ROY NEW DELHI: Delhi’s Indira



Gandhi International Airport (IGIA) created a new record this month and marched ahead of all Indian airports. The airport witnessed 1,082 flight movements a fortnight ago, the highestever for any civil Indian airport and also saw a daily average of 1,035 movements this month. The Delhi airport is now the busiest airport in the country, in both the categories of air traic movement and passenger traic. It has long overtaken the Mumbai airport by not only catering to more passengers (40.99 million compared to Mumbai's 36.63 million in 2014-15) but also handling many more flights, which apart from



scheduled commercial flights, also includes chartered flights, VIP flights and helicopter movements. Delhi airport has been able to handle increasing



number of domestic and international airlines and flights thanks to its three runways (28/10, 29/11 and 27/09) that often operate simultaneously. IGIA also holds the record for



handling more flight movements per hour, which oscillates between an average of 65 per hour to 75 per hour during peak traic hours. According to oicials of the Delhi air traic control, the steep hike in number of flights in November was thanks to the movement of many chartered flights during the Bihar elections, couple with the ongoing festival season. “The number of flights from Delhi has increased substantially in the last few months and the number of general aviation flights (chartered flights) has gone up too,” said a senior air traic control oicial who didn't wished to be named. “There was a dip in number of flights couple of years ago when Kingfisher Airlines stopped operating



but with new domestic and international airlines starting their flights, the number has gone up than before,” he said. “The new aviation policy of the government also proposes more regional connectivity, which would also mean more number of flights. We are already looking at handling 1,200 flights a day very soon and perhaps even handle more flights than London's Heathrow airport,” he said. The airport witnessed a record number of 1,082 flight movements on November 6 but that was not a standalone figure. Except for two days, the airport has seen more than 1,000 flight movements this month till date, with an average of 1,035 a day. This includes more than 1,070 flight movement on three days.



Man gets six years in jail for abduction, assault of woman NIRNIMESH KUMAR NEW DELHI: Converting an attempt to rape case into a molestation case, a Delhi court has sentenced a man to six years imprisonment for abducting and assaulting an Assamese woman. The Kapashera police in southwest Delhi had charge-



sheeted Kailash Singh for abduction and attempt to rape on information provided by a woman who had helped the victim to change her torn clothes after the assault. Additional Sessions Judge Virender Bhat converted the case into abduction and molestation after the victim said in her evidence that she had



thwarted the accused’s attempt to rape her. The accused, along with co-accused Jairam, had abducted the victim from near the Bijwasan Railway station in July. The police could not arrest the other accused. The victim had come from Assam to earn a livelihood and is staying here with an



Non Government Organisation. The court also pulled up the investigating oicer of the case for not recording the statement of the woman who had helped the victim and for making no inquiry about the NGO. The court rejected the defence counsel’s argument for acquittal of the accused, say-



Ghaziabad civic body stops tiling work AKANKSHA JAIN NEW DELHI: Acting against ram-



pant concretisation work in Ghaziabad, the city’s Municipal Corporation has halted several such projects and has written a letter to its chief engineer. Ground concretisation and tiling are in violation of orders given by the National Green Tribunal. Additional Municipal Commissioner D.K. Sinha wrote a letter to Chief Engineer of Ghaziabad Nagar Nigam R.K. Mittal warning him against further violations of the order. The letter states that the office of the chief engineer, despite having complete knowledge, is “intentionally” allowing such projects: “…your (Chief Engineer) department is intentionally violating the orders of the NGT.” Environmental activist Akash Vashishtha, who has CM YK



Tiling being done in Sector 3 of Raj Nagar, Ghaziabad, in violation of National Green Tribunal orders. FILE PHOTO



been fighting against ground concretisation in Ghaziabad and on whose complaint this action has been taken, said “it is a tragic example of corruption at some level and the strong words used in the letter shows how the whole system of the corporation is.” “The letter clearly states



that oicially, the Nagar Nigam is not allowing any concretisation of roadsides or park and that it is the act of a few oicials and councillors who are perpetrating environmental destruction,” he said. Mr. Sinha told The Hindu that his oice sent the letter “after receiving complaints



about use of interlocking tiles in many parks”. Directing Mr. Mittal to look into all projects, the letter also warned that “if any coercive order is passed by the NGT (due to violations in Ghaziabad), the entire responsibility will rest on you (chief engineer)”. Mr. Mittal and Municipal Commissioner Abdul Samad could not be reached for comment despite repeated attempts. In August, the NGT had constituted a committee to be headed by the District Magistrate with Ghaziabad Development Authority Vice Chairman and a IIT Professor on board to study the extent of concretisation in the city and possible solutions. ADM Preeti Jaiswal informed that a draft has been prepared in compliance of the NGT order but it is yet to be approved.



ing that the negligence in the investigation could not accrue benefit to the accused. The court convicted the accused on the basis of evidence by the victim who stood by her statement to the police in later statements before a Metropolitan Magistrate and finally in the trial of the case.



ernment and Jindal Group’s Timarpur-Okhla waste-toenergy plant faces flak for using obsolete technology leading to air pollution, the National Green Tribunal (NGT) on Wednesday directed the proponents of the plant to adopt better technology for segregation of waste before it is put in the furnaces. A Bench headed by NGT Chairperson Justice Swatanter Kumar said, “…segregation at the plant is not work- A garbage truck leaves the Timarpur-Okhla waste-to-energy ing efectively which incinerator plant in Sukhdev Vihar, Delhi. FILE PHOTO ultimately leads to discharge The Central Pollution Conof pollutants, which are highThe Court was hearing an er than the prescribed limit.” application filed by Sukhdev trol Board recently collected “At this stage, it would be Vihar Resident Welfare Asso- samples of Air Stack emission pre-mature to conclude any- ciation. It wants the plant to for analysis of particulate thing about the analysis of the be closed on the grounds that matter, sulphur dioxide, nisamples of Ambient Air qual- it is using ‘Mass Burning’ trogen oxides, hydrogen chloity as the report is awaited. technology, which is creating ride, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. On November However, we direct the pro- air pollution. The RWA’s counsel Gaurav 19, more samples will be colject proponent to immediately take steps … so that segre- Bansal on Wednesday ap- lected for analysis of dioxins gation of Municipal Solid prised the court that even the and Furans, common names Waste (MSW) is complete National Environmental En- for toxic chemicals associatand does not result in mix gineering Research Institute ed with cancer and impairwaste being put into the fur- (NEERI) said that mass burn- ment of immune system. Member Secretaries of ing should be stopped naces,” the Bench ordered. CPCB and the Delhi Pollution The Tribunal has directed immediately. Mass Burning uses ex- Control Committee will be the Jindal Group to place before it, in a week, an aidavit treme heat to burn the waste, visiting the Okhla plant on “providing complete details the heat generated is used to November 19 and 20 to obof all steps taken by it for im- make energy. At present, the serve segregation of waste proving segregation of the plant is processing about and general functioning of the plant. 1,900 metric tons of waste. Municipal Solid Wastes.”



South Delhi parking lots to have handicap spots DAMINI NATH NEW DELHI: Municipal parking lots in South Delhi will soon have preferential slots for the diferently-abled, with three per cent of the capacity in each facility being reserved for persons with disabilities. The South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC), which has 78 parking lots, is in the process of demarcating the slots for diferently-abled users. Around 12,00 vehicles can be parked in the 78 sites. “We have started marking Handicap spots will be clearly marked. PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT the spots and putting up the The Delhi Airport has pref- disabilities at the parking faboards informing people of the reserved parking. The erential parking for the difer- cility of a multiplex in South work will be completed by the ently-abled, but activists say Delhi. “But, every time I end of this week,” said SDMC the position of the spots is far would go there a senior police spokesperson Mukesh Yadav from ideal. oicial’s car would be parked “It’s a welcome step if the there,” said Mr. Abidi. on Wednesday. The spots are being out- SDMC is giving preferential He added that the location lined in paint and will feature parking, but there should be a of the preferential parking signboards saying they are re- strong enforcement,” said spots at the airport facility served for persons with dis- Javed Abidi, a disability means there is a “consideraabilities. The work started at rights’ activist. ble distance” from the entry the beginning of this month, Mr. Abidi said after civil so- or exit. “The closest slots to half the sites in the West Zone ciety intervention there was a the entry points are reserved have been completed. slot reserved for persons with for VIPs,” said Mr. Abidi.



SHOs suspended for poor performance ASHOK KUMAR GURGAON: Two Station House Oicers (SHOs), including Inspector Umesh Bala of the new all-women Police Station, have been suspended for their performance “not being up-to-the-mark”. The action was taken after the performance audit of all SHOs at a crime meeting here on Wednesday. “The performance of the two SHOs was not found upto-the-mark, therefore, they have been suspended and transferred to Police Lines and new oicials posted in their place,” said Gurgaon Po-



lice Commissioner Navdeep Virk. Those suspended include Inspector Bijender Singh, SHO of Sector-5 Police Station and Bala. In their place, Inspector Shailender Additional, SHO, Badshahpur Police Station and Sub-Inspector Kailash Devi, have been posted respectively. Inspector Jagdish Parshad, SHO of Manesar Police Station; Inspector Ashok Kumar, SHO of Sector-29 Police Station and Inspector Sube Singh, SHO of Udyog Vihar Police Station will be suitably rewarded for their good performance.



The SHOs from all 25 police stations of Gurgaon submitted statistics of crime rates under their respective jurisdiction in the meeting. The last such meeting on crime was held three months ago. But this time, the commissioner decided to take action against poor performance. “We always choose the best performers and appreciate their eforts. But this time, we also chose the worst performer and punished them. This will make the SHOs improve the functioning of their police stations and maintain law and order in their areas,” said Mr. Virk.



JNU student with cerebral palsy completes Ph.D KRITIKA SHARMA SEBASTIAN NEW DELHI: A student of Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) sufering from severe cerebral palsy has become the only student with the severe disability to complete a Ph.D from the varsity. Akshansh Gupta, who hails from Jaunpur in Uttar Pradesh, is sufering from 95 percent disability but managed to complete his thesis on ‘Brain and Computer interface’. JNU Vice-Chancellor Sudhir Kumar Sopory awarded Mr. Gupta the Ph.D in a special ceremony. Cerebral palsy afects movement and speech. A person sufering from the disorder has problem with precise motions, such as writing or buttoning a shirt.



Akshansh Gupta with V-C S.K. Sopory. PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



But against all odds, Mr. Gupta completed his fiveyear long thesis. His Ph.D subject was “Performance Enhancement of Mental Task Classification: A Study of Combination of Feature Extraction and Selection Methods” from the School of Computer and System Sciences.



Happy that his hard work has finally paid of, Gupta is now looking forward to getting a job as a researcher. “I used to work six to eight hours daily. I am now looking forward to getting a job in academics and research field,” Mr. Gupta told The Hindu. “I faced a lot of diiculties during my Ph.D, but my



topic was very fascinating, it was a motivation and sustaining factor for me to keep working. Also, I received immense support from my supervisor, lab mates and my care giver. I enjoyed all diiculties and took all diiculties as opportunity to learn and develop better understanding,” he added. Mr. Gupta’s friends and research scholars at JNU also lauded him. “Now that he has done academically so well, he should get a job,” said Mr. Gupta’s friend Awanish Kumar. Gupta had also contested for the post of President in JNU Student Union election in 2011. “Anybody who knows the intensity of the JNUSU elections will salute his courage,” Mr. Kumar added.
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THE BILL was cleared while the Assembly session was on at the Old Secretariat



Delhi government clears the Jan Lokpal Bill To be tabled in the Assembly next week MARIA AKRAM NEW DELHI: The Delhi govern-



ment on Wednesday cleared the much-awaited Jan Lokpal Bill and it is likely to be tabled in the Assembly next week. The Bill brings the Chief Minister’s oice under its purview and ensures that any investigation and trial by the Lokpal has to be completed within six months. Even as the Winter session of the Assembly opened on Wednesday at the Old Secretariat, Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal along with his Cabinet ministers cleared the Jan Lokpal Bill. Addressing a gathering, Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia said that Cabinet meeting, specially called for clearing the Jan Lokpal Bill, was held at the Cabinet meeting room in the Old Secretariat ‘to make the moment special’. The draft Bill envisages a system where a corrupt person found guilty would go to jail within two years of the



complaint being filed and his ill-gotten wealth confiscated. It also envisages power to the Jan Lokpal to prosecute politicians and bureaucrats without government permission. The Bill also envisages CAG audit in the cases. The Jan Lokpal Bill (Ombudsman Bill) is an anti-corruption Bill drawn up by ac-



tivists seeking the appointment of an independent body that would investigate corruption cases, complete the investigation and trial in a time-bound manner. Once passed and notified, people will be able to complain directly and imprison corrupt politicians and bureaucrats under the law.



Soon after clearing the Bill, Manish Sisodia in a series of tweets wrote, “The historic Delhi Jan Lokpal Bill is passed by Delhi Cabinet. Congrats to all who have spent days and nights for it. Congrats delhi...#hereislokpal. Jo kaha so kiya.” The Bill is on the lines of the Lokpal Bill of Uttarakhand, which was drafted by Arvind Kejriwal and Manish Sisodia in 2011. Sources said that the Bill was cleared in a rush as the party drew flak from the Opposition as the Bill till Wednesday afternoon wasn’t listed in the Winter Session. In fact, the BJP leaders during the session asked why it wasn't being passed despite the Aam Aadmi Party being the majority in the Assembly. The Congress, which has failed to win any seats in the Assembly, protested outside the Vidhan Sabha. However, this is the second time that the AAP-government has cleared the Bill. In February 2014, the government cleared the Bill but didn’t send it to the Lieutenant- Governor. L-G Najeeb Jung, had raised objection regarding this to the Union Home Ministry.



Opposition claims credit



Session begins on a stormy note



STAFF REPORTER



NEW DELHI: Day one of the winter session of



NEW DELHI: Soon after Aam Admi



Party-government cleared the Jan Lokpal Bill, BJP and Congress claimed that it was due to their pressure that the government had to clear it. Leader of Opposition, Vijender Gupta, said “it is our victory as tabling of Jan Lokpal Bill has been one of our main demands. The AAP government did not intend to bring the Bill and it has acted under compulsion.” Delhi Congress unit protested outside the Vidhan Sabha as Jan Lokpal Bill wasn’t tabled on the first day of the session. It was later on Wednesday evening that the government cleared the Bill in a Cabinet meeting. “Even Prashant Bhushan criticised the government for not bringing the Lokpal Bill. “285 days:No Lokpal for Delhi.Internal Lokpal removed.MLAs caught in corruption scams.No doubt now,AK (Arvind Kejriwal) never wanted accountability for his men.”



MARIA AKRAM



Delhi Assembly began on a stormy note as BJP and AAP MLAs got into a heated argument over paying tribute to late VHP leader Ashok Singhal. The session began with paying homage to the victims of Paris terror attack and leader of Opposition, VIjender Gupta, demanded that tribute to Ashok Singhal should also be paid. “Ashok Singhal was a ‘Raj Purush’. We all should pay homage to him,” said Mr Gupta. AAP legislators opposed the demand which was later rejected by Speaker Ram Niwas Goel. AAP MLAs said that Mr Singhal had played a “divisive role and tried to divide the country on communal lines as he was the architect behind the Babri Masjid demolition in Ayodhya that led to riots in the country. He doesn’t qualify for a condolence motion.” The situation got acrimonious with AAP leader Amanatullah Khan calling Ashok Singhal ‘a murderer’. Retorting to this BJP leader OP Sharma called Amanatullah a terrorist. An angry Amanatullah demanded action against him. “A complaint with the Speaker has been registered against the BJP MLA for using such a language,” said Amanatullah. Amid vociferous protests from both sides, Speaker Ram Niwas Goyal turned down Vijender Gupta’s demand saying that



AAP MLAs in a heated debate during the Delhi Assembly session on Wednesday. — PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



paying homage to Singhal was not possible as he did not hold any Constitutional post. Later, due to stiff opposition by AAP MLAs, Ashok Singhal’s name was removed from official minutes citing his “communal background” and “divisive role”. The session on Day One mainly discussed the growing ‘intolerance’ in the country. Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal didn’t attend the session on Wednesday. Apart from the Jan Lokpal Bill, which the Cabinet cleared on Wednesday evening, six other bills, including Code of Criminal Procedure Amendment Bill, Delhi School Education Amendment Bill and Minimum Wages Amendment Bill, will be tabled in the Assembly session which is to continue till November 28.



An action plan for the diferently-abled STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The Delhi govern-



ment has prepared a draft policy and an action plan for persons with disability. The focus of the policy is on three main points: prevention and early detection of disability, rehabilitation of persons with disabilities and creation of accessible environment. One of the important steps under the policy is appointing sign language interpreters at public places and providing identity cards to people with disabilities. The draft has been uploaded on the website of Social Welfare department for comments and suggestions from the public. In order to ensure efective implementation of the policy, the government is planning to appoint nodal oicers in every district. “The policy on diferentlyabled aims to provide a conducive environment to people with disabilities so they can reach their full potential and participate equally in society. The policy acknowledges the need to protect women and children from all kinds of exploitation,” a Delhi govern-



One of the important steps under the policy is appointing sign language interpreters at public places and providing identity cards to people with disabilities ment oicial said. In order to make sure that disabilities are detected early, the government is planning to enable and promote pre-natal and post-natal check-up of pregnant women, and to provide early diagnosis of problems like Schizophrenia and Depression. For rehabilitation, the government will focus on providing social, economic and physical rehabilitation through education, a major tool in enabling an individual. “In case of children with mild disabilities, the focus will be on main-streaming the children,” the government oicial added. The government is also going to focus on providing better job opportunities to persons with disabilities and will identify such companies with the help of NGOs.



Govt plans to outsource road maintenance DAMINI NATH NEW DELHI: The maintenance of main roads in the Capital may be outsourced to private companies as the Delhi Government’s Public Works Department (PWD) is likely to come up with a proposal soon. All roads that are 60 feet or more in width are maintained by the PWD currently, after they were transferred from the Municipal Corporation of Delhi in 2012. A senior PWD oicial said there was a plan to ask for expressions of interest from private players to take over the maintenance of roads. “We are looking at making the process more cost-efective by inviting private companies to bid for maintenance of roads. The proposal is in the works right now,” said the oicial. A spokesperson for PWD



The government is looking at floating a global tender under the PPP model confirmed that there was a “plan to outsource maintenance of roads”, but the expressions of interest floated previously had not worked out. “There were issues of how to compensate the private company. So we are looking at diferent models like allowing them advertising rights,” said another PWD oicial. The government is looking at floating a global tender under the PPP model so as to make the process more competitive, said the oicial. The private company or companies will have to ensure that the roads are pothole-free and the signage is maintained properly.



Smuggled cigarettes seized STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Delhi Government's Trade and Taxes Department has seized illegallysmuggled imported cigarettes worth around Rs. 50 lakh from Badarpur Border. “On November 12, an inspection team of the department on night patrolling intercepted two mini trucks at Badarpur Border, which were found to be loaded with cartons of imported cigarettes. Investigation so far has revealed that the ciga-



CM YK



rettes were imported illegally in the country,” SS Yadav, Commissioner, Trade and Taxes, said. The cigarettes loaded in the trucks were of the Indonesian Brand 'Gudang Garam International'. “As per preliminary estimates, the approximate value of these cigarettes is above Rs. 50 lakh.” The concerned Central agency has also been roped in for thorough investigations and to take necessary action in the matter under the relevant legal provisions. ND-ND
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HC notice to Delhi govt on Chautala’s parole plea MOHAMMED IQBAL NEW DELHI: The Delhi High Court on Wednesday issued notice to the Delhi government on a petition moved by former Haryana Chief Minister Om Prakash Chautala, convicted in the teachers' recruitment scam case, seeking 60 days' parole to get medical treatment for his polio-afected legs. Chautala, undergoing 10 years' imprisonment, had lost his appeal in the Supreme Court on August 3. However, the apex court had said that the convicts in the case could move the High Court for relief like parole on health grounds. The Bench of Justice Ashutosh Kumar issued notice to Delhi government and sought its reply by January 4, when the case will come up for further hearing. The government opposed the petition during preliminary hearing on Wednesday.



Chautala's plea has come to the High Court following a tussle between the Aam Aadmi Party government and Lieutenant-Governor Najeeb Jung over the grant of parole



Woman held for smuggling gold STAFF REPORTER



Chautala's plea has come to the High Court following a tussle between the Aam Aadmi Party government and LieutenantGovernor Najeeb Jung over the grant of parole. Delhi Home Minister Satyendra Jain had advised rejection of Chautala's application requesting extension of his parole in May this year. Another request for parole to the incarcerated Haryana politician was turned down in September, after which he filed a fresh application on medical grounds in October. The Delhi government had accused the L-G of putting pressure on Mr. Jain for giving clearance to



Chautala's parole application. Eighty-four-year-old Indian National Lok Dal (INLD) supremo Chautala, his son Ajay Chautala and three others are serving the 10-year jail term in Tihar Central Prison here. Chautala's petition said he was polio-afected since his birth and had permanent disability of 60 per cent. He was on bail during the trial and was released on parole, but he had never misused it, said the petition while seeking the court's lenient view in the matter. Chautala, his son and 53 others, including two IAS oicers, were convicted on January 16, 2013 by the trial court for illegally recruiting 3,206 junior basic trained teachers in Haryana in 2000. The High Court upheld the jail term while observing that the overwhelming evidence had shown “shocking and spinechilling state of afairs” in the country.



Civil society forms a Fasivad Virodhi Manch STAFF REPORTER



NEW DELHI: Customs oicials at



Delhi's Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGIA) arrested a woman on Wednesday for trying to smuggle in gold worth more than Rs. two crore. The woman passenger, a resident of Poland who was coming to Delhi from Singapore was first apprehended on suspicion. The customs oicials recovered gold weighing 8.8 kg from her, the market rate of which is well above Rs. two crore. “The passenger had concealed the gold in a specially designed belt that she had worn around her waist,” said Vinayak Azaad, Additional Commissioner of Customs at the IGI Airport. The IGI Airport has been witnessing a spurt in the cases of gold smuggling and customs officials have increased surveillance at the airport to keep a check on the illegal smuggling of the precious metal.
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NEW DELHI: Highlighting the “disturbing” trend of increasing attacks on secularism, constitutional values, rationality, democracy and freedom of expression, members of civil society came together on one platform on Wednesday to form a “Fasivad Virodhi Manch” (FVM). The Manch will work to build resistance against attacks on the rich and diverse nature of the Indian nation.” Speaking during a press conference Shabnam Hashmi from ANHAD said, “FVM is one of many eforts to counter the onslaught of the fascist forces. The manch will compliment and work in collaboration with



other platforms and initiatives that have been recently formed.” Human rights activist John Dayal said that there was “a seamless integration and adoption of the policies of the Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh by the NDA government entirely dominated by the Bharatiya Janata party which has led to almost total impunity, seen in the failure to act in cases of speeches by Sangh leaders to incite violence against Muslims and Christians.” Apoorvanand, a prominent academician and a public intellectual, on this occasion argued that, “the welfare network is rapidly being demolished, many policies changed at the behest of the corporate sector.”



WEATHER WATCH (City-wise reading yesterday) For metros highlighted, readings show max temperature



Disclaimer: Readers are requested to verify & make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.
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Hyderabad | 31.6° C
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Forecast for Thursday: Heavy rain would occur at isolated places over south coastal Andhra Pradesh, Tamilnadu, Puducherry and Kerala Max Min Agartala Ahmedabad Allahabad Aizawl Bengaluru Bhopal Bhubaneswar Chandigarh Chennai Coimbatore Dehradun Gangtok Goa Guwahati
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LEGAL NOTICE



ICAO organises symposium STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The fourth edition of International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Regional Aviation Training symposium was organised in Delhi on Tuesday. The four-day event is being hosted by the GMR Aviation Academy and the objective of the symposium is to provide ICAO member states international fora to share the latest trends, technologies and tools currently available worldwide. About 200 delegates from 40 countries gathered at this event, in which Union Civil Aviation Minister Ashok Gajapati Raju was the chief guest. Mr. Raju congratulated GMR Aviation Academy for forging ties with the ICAO. He also emphasised the need for making flying in India both accessible and afordable to common citizens. He said this is the right time for organising such symposiums relating to skill building that might enable India very soon to attain the capability of supplying workforce to the world.
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H.S. NARASIMHA KUMAR



RADHAKRISHNAN KUTTOOR PATHANAMTHITTA: The formal



commissioning of the modern sewage treatment plant (STP) on the eve of the annual pilgrim season has done pretty little to check the flow of filth into the Pampa through the Njunangar stream at Sabarimala. The clogging of manholes at Malikappuram, coupled with flow of filth into the Njunangar stream that empties out into the Pampa, on the very first day of the pilgrim season on Tuesday was a testimony to the pollution at the hillock. Two manholes in the sewer lines, linking waste collection tanks of toilets with the STP, got clogged. Workers were found making desper-



A view of the clogged sewer lines on the Police Barracks Road carrying waste water into the Njunangar stream at Sabarimala on Tuesday. — PHOTO: LEJU KAMAL



ate attempts to clear the blocks. Experts attached to the Kerala State Pollution Con-



trol Board (PCB) told The Hindu that the sewer lines leading to the STP had not been properly laid. It lacked



the requisite gradient to facilitate smooth flow of filth from the collection tanks to the STP. The flow of waste from kitchens and other filth from Malikappuram through a culvert on the Police Barrack Road leading to the STP is another problem. The human waste collection tank on the eastern side of the Valiya Nadappanthal used to overflow, bringing the filth directly to the vicinity of the Kerala Water Authority’s pumping station in the Pampa, in the first few days of the pilgrim season itself, as per a report submitted by the PCB. The pumping station for transferring the filth from here to the STP too is yet to be installed.



MYSURU: How hard is it for a



person of the third gender to access a public toilet? While this is a problem that is hardly given a thought to, in what is claimed to be a first for Karnataka and even the country, the Mysuru division of the Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation has built toilets exclusively for transgenders at the city bus stand. Over 4,000 transgenders are residing in Mysuru, particularly around the bus stand area, and they had appealed to the Mysuru Zilla Panchayat in June to provide an exclusive toilet for them. They pointed out they are unwelcome both in toilets for men and women. The ZP then took up the issue with the district administration and the KSRTC. The toi-



T.S. SUBRAMANIAN



The first toilet for transgenders in Karnataka will be opened at the Mysuru bus stand on Thursday. — PHOTO: H.S. NARASIMHA KUMAR



lets built by the KSRTC bus stand will soon be inaugurated and the authorities are designing an appropriate sign board for it. More on the anvil Nirmala, a transgender, welcomed the move of the



KSRTC, adding that they may not “face humiliation” anymore. Pushpa, another transgender, said that similar toilets should be set up in all busy avenues. Akkai Padmashali, an activist, said similar initiatives should be taken in other district administrations.



Telangana’s tribal master craftsman set to zoom into big league S. HARPAL SINGH ADILABAD: After December 9, Ko-



Kova Naneshwar at work at Keslaguda. — PHOTO: S. HARPAL SINGH



CM YK



va Naneshwar will become a familiar name among the aficionados of art and craft in the country. By then, this 65-yearold tribal master craftsman from the remote yet beautiful confines of Adilabad district in Telangana State would have accepted the prestigious national-level ‘Shilp Guru Award’ from President Pranab Mukherjee for which he has been selected this year. Naneshwar’s selection is a



matter of pride for Telangana State as well as the tiny Ojha artisan community which primarily makes brass metal objects for the Gond Adivasis in this district to which he belongs. The brass metal casting of Pjhas, popularly known as Dhokra art though has its range of traditional artefacts limited to about 50 is looking up after a few design development projects taken up recently. “I submitted three pieces as entries for the award earlier this year. The ‘Ban-Arjun’ piece has Arjuna piercing the eye of a fish



placed above his head by looking its image in the water below while the other two has a Raja Rani seated in the howdah of an elephant and a dance pose of Muria Gonds,” the humble artisan says of his award-winning work. But normally, the Ojha artisans make objects used by Gonds in their religious activities and in agriculture fields. For example, the ‘jauver pher’ or ankle bells for the ‘kathoda’ priests and ‘jadge’ and ‘chede,’ the big and small-sized seedsowing funnels besides, orna-



Stage set for interceptor missile launch



mentation for farm cattle. Many achievements Over his nearly half a century of professional life Naneshwar has won a merit award and a State-level award in the field of handicrafts, the latter having made him eligible for the Shilp Guru award. He has trained artisans and craftsmen as well as took part in exhibitions and fairs in almost all the major cities in the country, visiting Delhi for 28 times, perhaps a record in the Adivasi world here. “Dhokra art came to me from



my parents,” observes the master craftsman. “But it is because of the training given by Guruji Ravinder Sharma of Adilabad Kala Ashram, himself Kala Ratna awardee, that I learnt to develop designs in Dhokra metal casting,” he recalls. “What gives me more satisfaction than any award is the younger generation learning to work on the metal casting which is our traditional means of livelihood. The youngsters are getting educated as well as working in free time,” points out Naneshwar.



CHENNAI: An interceptor missile will lift of from the Wheeler Island, of the Odisha coast, on November 22 against an electronic target which will be simulating the trajectory of a ballistic missile coming from an “enemy” country. The interceptor, which will be a real missile, is an Advanced Air Defence (AAD) version. It will receive the coordinates such as the lift-of time, trajectory, velocity etc.. of the electronically simulated attacker missile, which will be “launched” from the Integrated Test Range at Chandipur in Balasore district of Odisha.



‘Virtual target’ Within moments of receiving these coordinates, the interceptor will respond by lifting of from the Wheeler Island and it will engage the “virtual target” in a “proximity killing” in mid-flight. In other words, the interceptor will go close to the electronically simulated attacker missile and the interceptor’s warhead will explode, killing the “virtual target.” The debris of the interceptor missile will fall into the Bay of Bengal. The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) will conduct this trial.
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Experts, Netaji’s kin sceptical about declassification of files ‘A random attempt will be of no use in unravelling the mystery’ KOLKATA: Even as they wel-



will be able to answer the questions that we all have been seeking.



comed Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s assurance that the declassification of files on Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose will start from January, experts and members of the Bose family have raised questions on whether random declassification of files will solve the mystery around Bose’s disappearance. Eminent historian Hari Vasudevan said if the opinions of experts are not taken into consideration in the process then the purpose of declassification will not be fulfilled. “We don’t know what files will be classified, so it is diicult to answer whether they



‘All in the dark’ “But, I don’t think it is adequate that files are just randomly declassified without allowing experts, or historians to ask questions,” Mr. Vasudevan told journalists. The comments were made at the launch of a book on Netaji tiled Netaji: Living Dangerously by journalist Kingshuk Nag on Tuesday. The historian pointed out that it is essential that people who are interested in the matter are involved in the process are involved. “If people who have expertise are involved, they can



STAFF REPORTER



March for justice in Dabholkar, Pansare killings SHOUMOJIT BANERJEE



members have urged Mr. Modi to constitute a Special Investigation Team comprising historians, researchers and members of the Bose family to “minutely examine” those files. “We have suggested that later on the files be given to the Central Archives so as to make them available to future Chitra Ghosh says the family researchers,” said Ms. Ghosh. members have urged Mr. Modi Trinamool Congress Rajya to constitute a Special Sabha member Derek Investigation Team to O’Brien, who was present at “minutely examine” those files. the book launch, said that the — FILE PHOTO: S. JAMES book on Netaji is like Meghna pose questions and seek an- Gulzar’s movie Talvar which swers to judge the relevance uses the ‘Rashomon efect’, to of a document being declassi- deal with the various theories fied,” he said. surrounding the sensational Netaji’s niece Chitra Aarushi Talwar double murGhosh. said that the family der case.



RAIPUR: Three farmers have



committed suicide in diferent parts of Chhattisgarh in the last four days reportedly due to crop failure and accumulation of debts. Himmat Sahu, a farmer from Sambalpur village of Rajnandgaon district, hanged himself early morning of November 16. Rajanandgaon is the Assembly constituency of Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Raman Singh and Lok Sabha constituency of his son Abhishekh Singh. In the second incident reported from Balod district, Harban Halba of Ghogopuri village ended life on Monday. The third case was reported from Dhamatari district where Jugeshwar Sahu of Jalampur village district, killed



The State government and district authorities did not react to two suicides in Rajnandgaon and Balod districts, despite one of them happening in the Chief Minister’s constituency. himself by consuming poison on Monday morning. The State government and the respective district authorities did not react to two suicides in Rajnandgaon and Balod districts, despite one of them happening in the Chief Minister’s constituency. In a press statement issued by the Directorate of Public Relations (DPR) late on Wednesday evening, the State government denied that Jugeshwar Sahu from Dhamatari district died due to “farmrelated causes.” “The farmer did not commit suicide due to any debt



burden on him. According to the family members of Mr. Sahu, he was a heavy drinker. The post-mortem report also found a large amount of alcohol inside his body even after 12 hours after death. According to an inspection done by an agriculture oicer, Mr. Sahu did not sufer crop loss this year,” claimed the DPR statement. The Congress held the State government responsible for the spurt in farmers’ suicide and claimed that till date this year, 14 farmers had taken the extreme step in different parts of the State.



Man dies after fall from women-only train KOLKATA: Matribhumi Locals or



Ladies Special suburban trains run by the Eastern Railway, which saw pitched battles a few months ago between male and female commuters, were embroiled in a fresh controversy over the death of a man late on Tuesday evening. Forty-year- old Dipak Sharma, who boarded the Howrah-Bandel Matribhumi Express, fell of the train and died between the Uttarpara and Hind Motor stations. According to a section of passengers and his family members, he was allegedly pushed of the train by a woman constable of the Railway



KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: Striking a balance between compassion for stray dogs and the danger unsuspecting humans face from dog bites, the Supreme Court on Wednesday directed municipal authorities to stop indiscriminate killing of stray dogs even while ensuring that the canines do not become a threat to society. “There can be no trace of doubt that there has to be compassion for dogs and they should not be killed in an indiscriminate manner, but indubitably the lives of the human beings are to be saved and one should not sufer due to dog bite because of administrative lapse,” a Bench of Justices Dipak Misra and P.C. Pant observed in an interim order. The Bench ordered the Animal Welfare Boards of all



AMARNATH TEWARY



PUNE: Irked by the drawn-out in-



KOLKATA BUREAU



Strike a balance between compassion to stray dogs and lives of human beings: SC States to make it clear to the municipal authorities against public lynching of stray dogs and follow the law under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960 and Animal Birth Control Rules of 2001 enacted by the parliament. The Bench in a 14-page order quoted extensively the law which says that only veterinarians are authorised, on a caseto-case basis, to decide the need to put to sleep critically ill or fatally injured or rabid dogs in a painless method by using sodium pentathol. Going through the rules framed under the law, the Bench said, “We find the local authorities have a sacrosanct duty to provide suicient number of dog pounds, including animal kennels/shelters, which may be managed by the animal welfare organizations.” The court also said it is also



Passengers alleged that he had been pushed of the ‘Matribhumi Local’ train near Kolkata by a woman RPF constable Protection Force. The constable and other passengers accompanying her were allegedly assaulted by an angry crowd at the Hind Motor station. The crowd then blocked the track for several hours. “The condition of the constable improved today (Wednesday). No one has been arrested so far,” Superintendent of RPF, Howrah, Mehmood Akhtar told The Hindu.



Chetia sent to CBI custody



Train services were disrupted till late on Tuesday evening as passengers also vandalised coaches and squatted on the track. The protesters pelted stones at the police at Hind Motor and an oicial was injured. The blockade was lifted only after police resorted to a lathi-charge. But soon thereafter, a local politician accompanied by a large number of people squatted on the tracks again, disrupting traic. Services were finally restored at around 11 pm. Elderly man dies Meanwhile, an elderly man died at the overcrowded Howrah station, teeming with stranded passengers.



Though services were normal on the Howrah Main line, there was tension in the Uttarpara-Hind Motor area of the State’s Hooghly district as the body of the victim was handed over to the family after post-mortem. Disruption of railway services was reported a few months ago on the SealdahBongaon line over male passengers demanding that some of the compartments of the Matribhumi Locals be open to all commuters at the Sealdah section. Several passengers, including police personnel, were injured in stone-pelting between men and women passengers at the Khardah railway station in North 24 Parganas.



PATNA: Chief Minister-designate Nitish Kumar has invited Prime Minister Narendra Modi and several national and regional leaders to his swearing-in scheduled for Friday. However, Mr. Modi may not attend the function and his Ministers Venkaiah Naidu and Rajiv Pratap Rudy are likely to represent him. Earlier, Babul Supriyo, Union Minister of State and BJP MP from Asansol in West Bengal, told some private news channels in Varanasi that Mr. Modi would attend the ceremony. But the BJP in Bihar denied any knowledge of his visit. “We’ve no idea about Mr. Modi visiting Patna…He may not be able to attend the function because of his engagements,” BJP vice-president Sanjay Mayunkh said. However, party leaders told The Hindu that Mr. Naidu and Mr. Rudy would instead represent the Prime Minister at the ceremony. JD(U) Bihar president Basistha Narayan Singh said: “The invitation to the Prime Minister was a matter of political etiquette and it is up to him to decide.” Political leaders close to Mr. Nitish Kumar said the Chief Minister had also invited BJP leader L.K. Advani, Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, External Afairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and Union Ministers from Bihar. Meanwhile, Bihar Congress president Ashok Chaudhury has confirmed that party vice-president Rahul Gandhi will attend the ceremony. Chief Ministers



Mamata Banerjee (West Bengal), Arvind Kejriwal (Delhi), Tarun Gogoi (Assam) and Akhilesh Yadav (U.P.) have also been invited, besides



NEW DELHI: The Union Ministry



of Home Afairs has retracted its steps in the Supreme Court about the contentions made in an aidavit filed by the government against BJP leader Subramanian Swamy in a petition filed by him questioning the constitutionality of hate speech provisions in the IPC. In an additional aidavit,



the government explained that the remarks were “merely the statement of fact and not any expression, opinion or decision”. “The counter aidavit filed by the answering respondent is in no way the conception of the answering respondent relating to the book in question written by the petitioner, which is the subject matter of challenge before the courts below,” it said.



“In that view of the matter, the submissions made in the counter aidavit, particularly the contents of para 11, apart from supporting the validity of the provisions of law challenged by the petitioner, what is stated is merely the statement of fact and is not any expression/opinion or decision of the answering respondent,” the government said in the additional aidavit. The earlier aidavit had



NATIONAL BUREAU NEW DELHI: BJP MP from



Bihar, Shatrughan Sinha, reiterated on Wednesday that the responsibility for the Bihar debacle had “to be fixed”, saying that the “camouflage” of collective responsibility was unacceptable. He said that those with “vested interests” were refusing to learn, something that was seen as a dig at the BJP leadership. None had the “guts” or the “DNA” to snub party MP R.K. Singh or him, agreeing with Mr. Singh on this count. The context: it had been reported that BJP general secretary (organisation) Ram Lal had “snubbed” Mr. Singh on Monday night. Mr. Singh had reportedly rubbished the reports a day later. Mr. Sinha’s “DNA” remark was an apparent dig at Prime Minister Narendra Modi himself, as the latter had made a controversial “DNA” remark against JD(U) leader Nitish Kumar during the campaign, leading to a controversy. “Some vested interests



said Dr. Swamy’s book named, “Terrorism in India” contained material amounting to hate speech. Dr.Swamy has challenged the constitutional validity of Section 153A (Promoting enmity between diferent groups on grounds of religion, race, place of birth, residence, language, and doing acts prejudicial to maintenance of harmony) of the Indian Penal Code.



Vizianagaram fort losing grandeur V. CHALAPATHI RAO VIZIANAGARAM: ‘Jul fikar,’ an in-



Anup Chetia alias Golap Baruah, general secretary of the United Liberation Front of Assam, waves to the crowd at CJM court in Guwahati on Wednesday — PHOTO: PTI



Deported ULFA leader Anup Chetia was remanded in five days CBI custody by the Special Judicial Magistrate CBI, Assam, in connection with a 1998 murder case after he was brought to Guwahati on Wednesday. Chetia’s lawyer Bijon Mahajan told reporters on the court premises, “The CBI lawyers had asked for 14 days custody. We presented our side. The court forwarded Golap Baruah (alias Anup CM YK



Chetia) to five days CBI custody.” He said, “Baruah was arrested under CBI RC (Regular Case) No. 4(S)/88 in connection with a murder incident in 1998 in Golaghat (Assam).” After he was handed over to India by Bangladesh, where he spent 18 years in jail, and brought to Delhi on November 11, Chetia was arrested the next day by CBI which took a six-day transit remand there, the lawyer said. -- PTI



verted V-shaped flag with two sharp ends, signifying the valour of the Pusapati Gajapathis, flies aloft on the north-east rampart of the Vizianagaram fort. Though listed as a heritage structure by the Archaeology Department, the fort is losing its grandeur thanks to neglect by successive governments with the south-east ramparts obscured by tall concrete structures, some of them reportedly unauthorised. The fort, which melds Gothic architecture with traditional Indian ‘vaasthu’ principles, was built in 1713 with limestone and bricks. Pusapati Ananda Gajapathi, influenced of French traders, built the fort, spread over 26 acres, in the name of his son Vijayarama Gajapathi.



Prior to abolition of the zamindari system in 1948, Dr. P.V.G. (Pusapati Vijayarama Gajapathi-V), the last crowned king, had donated his entire property for the cause of education. He had created a trust — the Maharajah Alak Narayana Society of Arts and Science (MANSAS) in 1958 in commemoration of his father to administer over a dozen educational institutions in the town. And the fort was among the buildings converted into a seat of education. More than half a century later, much of the structure is in a shambles. Only the entrance of the three-domed structure facing east called the Nagaara khana (nagaara meaning drum), used to specify time and also indicate the arrival of dignitaries is well maintained. The ecclesiastical inner complexes



— Moti Mahal and Round Mahal — that house a women’s college and the B. Ed and M. Ed colleges respectively and three high schoolsadjacent to the Round Mahal, are an eyesore. Moti Mahal and Round Mahal, unique twostoried structures with vast pillared verandahs, once used by the rajahs for revenue collection and storage, are in need of urgent repairs and repainting. One of the distinct features of the fort is the tapered, soaring rampartsTo fortify the five-foot thick ramparts further, a high-rise inner wall was built on all the four sides. The space between the two walls was filled with soil to maintain greenery. A beautiful garden is maintained on the fort’s northeastern side where the descendents of Dr. PVG assemble to witness ‘Sirima-



Shiv Sena chief Uddhav Thackeray, the former Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister, Omar Abdullah, and DMK leader M.K. Stalin.



None has the DNA to snub me: Shatrughan



‘Swamy remarks mere statement of fact’ LEGAL CORRESPONDENT



GUWAHATI:



incumbent upon the local authorities to provide requisite number of dog vans with ramps for the capture and transportation of street dogs; one driver and two trained dog catchers for each dog van; an ambulance-cum-clinical van as mobile centre for sterilisation and immunisation; incinerators for disposal of carcasses and periodic repair of shelter or pound. “It is suice to say that all the State municipal corporations, municipal committees, district boards and local bodies shall be guided by the Act and the Rules and it is the duty and obligation of the Animal Welfare Board to see that they are followed with all seriousness. Once all that is done, we are disposed to think for the present that a balance between compassion to dogs and the lives of human being,” the



Three farmers commit Nitish Kumar invites Modi suicide in Chhattisgarh to swearing-in ceremony PAVAN DAHAT



vestigations into the murders of rationalist-activists Dr. Narendra Dabholkar and CPI leader Govind Pansare, several progressive organisations will come together for a protest march, to demand speedy justice.The three-day, 240-km march from Pune to Kolhapur district, is being led by noted activist-writer Dr. Bharat Patankar, leader of the Shramik Mukti Dal. “We have been repeatedly urging the government to focus their investigations on rightwing organisations like the Sanatan Sanstha. The recent arrest of Sanatan activist Sameer Gaikwad in connection with Mr. Pansare’s murder was a result of our protests in Mumbai and Nagpur earlier this year,” Dr. Patankar said.
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notsavam’, the annual festival of the local goddess. The remaining sections of the fort however, have been left to the vagaries of nature. However, when P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju, Union Minister and scion of Gajapathi kings, was in the Telugu Desam government, as part of tourism promotion in 200203, he spent about Rs. 10 lakh on renovation of the western side of the fort. However, during the following decade under the Congress regime, shrubs and bushes replaced the landscaping in the trenches and the structure was allowed to crumble. With the TDP back in the government and Mr. Ashok Gajapathi Raju in the Union Cabinet, a sum of Rs. 1.20 crore has been earmarked out of Rs. 2 crore sanctioned for its beautification.



Shatrughan Sinha reiterates that responsibility for Bihar debacle has to be fixed. are still at it... refusing to learn any lessons, still working on creating misunderstandings through misinformation. R.K. Singh, former Home Secretary and a proud Bihari Sher (a tough nut to crack), is right. No one has the guts (or DNA) to give us a fatkaar (snub),” Mr. Sinha tweeted. “Those responsible for the debacle must answer what, why, where and how it all happened. They must satisfy the real stalwarts/ veterans of the BJP. It’s just bravado of the illadvised to talk of action. The time is for reaction, understanding, apology and satisfaction of party godfathers,” he said.



court held. Dealing with a PIL by advocate Anupam Tripathi to stop culling of stray dogs undertaken by the Thiruvananthapuram civic body, the Bench ordered that no innovative method or subterfuge should be adopted not to carry out the responsibility under the 1960 Act or the 2001 Rules. Any kind of laxity while carrying out statutory obligations is not countenanced in law, it said. The court also directed for sending its order to all Chief Secretaries for compliance. It also issued an order that no High Court should entertain any matter pertaining to the dogs. Senior advocate and amicus curiae Dushyant Dave produced certain writings on the stray dogs by Mahatama Gandhi.



Police oicer among 4 killed in Bihar communal clash AMARNATH TEWARY PATNA: In a clash between two



communities in Vaishali district of Bihar on Wednesday, at least four people, including a police oicial, were killed. According to police oicials, the clash took place in Lalganj after an auto-rickshaw driver accidentally rammed the roadside house of Rajendra Chaudhury, 65, killing him and his little granddaughter. Later, family members of Chaudhury and his villagers attacked the driver’s house and set some houses on fire. Police rushed to the spot and fired several rounds in the air to disperse the mob. However, Belsar police station in-charge Ajit Kumar was caught and thrashed by the mob. He later succumbed to his injuries in the Patna Medical College and Hospital. One more person was also killed in the incident. Nitish calls emergency meeting Chief Minister-designate Nitish Kumar put of his scheduled visit to Ranchi and called an emergency meeting of oicials. Mr. Kumar ordered a highlevel probe into the incident. He also announced Rs. 4 lakh compensation to the family members of those killed. “Additional Director General of Police Alok Raj is camping in the area, along with top district oicials. The situation is under control,” said DGP P.K. Thakur. Mr. Raj told The Hindu that “action will be taken against those found guilty.”



Saradha scam accused Bengal Minister resigns KOLKATA: West Bengal Trans-



port Minister Madan Mitra, accused in the Saradha chit fund scam, resigned on Wednesday, hours after CBI argued before the Calcutta High Court that his bail be cancelled. Mr. Mitra submitted his resignation to the Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee who accepted it and forwarded it to Governor K. N. Tripathi. “The Chief Minister has accepted Madan Mitra’s resignation which was forwarded to the Governor around 9 p.m. The Governor has also accepted his resignation. Mr. Mitra has cited personal reasons behind his resignation,” a senior oicial at the Raj Bhavan said on condition of anonymity. The resignation came just hours after the CBI on Wednesday pleaded before



Madan Mitra’s resignation has been accepted. — PHOTO: PTI



the Calcutta High Court to cancel Mr. Mitra’s bail saying that he was still functioning as a Cabinet Minister in the State government. Mr. Mitra was given bail by an Alipore court on October 31 and he walked out of prison on November 1, after 10 months in jail following his arrest in the chit fund scam case. - PTI
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Defining terror, evolving responses RAKESH SOOD



thursday, november 19, 2015



Stop this brinkmanship s Nepal reels under shortages of essential supplies just months after a debilitating earthquake brought distress to many of its citizens, the answer to why it is happening depends on to whom the question is posed. Prime Minister K.P. Oli puts the blame on an “economic blockade” by India. But the plains-dweller protesting against the fact that the new Constitution insuiciently addresses the concerns of the Madhesis, pins it on Kathmandu’s insensitivity. New Delhi has meanwhile denied there is any “blockade” and put on Nepal’s ruling establishment the onus of resolving the instability in its southern plains in order to help ease movement of goods across the open border between the two countries. There is some element of truth in all these answers, but in themselves they do not fully explain the reasons for the state of afairs. It is true that economic coercion of the covert kind practised by India at the border has given a fillip to what the Nepali hill elite has taken recourse to for years — anti-India jingoism. At the same time, the fact that even after a six-year-long constitutional deadlock over the question of inclusive federalism the Madhesi concerns have not been suiciently addressed has heightened the anger in the plains. The grievances are not just against Kathmandu but also the Madhesi politicians for not having sought to match the expectations of the plains. This has caused violent protests in the plains, and hurt cross-border movement. Mr. Oli put the blame for the situation on Nepal’s southern neighbour, in a televised speech last week. This is an attempt to wriggle out of his government’s responsibility to contain the protests in the Terai by reaching out to address Madhesi concerns. Reactions in the Terai to his remarks suggest that this “nationalist” response by the government has few takers. It is not surprising that Prime Minister Oli and the members of his new Cabinet are not trusted enough by the protesting plains-dwellers. Mr. Oli and his close colleagues in the Communist Party of Nepal (Unified Marxist-Leninist) have for long espoused status quoist positions and been least enthusiastic about the country’s transition to a republic and the state restructuring demand. It remains to be seen whether Mr. Oli would be willing to break away from the habitual recourse to nationalism as a ploy to prevent further democratisation in Nepal. This has been a standard tactic but one that has yielded diminishing returns. It was used by diferent erstwhile monarchs; most recently, the last king, Gyanendra, sought to play the “China card” in order to rebuf domestic and international pressure on him to lift curbs on democratic institutions. For New Delhi, there are a lot more options and ways to register its concern with the instability in Nepal than prolonging the acts of economic coercion at the border. It is high time the major actors both in Kathmandu and New Delhi ended the brinkmanship.



A



On Friday, November 13, France faced its 26/ 11 moment. During three hours of indiscriminate killings that have already claimed 129 lives, the city of lights was shrouded in the darkness of terror. Islamic State (IS) has claimed responsibility, threatening more such attacks. President Francois Hollande responded by calling it ‘an act of war’ and has vowed to respond ‘without mercy’. A state of emergency has been declared and movement across French borders curtailed. There has been an outpouring of sympathy across the world, reflected in the ‘We are all Parisiens’ vigils. Monuments across the world were lit up in the French colours. Leaders at the G-20 summit in Turkey observed a minute of solemn silence and pledged (once again) to strengthen and coordinate their eforts to combat terrorism. Eleven years ago, the world had responded in similar vein in March 2004, when a series of simultaneous bomb blasts on four commuter trains in Madrid killed 191 innocent people. Some key suspects died in an explosion in three weeks later as the police closed in and 21 persons were convicted in the trials that followed. Just a year later, the July 2005 suicide attacks in London on three underground train lines and a bus that led to 56 casualties made the world empathise with the Londoners. Yet, despite statements and declarations, coordinated action has been lacking. Two earlier warnings for Paris In the case of Paris, there have been not one but two warnings in recent years. In January this year, two brothers, Cherif and Said Kouachi, had carried out a brazen attack on the Paris oices of a well-known satirical weekly Charlie Hebdo, killing a dozen persons, including the editor. The provocation was the cartoons of the Prophet. Even as the manhunt proceeded, an accomplice, Amedy Coulibaly, held up a Jewish grocery store in another part of town. Eventually, all the three were killed. AQIY (Al Qaeda in Yemen) claimed responsibility for the attacks. Links to Brussels-based networks that had played a role in the acquisition of the weaponry were uncovered during the subsequent investigation. In March 2012, Mohamed Merah killed



We cannot ignore the fact that it is not history but policies which create beginnings for terrorism. Policies in France have failed both to integrate the minorities and to eliminate terrorism, which requires a global, coordinated response French soldiers and Jewish children in three separate incidents in Toulouse and Montauban over a week-long period before the police finally caught up with him and killed him in a shootout. Al-Qaeda claimed responsibility. Merah had been radicalised during his visits to Pakistan and Afghanistan. It was later revealed that the Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) had been in touch with him about targeting the Indian Embassy and the Air India oice in Paris. It was called a ‘lone wolf attack’ which in hindsight looks like an underestimation of the problem that France faces. Among the European countries, France has a relatively high immigrant population, drawn largely from its ex-colonies in the Maghreb and Africa. Though religion is not included in the census exercise, it is estimat-



that. Given the concentration of Muslim communities in and around certain urban agglomerations (like Paris, Marseilles and Toulouse), networks of mosques and Internet cafes have linked up with jihadi networks in Pakistan, Afghanistan, Yemen, Iraq and now Syria. Like in Merah’s case, radicalisation of the Kouachi brothers had also taken place during visits to these countries. Today, more than a thousand French nationals are reported to have gone to Syria as IS recruits, the largest number from any European country, matched perhaps only by the U.K. France has been proud of its rather strict separation of the Church and the State, first legalised in 1905 and then enshrined in its subsequent Constitutions, as the concept of



Laicite and assimilation, aided by a generous welfare state, once made the French model of secularism successful. However, the radicalisation of youth following the Afghanistan and Iraq invasions have led to dents in this model ed that the number of Muslims in France would be nearly six million, close to 10 per cent of the overall population. Alienation of Muslims Unlike the first generation migrants who focussed single-mindedly on economic betterment, the second generation has been more susceptible to radicalisation, particularly after the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq. Though France opposed the invasion, in the ensuing polarisation between the West and Islam, France was seen to be firmly in the Western camp. Muscular interventionist policies pursued by Presidents Nicolas Sarkozy and Mr. Hollande in Libya, Mali and now Syria have also contributed to the alienation of the Muslim youth. Following the 2008 economic crisis, general unemployment in France has risen to 10 per cent but among the Muslims, the unemployment rates are nearly twice



laicite or secularism. This was further strengthened by the 2004 law which prohibited the ostentatious display of religious symbols in public institutions. The law alienated sections of the Muslim population as it prohibits the wearing of the hijab which was becoming increasingly visible in French cities, causing concern. However, to be fair, the law was equally applicable to Catholics wearing a large cross, Jews wearing a yarmulke (Jewish skull cap) and Sikh boys wearing a turban in publicly-funded institutions. The latter was an issue repeteadly taken up by the small Sikh community in France. The issue was also raised by former Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh during his visits to France. While the French were sympathetic, they remained staunch defenders of their tradition of laicite. As evidence of radicalisation grew, new laws were introduced to provide additional



CARTOONSCAPE



Death at the school mong the many failings of the school education system identified by the National Study on Child Protection Mechanisms conducted by the Childline India Foundation is this: only 12 per cent of school principals have had any training in child rights and child protection. Not surprisingly, when three-year-old Syeda Xainab Fatima Jafery lay trapped between the lift and the first floor of her nursery school in Hyderabad on Tuesday, nobody around quite knew what to do. For one frantic hour, as the child’s mother watched in horror, fire services personnel and school staf struggled to extricate her lifeless body. As such incidents all too frequently do, the death brought to the fore a number of shortcomings in the way schools are run: child-unsafe construction, lack of adherence to fire safety norms, unchecked speeding in school zones and school buses being driven by unlicenced drivers, open manholes outside school gates, and so on. These are only the problems that expose children to clear and present danger. What of those phenomena fraught with equally grave and longer-term consequences, such as sexual molestation, corporal punishment, absence of toilets and clean drinking water? Indeed, taken together the child’s experience at school runs the whole gamut of risks. Why must the years at school be a minefield for children to navigate? It is no defence at all to say that for all of the problems exposed by Xainab’s death, there are regulatory norms in place and that her death was a freak accident. The mechanisms don’t work. If inspections by district education oicers were any more than cursory, why would only 4 per cent of our schools give filtered water to the children, and why would only 28 per cent of them have separate toilets for boys and girls? It has emerged from the Xainab incident that school lifts in some States fall in the noman’s land between the fire services, the electricity utility and the civic authority, with leeway enough for each to disown responsibility. In practice, the governance and regulation of child safety in schools has become a Tom and Jerry act between school managements and regulators: for one to pursue and for the other to elude. We need to redefine child safety at school not as a game but as a goal, and resort to a 360-degree approach with the wellbeing of pupils at its heart. For a start, schools will have to adopt child safety protocols and train their staf and wards to adhere to them. As for the civic utilities and education departments, it would help if the inspections and certification procedures were made subject to some kind of involvement, even oversight, by parent-teacher bodies. The picture of Xainab lying face down in the lift with a pink satchel on her back bore a staggering similarity to the image of a Syrian toddler found lifeless on a Turkish beach in September. That image stirred the world’s conscience. This must rouse ours.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR The Upper House balance The thoughts shared by MP Jay Panda (“Jay Panda favours rethink on veto power of Rajya Sabha,” Nov.17) and the editorial (“The case for Rajya Sabha,” Nov.18) were both interesting and thoughtprovoking. We have a federal structure. Therefore, it is important that the legislation by Lok Sabha, having a direct bearing on subjects which come under the preview of State governments, do get to be vetted by the Upper House. To that extent, an approval by Rajya Sabha is critical not just from a ‘checks and balances’ point of view, but also for arriving at a broader consensus. To call the MPs in Rajya Sabha ‘unelected’ is not in tune with the spirit of democracy. However, the obstructionist attitude exhibited by Rajya Sabha members from time to time is unhealthy and needs correction. It is true that, most of the times, politicians take decisions not based on clear-cut principles but on the exigencies of the moment. Treasury benches and Opposition need to work harder to evolve a consensus. However, I fully agree with Mr. Panda that the authority of a political party to issue a “whip” should be diluted. Tony Augustine, Bengaluru



Dealing with terror The fight against the Islamic State (IS) requires a level-headed strategy, and not a mere war cry (“Hollande signals rethink on antiIS strategy,” Nov.18). There is a dearth of morality in the current strategy employed by the West.



powers to the security agencies to monitor and track individuals and organisations engaged with external radical entities even if no criminal act had been committed on French territory. High-profile initiatives have been taken at the level of Prime Minister Manuel Valls to establish dialogue with leading Muslim community leaders and clerics. Along with laicite, the French have also taken pride in their policy of ‘assimilation’ for integrating the immigrant community. Distinct from the ‘salad bowl’ approach adopted by Anglophone societies, assimilation was aimed at integration of outsiders into the French way of life — the croissant and cofee; the pain au chocolat (chocolate bread) for the children on the weekend; the French language and civilisation; in short la vie francaise. The idea was that secularism would ensure that the non-Catholic migrant kept his or her faith restricted to the privacy of the home but, in public, felt and behaved like a Frenchman/Frenchwoman and gradually began to take pride in the French way of life. Up till the end of the twentieth century, the French model was widely perceived to be successful and many countries with migrant populations were drawn to it. What also helped was that France had one of the most generous social welfare systems in the West. Failure of 20th century measures Yet, all these traditional policy measures have not prevented an alienation of large sections of the population, with its attendant risks of radicalisation. One reason is that these policies operated within national boundaries and failed to take into account the appeal of the ideology of global jihad. Western intervention in traditional societies has led to the dismantling of the state rather than making it more accountable. Al-Qaeda was incubated in the jihad sponsored by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) in the lawless Af-Pak region. The IS was born in Iraq following the disastrous U.S.-led intervention and has morphed into a Caliphate, aided by Western interventions in Syria and elsewhere, together with the virus of sectarianism within Islam introduced by Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states. Lacking the necessary political space and resources, moderate Muslim leadership has often remained a helpless spectator to this hijacking of Islam. Military action in Syria and Iraq by itself cannot decimate the IS just as drone strikes have not eliminated Al-Qaeda. Another key reason for the failure is that the people in the West and the international community did not feel the same solidarity when Beirut or Ankara or even Mumbai were subjected to terrorist attacks, though the Mumbai attacks have now become the preferred model adopted by the terrorists. In fact, intelligence agencies in many of these countries had concluded after Mumbai that a simultaneous attack on multiple targets with suicide bombers and gunmen in crowded urban centres was going to be the biggest threat that they needed to prepare against. Yet, efective international coordination has been missing, though, for over a decade, world leaders have pledged to deal with this ‘global threat’ at every summit gathering. We can continue to seek a primary cause —Western interventions in Iraq and Afghanistan, the dubious Arab Springs, the anti-Soviet jihad, the seizing of the Grand Mosque in Makkah in 1979, the Iranian Revolution or the Sykes-Picot pact of 1915. But the fact is that history knows no beginnings; policies create beginnings and policies are made by political leaders. A simple definition of ‘terrorism’ would be a good place to start. (Rakesh Sood, the Prime Minister’s Special Envoy for Disarmament and NonProliferation till May 2014, is a former Ambassador to France. E-mail: [email protected].)



Letters emailed to [email protected] must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials.



Stepping up air strikes is only going to further the misery of civilians in Syria. They are going to flee in greater numbers to Europe. Will the borders be opened up to accommodate them? If not, the strategy would only amount to revenge. French President Francois Hollande and his counterparts need to understand that the lives of these fleeing innocents are as precious as the 129 people who lost their lives in the attacks. He should also understand that the November 13 experience of the common Parisian is the everyday experience of an innocent Syrian. A fight to liberate the world from the clutches of IS should involve empathy towards the people in the countries where it controls territories. Sampath V. Sambasivan, Chennai



This refers to the editorial “France’s war on terrorists” (Nov.11). One has to concede that another renewed multi-state war on the IS in retaliation to the Paris attacks cannot be an ideal means to a lasting solution. The geopolitical turf war for supremacy among the world powers on foreign soil, waged to topple inconvenient regimes, needs to end. Military action has always meant a near wiping-out of peaceful coexistence of people in the targeted countries. This applies to Iraq and Libya and many other countries. It is time for world powers to shed defiance and develop a long-term political solution. N. Sekar, Salem



Democracy in Myanmar Myanmar’s path-breaking elections have brought the country a step closer to democracy. (“Suu Kyi will play a critical role in Myanmar,” Nov.17) Aung San Suu Kyi’s long struggle to bring democracy to Myanmar is similar to Nelson Mandela’s long crusade against apartheid in South Africa. Neither the U.S. nor the European Union has done much to mitigate Myanmar’s agony. India seemed unconcerned and an autocratic China kept looking the other way. Even though Ms. Suu Kyi has won absolute majority, she faces serious constitutional hurdles that prevent her from occupying the top post. It will be interesting to observe how she overcomes them to form a government. Kangayam R. Narasimhan, Chennai



Clout of regionalism This refers to the report “BJP keen on finding reason for defeat in Bihar” (Nov.18). Multiple reasons and judgments have been given by various political leaders, journalists and academics. However, the reality appears to be that the Bihar verdict is a reflection of the “regionalism vs. nationalism” battle. This can be proved by some of the statements made by the Grand Alliance leaders. Nitish Kumar and Lalu Prasad had portrayed the NDA representatives as baharis (outsiders), and appealed to the people to vote for “locals”. Regionalism has overtaken nationalism in States like Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu



and the Punjab, where the strength of national parties has diminished. The growth of unhealthy regionalism is in no small part due to an unethical rivalry between the two national parties — the Congress and the BJP — one that has undermined the principle of good governance and national welfare.



sewage canals and caused tremendous loss of life and property. About ten days ago, Chennai and its suburbs were water starved. Now, there is deluge while the scarcity problem still persists for the poor. This catastrophe must be a wake up call to restore lakes and other big water bodies.



N. Balasubramanian, Arulur, Tamil Nadu



M.L. Raghavan, Tirupur



Death of a soldier



CISF in High Court



The killing of an Army colonel in fighting with terrorists is an irreparable damage to the country (“Colonel killed, two injured in Kupwara encounter,” Nov.17). Being an ex-serviceman, I lament the death of a brave soldier but what saddens me more is the fact that the so called ‘award wapsi brigade’ of intellectuals did not find enough time to remember him or talk about his martyrdom. The stories of such brave soldiers deserve to be told.



The general feeling among the lawyers in the Madras High Court, regarding the presence of the Central Industrial Security Force (CISF), is that it was not warranted at all. A cross-section of the lawyers feel that protests by some lawyers in Chennai and Madurai Bench on the court premises does not justify the presence of a large contingent of police force. Such security presence is not seen in other High Courts, apart from perhaps Delhi. When the law has been set in motion against the protesting advocates, what is the need to deploy CISF? What has shocked the lawyers more is the Supreme Court's observation that if the CISF is not adequate even the Army can be brought in. The local police has gone about doing its work without any complaint. When the situation is well under control, bringing in such forces has demoralised the lawyers and afected their dignity. The amount could well have been spent for providing much-needed quarters for the High Court employees or improving infrastructure.



Mukesh Kumar Singh, Dhanbad, Jharkhand



Restore water bodies An aerial view of the heavily flooded areas in and around Chennai and in other parts of Tamil Nadu clearly indicates that these low-lying regions had once housed lakes, catchment areas and water storage spaces. They have been grossly misused and converted into concrete junk — apartments, commercial spaces and educational institutions — by violating all norms. As a result, copious rainwater, instead of being usefully stored, has inundated roads, entered houses, reached



N.G.R. Prasad, Chennai ND-ND
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MISSION INCOMPLETE



Torch-bearer of reform K. VEERAMANI



It is indeed remarkable that 2015, a year that witnessed much of a ballyhoo against reservation, is also historic for the Justice Party, an organisation that sowed the seeds of social justice in the socio-political conscience of the country. It now quietly marks its centennial (1916-2015). What the Justice Party sowed a century ago has grown into a mighty banyan tree called caste-based reservation which the elite, the erudite and the privileged now want to be axed. However, at the grass-root level, and away from the cacophony of television debates, reservation as an idea still finds resonance, especially among the underprivileged. The results of the Bihar elections have only reinforced this; the right wing’s call for a review of the reservation system was one of the reasons that did the Bharatiya Janata Party in. The South Indian Liberal Federation, also referred to as the Justice Party, may be alien to the present day generation. It is a slice of history that has been conveniently or rather deliberately forgotten about in present day political discourse which glosses over the social reforms initiated by the party. How many thinkers and intellectuals who swear by democracy know that the Justice Party was a progressive movement that introduced women suffrage in April 1921 in the then Madras province? And this just a year after the princely state in Kerala? How many of those who fight for women’s rights now are aware that the Devadasi system was abolished by the Justice Party government, which was formed in 1920? A political party in the opposition was so vociferously opposed to this idea that its distinguished members indulged in a war of words with the social reformer, women’s rights activist and writer, Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddy, In the centennial in the Legislative Council. But the brave lady and a firm Justice Party had the last year of the Justice word. Party, its service to



the downtrodden and its objectives to strive for an egalitarian society need a fair appraisal



First steps towards change The party, which devoted itself to the upliftment of women and the marginalised, was formally launched on November 20, 1916, in Chennai. Its three founders were Dr. T.M. Nair, P. Theagaraya Chettiar and Dr. C. Natesa Mudaliar. After winning the first direct elections held in the Madras Presidency, it initiated several egalitarian moves like issuing a government order for the public utility of water from ponds and wells. Till then certain sections, like Adi Dravidars, were denied access to public water sources. The Justice Party government formed an admission council to regulate admission to colleges, putting an end to seats being cornered only by upper caste candidates. In retrospect, it was a move that enshrined meritocracy and democratised the admission process. In the field of medical education, the government also took full control of the Medical Department, which until then was under the control of the British; it did this by appointing Indians. The government took medical education to the common man by striking of the criterion of “knowledge of Sanskrit” from the conditions of eligibility. As a vast majority of the population hardly had the opportunity to learn even basic Sanskrit, they were shut out of medical colleges despite being talented and educationally accomplished. The dichotomy was removed by the Justice Party, which opposition party leader Sathyamurthy thought was buried “500 feet under the ground” when it faced an electoral debacle. The Justice Party sprouted roots again in 1967 in the form of the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) and after the electoral mandate to rule the State. When DMK leader and Chief Minister C.N. Annadurai was asked how the party managed to win an election within 10 years after it decided to contest polls, he told the reporter that the DMK’s victory was just a continuation of the Justice Party’s victory; to him, the Justice Party was “his grandfather’s party”. Contemporary relevance Though history might record the Justice Party as having wound up in 1944, the fact is that it continues to live on as a movement upholding social justice. Over the years, the ideals for which it stood for continue to enchant leaders across the political spectrum. These ideals were what paved the way for the Central government to implement the Mandal Commission’s recommendations. As opportunities grow for the downtrodden as a result of the reservation system, we need to look at history afresh. The first order, then known as the communal GO on reservation, was issued by the Justice Party government, even though the British had earlier identified that most jobs in government were going to certain castes. It was the Justice Party that first thought about distributing jobs among various castes. Despite its short stint, it worked towards the development of various marginalised sections, ofering them a plethora of grants and aid that are too exhaustive to list. Being active at a time when the mainstream media was more hostile to its ideology than now, the South Indian Liberal Federation ran its own English newspaper called The Justice. It had other publications too. Politically, it did not wind up but underwent a change in nomenclature. But this caused many of its detractors to write it of. It evolved into the Dravidar Kazhagam (DK) after Periyar E.V. Ramasamy took charge in 1944. Of course, he took the DK on a new course, enlisting the masses and making it a relevant movement. But the predecessor to the Justice Party went by the name Madras Dravidian Association, which played a historic role in the education of children from marginalised communities. The Madras Dravidian Association, which was started by Dr. Natesa Mudaliar, ran a Dravidian home, which was a hostel for students from marginalised communities who came to the city to pursue higher education. In the centennial year of the Justice Party, its service to the downtrodden and its objectives to strive for an egalitarian society need a fair appraisal. Its stellar role should be recorded for posterity. Its mission is still not complete and its principles have more powerful detractors now than when it was formed. (K. Veeramani is the President of the Dravidar Kazhagam.)



FROM THE ARCHIVES (dated November 19, 1965)



UK base in Indian Ocean opposed



Madras Oil Refinery: pact signed



Mr. Dinesh Singh, Deputy Minister for External Afairs, told the Rajya Sabha, to-day [Nov. 18, New Delhi], that the Government’s policy in regard to bases in the Indian Ocean “has been one of strong opposition”. The question would be discussed with the leaders of Mauritius, he said. He was making a statement in response to a call attention notice by Mr. I.K. Gujral on the reported decision of the British Government to take over the administration of certain group of islands for setting up a base in the Indian Ocean. Members were indignant. Mr. Gujral said the defence of India would be afected. He asked what specific steps the Government had taken against this and to raise the issue in an international forum like the U.N. Mr. Dinesh Singh said the Government shared the anxiety of the member. This was discussed at the Cairo conference of nonaligned nations and a unanimous resolution was passed protesting against Britain setting up any base in the Indian Ocean.



A 2.5 million tonne oil refinery will be set up in the public sector in Madras under an agreement between the Government of India, National Iranian Oil Company and the American International Oil Company signed here [New Delhi] to-day [Nov. 18]. According to present, target the Rs. 24-crore refinery will be commissioned during the first half of 1968. Contracts for work on process design, of-site jobs and site investigations have already been entered into.



CM YK



890 US troops dead in a day There was fierce fighting between U.S. forces and North Viet Nam troops in Ia Drang yesterday [Nov. 17]. The oicial count of American losses was 890 dead. This is the heaviest American loss of any single engagement in the Viet Nam war. A U.S. spokesman in Pleiku reported that heavy fighting was going on until late yesterday, but said he had no further reports.
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Paris confirms IS’s weakness Finding political solutions for the Syrian and Iraqi conflicts is not something Western governments are equipped to do. It is an efort that must emerge from within the Arab world divinely ordained state it can only enjoy victory and never sufer defeat. Here lies its Achilles heel because with defeat it loses its appeal and its claims ring hollow. The campaign by the Western allies, including at times an uncomfortable coordination with Russia, to contain and degrade ISIS is working. And the Paris attacks — of which we should now expect more to take place as the Islamic State’s desperation increases — are unfortunately a sign of this success. But this success, and the ultimate military victory against ISIS, is fraught with diiculty because ISIS represents more than an organisation.



BERNARD HAYKEL



It should come as no surprise that radical Islamists associated with the Islamic State have engaged in terrorist attacks in Paris. The Islamic State, or ISIS, has always called on Muslims to engage in violent, lone wolf, attacks in the West, if they are unable to “emigrate” to its territory in Syria and Iraq. The priority in ISIS’s ideology is for Muslims to travel to build the caliphate, where they can lead a virtuous life in ISIS-land. Indeed, this is framed as a religious obligation along with the formal recognition of, and swearing allegiance to, Ibrahim bin Awwad al-Badri (aka Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi) as the supreme leader (caliph) of the imperial and global Islamic State or caliphate. Understanding the Paris attack What makes the Paris attack diferent, however, is its complexity and coordination — it is not a lone wolf attack. Rather, it appears to have been organised and directed by the Islamic State, and, as such, resembles an al-Qaeda-style overseas operation that ISIS leaders have explicitly condemned in the past. For ISIS’s ideologues, organised violence has invariably been focussed on the enemy that is near, principally Shias and agents of “apostate” Arab governments (e.g., Iraq or Saudi Arabia). Major and coordinated attacks in distant lands are to be avoided because these can result in a massive retaliation and the loss of the territorial base that was acquired by the caliphate. ISIS leaders have often criticised al-Qaeda for the 9/11 attacks because this led to the crushing of the movement in Afghanistan and the defeat of its host, the Taliban regime. Furthermore, attacking the distant infidel is not a priority given the closer and more dangerous enemies at hand such as the Shias. So what explains the Paris attacks, which represent a departure from ISIS’s tactics and perhaps even strategy? In a word, defeat. ISIS has been dealt a string of recent defeats with the loss of territory, the death of many of its top commanders and numerous fighters as well as the drying up of its recruitment networks. ISIS has lost territory in both Syria and Iraq, most recently the towns of Sinjar to the Kurds and Baiji in October to the Iraqi government and irregular forces. The road connecting ISIS’s two most important urban centres, Mosul and Raqqa, is no longer under ISIS control. In Syria, ISIS not only lost Kobani,



but also Tal Abyad and looks about to lose all its territory along the TurkishSyrian border. After ISIS’s suicide attack in Ankara in October, Turkey efectively stopped the pipeline that was feeding the movement with recruits through its territory. At the same time, the Russian air force became involved in the Syrian war on the side of the Bashar al-Assad regime and ISIS has been targeted. The need for ‘success’ Furthermore, the allied air campaign, including the French air force’s from October, has been devastating. But the most decisive military factor has been the coordination of air power with local ground forces, such as the Kurds. ISIS’s response to its defeats has been desperate; namely, to engage in an endless number of suicide attacks as the only means to make up for its losses. ISIS’s predecessor, al-Qaeda in Iraq, followed the same pattern of increasing its suicide attacks as it lost territory, especially from 2007 onward. Farther away from Syria and Iraq, ISIS’s situation has also worsened militarily: its top commander in Libya was recently killed, and Boko Haram, its ailiate in Nigeria, is sufering defeat too.



Even in Yemen, ISIS appears to have been eclipsed by other Sunni forces, including al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. This combination of factors helps explain why ISIS feels the need to engage in attacks in places like Paris and to break with its previous policy of focussing on the local. ISIS is looking increasingly like a lost cause and it needs to place itself back at the centre of global events, to prove its relevance, and resilience, as well as to attract new recruits. Its propaganda machine requires it to have “success” stories. It should therefore come as no surprise that the social media sphere exploded with tens of thousands of postings during and after the Paris attacks, jubilating about the “conquest of Paris” and the “killing of infidel pigs”. ISIS’s daily radio news bulletin (Al Bayan Radio) is quite revealing in this regard. It consists of recounting an endless list of victories, on all fronts, with details of enemy losses, but none for ISIS. It is very much like listening to the old Nazi or Soviet radio propaganda — onward and forward but no retreat or defeat. ISIS not only lacks the confidence to inform about the truth, but as a self-proclaimed



As expression and symptom ISIS is an expression and symptom of the political disenfranchisement and humiliation that many Sunnis, in particular Sunni Arabs, feel in today’s world. Such feelings arise from a complex set of factors. Among these, certainly, is Western intervention, such as the U.S. invasion of Iraq and its devastating efects on Iraqi society. But perhaps more important has been the decades long brutalisation of, and the provision of a poor education for, Arab populations by their own governments, who also have not delivered on promises of economic development. In addition, though more diicult to describe and apprehend, is a civilisational sense by the Arabs (and Muslims) of having been bypassed by history and left behind while other peoples advance and enjoy the fruits of progress. Addressing such grievances and structural problems cannot be done militarily. The answer must involve finding political solutions for the Syrian and Iraqi conflicts, and engaging in cultural and educational efforts to defeat ISIS’s ideology that sanctifies violence as the only means for Sunni empowerment and glory. This is not something Western governments are equipped to do or capable of accomplishing. It is an efort that must emerge from within the Arab and Muslim communities. Thankfully, there are increasingly important voices, even in places like Saudi Arabia, that are courageously speaking up against the ideology of jihadism and its cul-de-sac promises. Until such persons prevail, and this won’t happen anytime soon, we must remain vigilant and expect the persistence in our lives of this violent feature of global politics. (Bernard Haykel is Professor of Near Eastern Studies and Director, The Institute for Transregional Studies, Princeton University, U.S.)



In a spin over intolerance Finance Minister Arun Jaitley’s assertion that Mr. Modi has been the worst victim of ideological intolerance since 2002 is so surreal that even his opponents have been left dumbstruck G. SAMPATH



A lot of ink has been spilled over what has been described as a sufocating atmosphere of intolerance in India. The ‘intolerance’ bug has followed Prime Minister Narendra Modi all the way to the U.K., with 200 writers, including the likes of Ian McEwan and Salman Rushdie, writing an open letter to the British Prime Minister, David Cameron, urging him to raise the issue with Mr. Modi. ‘Intolerance’ in this context has come to serve as a shorthand for the unending series of, to borrow Mr. Modi’s words, “unfortunate incidents” — the murder of M.M. Kalburgi; of Mohammad Akhlaq; of a Toyota showroom employee, Yakub Shaikh; the repeated petrol bomb attacks on Kashmiri truck drivers; the burning of two Dalit children in Sunpedh. And this is just a partial enumeration of one kind of intolerant behaviour. Short of killing those you disagree with, there exists a range of strategies for making intolerance the new normal. We have, for instance, an entire pantheon of Parivar-accredited rabble-rousers — many of them are oice-bearers of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party — who seem to follow a roster system for coming up with hate speech. Another strategy is to erect a new regime of intolerance by packing state-funded cultural institutions with pro-Hindutva mono-culturists, often at the expense of qualification for the post in question. Then there are the seemingly random incidents that are, in part, an outcome of the message of impunity sent out by the state’s extreme tolerance of majoritarian intolerance: disruptions of book launches, ghar wapsi, love jihad, and so on. Pattern of excessive tolerance All these taken together reveal a pattern not of intolerance but of too much tolerance — of hate speech, of sectarian violence, of violation of freedoms guaranteed in the Constitution. It was this toleration of the intolerant that prompted writers, academics, students, and scientists to protest in whichever ways they could: by returning state awards, writing open letters, and so on. Unfortunately, defining the current crisis as one of ‘intolerance’ has made it easier for the government — by making it seem like a culture war rather than one of life and death, which is what it really is. At first, therefore, the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) could brush of the wave of protests as ‘manufactured rebellion’. Then it attempted to discredit the protestors as proxies of the Congress. But Moody’s Analytics could not be dismis-



ILLUSTRATION: SATWIK GADE



sed as a Congress supporter, nor could notion of “ideological intolerance”, therethe American press or the Reserve Bank fore, makes no sense in this context. Or it of India Governor, or, for that matter, makes as much sense as the slave’s intolArun Shourie, who has branded the NDA erance of his master’s ideology. In the present scenario, the real issue is regime as “Congress plus cow”. As evidence of the state’s divisive toler- not ‘societal intolerance’ — society does ance mounted, the BJP fell back on its not change wholesale in 18 months — but strategy of last resort: make it all about state tolerance. It is not about ideology, but about this simple thing known as law Mr. Modi, the victim. and order, whose In a recent Facebook custodian is the post that received exstate. In a functional tensive media coverage, The real issue is not state, intolerant, Finance Minister Arun ‘societal intolerance’ — non-state actors canJaitley launched a sharp counter-attack, assert- society does not change not get away with perpetrating unlawing that “since 2002, the wholesale in 18 months ful violence. It is onPrime Minister himself ly when the state tachas been the worst vic- — but state tolerance itly empowers them tim of ideological intolerance”. This was such a surreal spin on by tolerating, and perhaps encouraging, reality, and on the very idea of intoler- them that they are able to exercise their ance, that even his opponents were left intolerance to lethal efect. Second, what also gives the lie to Mr. dumbstruck by its sheer audacity. Indeed, its rhetorical cunning needs Jaitley’s assertion that the Prime Minister has been a victim is that he seems to have some unpacking. First, Mr. Jaitley contorts the meaning done rather well for a victim. A lot of peoof the term ‘intolerance’ to imply criti- ple would love to be similarly victimised cism, but it is much more than that — it is if only it would fetch them the most powthe curtailment of another’s right to polit- erful post in the country. Third, even if we take Mr. Jaitley’s ical and social equality, and a violation of claim literally, what exactly is the nature their freedom of belief and expression. In other words, only those who wield of the “ideological intolerance” that Mr. power, such as the state, or those who en- Modi has faced? To answer that question, joy the support of the state’s coercive ap- we need to first state what his ideology is. paratus, can exercise intolerance in a so- It is now a truth universally acknowlciety governed by a state. Mr. Jaitley’s edged that Mr. Modi’s real ideology is,



and always has been, development. Nothing but development. Is Mr. Jaitley suggesting that writers, filmmakers, and a visa-denying United States have all along been intolerant of Mr. Modi’s pro-development ideology? Well, yes, no, maybe. This is why his mention of 2002 is a masterstroke. At one level, it’s just a number, denoting the year of commencement of Mr. Modi’s supposed victimisation. But at another level, it’s a dog-whistle aimed at those who admire him for whatever he did or did not do in 2002. The irony is that even as the Prime Minister’s supporters have wanted the nation to ‘move on’ from 2002, it is not a Teesta Setalvad or a Romila Thapar but supposedly the most liberal-minded minister of Mr. Modi’s Cabinet who is reminding us in 2015 of 2002. For all we know, Mr. Jaitley’s ingenious claim about Mr. Modi being a victim of intolerance could well end up as a self-fulfilling prophecy, though not in the sense he intended. It is not the intolerance of his ideological opponents but that of his own party members and Parivar ailiates that could victimise Mr. Modi’s political future. The drubbing that the BJP received in the Bihar assembly polls is an unmistakable warning. The alienation of every entity that refuses to play ball with the Parivar’s agenda is bound to diminish, if not victimise, the oice of the prime minister. Protesting the protestors Apart from the Modi-as-victim card, the other strategy to counter the protestors has been to paint them as a bunch of elitists who are crying wolf because they’ve been evicted from their cosy club of pelf and influence in Lutyens’ Delhi. Even if this is true, it does not detract from the fact that the illiberal brigade feeling emboldened under NDA rule is authentic and in earnest. In fact, the real victims in all this are the Prime Minister’s media managers and their amplifiers in the press, who have struggled to provide answers to some straight questions: Is our Prime Minister a strong leader or a weak leader? Is he in control or is he not in control? Is he still for development or is he no longer for development? If he is a strong leader who is in control and is for development, then he should be able to take a public stand against the Parivar elements sabotaging his development agenda with their divisive one. But if, as has been the case so far, he cannot open his mouth against them, then he is a weak leader who is not in control and doesn’t care for development. So which one is it? As Aristotle pointed out a long time ago, A cannot be ‘A’ and ‘not A’ at the same time. Clearly the Prime Minister’s spin doctors have tough times ahead. [email protected] ND-ND
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a separate charge sheet against him. In 2012, the Crime Branch had filed a supplementary charge sheet against Jundal. “This is the first time that Headley has been made an accused in the case. It will strengthen our case of criminal conspiracy and bolster the evidence against Jundal,” Mr. Nikam told The Hindu. Asked if there was a likelihood of more persons being made accused in the case, Mr. Nikam said: “We will know in due course of time.” The prosecution had not made Headley a wanted accused earlier as the police had no evidence against him. “However, he has given an admission of guilt in his plea bargain agreement, which



has been accepted under the U.S. law,” Mr. Nikam said. Headley is charged with conducting a reconnaissance of the target locations in Mumbai. Posing as an American, he made five extended trips to Mumbai — in September 2006, February and September 2007, and April and July 2008 — each time making videotapes of various potential targets, including those that were attacked in November 2008. After these trips, he travelled to Pakistan to meet Lashkar members and handed over his surveillance material. He was arrested by the U.S. authorities in 2009. In 2010, he confessed to the U.S. authorities about his role in the attacks.



Apex court nod for draft paper on appointment of judges KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: Having trashed the



NDA government’s National Judicial Appointments Commission law last month, the Supreme Court lobbed the ball back into the Centre’s court by accepting an ofer made by Attorney-General Mukul Rohatgi on Wednesday to prepare a draft memorandum replacing the 1999 one laying down the procedure for appointing judges to the Supreme Court and High Courts. A five-judge Constitution Bench, led by Justice J.S. Khehar, gave Mr. Rohatgi a broad outline of what it expected from the memorandum, including the establishment of an independent secretariat to help the collegium. Another suggestion was to have the government and the judiciary equally share the burden of evaluation of complaints against shortlisted candidates. The Bench suggested that complaints about the professional performance would be evaluated by the judiciary, while the government would probe charges against candidates’ integrity. Justice Khehar explained that a secretariat would bolster eforts towards an “openended selection process.” “We will mine our minds together,” Justice Khehar told the top government law oicer. These suggestions from the Bench were gleaned from over 15,000 pages of views which poured in from the public and legal communities across the coun-
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SEEKING CONSENSUS?



Headley made accused in 26/11 terrorist attack case The Mumbai Crime Branch wants him to be tried under the Indian Penal Code for the ofences of criminal conspiracy, waging war against the government of India, murder, attempt to murder, abetment, causing hurt, wrongfully confining people, abduction and causing mischief by fire and explosive substances. Headley is also accused of ofences under the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, the Explosives Act, the Explosive Substances Act and the Prevention of Damage to Public Property Act. The court took cognisance of all charges against Headley. Special Public Prosecutor Ujjwal Nikam said that with this, there was no need to file
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Jaitley meets Rahul, ‘broaches GST issue’ Congress downplays it as ‘courtesy call’ MEHBOOB JEELANI NEW DELHI: Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on Wednesday had an hour-long chat with Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi. Though the Congress oicially downplayed the significance of the meeting, saying Mr.Jaitley met Mr. Gandhi only to invite him to his daughter’s wedding, sources in the party said that the friendly gesture carried an undercurrent of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) Bill. Two days ago, Mr.Jaitley had met Congress president Sonia Gandhi and former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. Yet, the Congress maintained that the purpose of the meeting was nothing more than a “courtesy call” to invite the leaders to the wedding. A senior Congress leader told The Hindu that in a meeting with Mr. Gandhi, Mr.Jaitley had brought up the issue of the GST, asking him to examine the bill on “its merit.”



Mr. Gandhi, according to the leader, assured Mr.Jaitley his support with one condition that “If not all, some of the provisions the Congress has objected to should be taken care of.” The Congress’ stand is that the bill would be supported only if it is “people-friendly”. From the Congress perspective, the prob-



lematic provisions in the bill, as brought in by the BJP government, are the 1% interState cess, high tax cap and inadequate accountability measures. The rationale behind opposing the 1% interState cess is that if one product had to pass through 10 different States, it would be unfair to levy 10% tax on it.
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President appoints Justice Thakur CJI KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: President Pranab Mukherjee on Wednesday appointed Justice T.S. Thakur, judge of the Supreme Court, the Chief Justice of India with efect from December 3. The present incumbent and Chief Justice of India H.L. Dattu had recommended Justice Thakur’s name on November 4, following which the Union Law Ministry processed his file and sent it to the Prime Minister’s Office, from where after approval, it reached the President. Justice Thakur, who was conferred Doctor of Laws (Honoris Causa) degree by Dr. Ram Manohar Lohiya National Law University, Lucknow on October 31 this year, will have a tenure as the 43rd Chief Justice of India till January 3, 2017. Justice Thakur has also been the Executive Chairman, National Legal Services Authority, since October 2014. Justice Thakur’s appointment comes shortly after a five-judge Constitution Bench on October 16 struck down the National Judicial Appointments Commission law and restored the collegium system of judicial



OROP protest politically motivated: Parrikar 139 days. It led Minister of State for Information and NEW DELHI: If there is one thing Broadcasting, Mr. Rathore, to that binds Union Ministers observe that it was “a strike Manohar Parrikar, Rajya- that had taken a political turn vardhan Rathore, and senior or was a political strike from leaders in the Sangh Parivar, the very beginning.” His view it is the alacrity with which was prompted by the presthey view every protest and ence of Congress vice-presistrike in the country as a po- dent Rahul Gandhi’s amidst the striking students. litically motivated move. When artists, writers and As the One Rank One Pension strike entered the 167th filmmakers returned their day, Defence Minister Parik- awards to protest the governkar declared that the protest- ment’s deafening silence on ing ex-Army oicers were po- the lynching and killing of inlitically motivated, frustrated dividuals, the government as by the sheer tenacity of ex- well as senior leaders like BJP service men who have been president Amit Shah were on strike for a very long time quick to label the action politdespite the government over- ically motivated, implying that the striking artistes had ruling all their objections. Running parallel to the vet- the backing of the Congress. erans’ stir was the strike by Says former professor in students of the Film and Tele- the Journalism Department vision Institute of India, Pune of Osmania University, Pad(FTII), finally called of after maja Shaw, “What the govANURADHA RAMAN



try on ways to reform the opaque collegium system. The Bench undertook to reform the 21-year-old collegium system, which was restored after it struck down the NJAC. But the Constitution Bench’s move to accept Mr. Rohatgi’s ofer to prepare a draft memorandum evoked both positive and negative responses from top legal minds present in the courtroom. Senior advocate Gopal Subramanium protested that asking the government to draw up a memorandum, even a draft one at that, detailing the procedure to appoint judges would open the door for the Executive to interfere with judicial independence. He said drawing up a memorandum was nothing short of an Executive action. “You should have politely declined his [AG’s] offer,” Mr. Subramanium said. “If we can strike down their NJAC, you think we cannot



strike down a mere clause they can draw up in a draft memorandum? This is only a draft. We will finally decide. You are taking this is as fait accompli,” Justice Khehar countered. Senior advocate Rajeev Dhawan intervened to suggest that the court ask the Attorney-General whether his ofer was made in his capacity as an “oicer of this court or an oicer of the government.” “The government may want to keep a distance now ... it is unlikely, but there it is,” Mr. Dhawan said. However, senior advocate Fali Nariman commended the Bench’s eforts to usher in transparency. Mr. Nariman submitted that implementation of the court’s suggestions for a secretariat, creation of a database of suitable judicial candidates and widening the pool of judicial talent would end the criticism against the collegium.



HUPA to add 2,28,204 housing units in 5 States



ernment is hinting at is partisan politics but I think the problem arises when people are politically disengaged from society. Whatever the government does is political and our existence is political. I think it should be taken as a compliment and an indication of how robust Indian democracy is.” The position of the BJP results from viewing society as a binary — pro-Congress is anti-BJP — explain media watchers. Media scholar and author Sandip Bhushan says, “Calling every agitation politically motivated shows that the government is reluctant to engage with those who protest.” In fact, this hint at political motivation behind every stir has prompted the NDA government-appointed chairperson of the Central Board



of Film Certification to make a film, ostensibly to unearth the hidden political hand behind the FTII students’ strike. As filmmaker and producer Pahalaj Nihalini says: “It is important to understand who backed the strike.” It does not stop at that. Ministers in the Modi govt. such as V. K. Singh have openly attacked the press/media too for displaying zero-tolerance to criticism. However, seeing a hidden instigator behind protests is not new nor confined to the present dispensation. At the height of the agitation against the Koondakulam Power Plant, the UPA regime hinted at a foreign hand behind the political unrest, a throwback to the times when former Prime Minister Indira Gandhi blamed the CIA for all the ills plaguing India.



Cabinet okays Rs.2,000-cr. package for Kashmiri migrants’ rehabilitation MEHBOOB JEELANI



MEHBOOB JEELANI



Chinese army entered India



Dissent in seventh pay panel over edge for IAS & IFS



VIJAITA SINGH



the batch getting promotion — be extended to all services, NEW DELHI: The Seventh Pay including defence and central Commission, chaired by Jus- paramilitary services. The dissenting member, tice A.K. Mathur, will submit to Union Finance Minister however, has suggested that Arun Jaitley on Thursday rec- the government get rid of this ommendations for an average rule so that pay upgrade for of15-16 per cent increase in pay, ficers, including IAS and IFS, allowances and pensions for should come of only after Central government employ- they themselves get promoted ees, lower than the 20 per cent rather than within two years suggested by the Sixth Pay of the promotion of the first Commission on the basis of oicer of their batch. Another which the then government dissenting member has recrevised the pay scales by near- ommended status quo. On the empanelment of ofly 40 per cent with efect from ficers above the level of joint 2006. “The less generous recom- secretary for deputation to the mendation reflects that the Centre, the chairman and a economy isn’t booming now member have recommended as it was then,” a member of that oicers of non-IAS and the Commission told The non-IFS services of a batch be Hindu. The Modi government considered. But the dissenting is expected to revise pays, member suggested maintainpensions and allowances, on ing status quo. The commission will also the basis of the Seventh Pay Commission’s recommenda- submit a recommendation on tions, with efect from January an alternative approach to the 1, 2016, for 48 lakh employees one rank one pension for defence personnel. and 54 lakh pensioners. The cost of the recommenTop sources told The Hindu that the report could not reach dations, if accepted by the an agreement on “controver- Centre, works out to 0.6% of sial” issues such as if and how the GDP in the first year of imthe edge the IAS and the IFS plementation, lower than that oicers enjoyed over other of the Sixth Pay Commission, services should be main- which was 0.77%. In nominal terms, the rise is tained, and the report included multiple dissent notes more than Rs. 1 lakh crore against the nearly Rs.18,000 from its members. One of the views dissenting crore following the Sixth Pay from that of the chairman is Commission’s award, which that pay cannot be the way for also resulted in additional arthe IAS and the IFS to retain rears of Rs.30,000 crore. The supremacy and the current per month ‘cost to company’ rules granting the oicers of for the Centre will rise to Rs.4 these services additional in- lakh crore. However, as percentage of crements should be done away with. Another member the revenue expenditure, the has recommended status quo. cost is put at 18.5 per cent of The chairman has recom- the estimate in the budget for mended that the current prac- the current year. It was 22.3 per cent for the tice — in which the pays of all oicers recruited in a particu- first year of the implementalar year are upgraded within tion of the Sixth Pay two years of the first oicer of Commission.



NEW DELHI: A day before Prime



Minister Narendra Modi was scheduled to meet Chinese President Xi Jinping ahead of the G-20 summit in Antalya, Turkey, the Indian Army reported a transgression by the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) at Chushul in Jammu and Kashmir’s Leh district. Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh is now on a sixday visit to China. A senior oicial said members of the PLA entered into Indian territory on November 14 and were reportedly shown banners to go back. Worrying coincidence Though transgressions by the Chinese are not uncommon along the Line of Actual Control (LAC), what worries the agencies is the spike in such incidents whenever an important event involving the two countries is under way. Last year, when Mr. Xi was on an oicial visit here, Indian security personnel and the Chinese PLA were engaged in a face-of in Chumar sector of Leh district. The stand-of continued for three days with India sending extra personnel to push back the Chinese. As for the November 14 incident, a senior oicial said a Chinese PLA team in a light armoured vehicle was seen patrolling on the Indian side of the LAC in Chushul and it was immediately asked to go back. As soon as the team came to the Indian side, the IndoTibetan Border Police (ITBP) force, which is the first line of defence and the Army personnel asked it to return.



PUJA MEHRA



NEW DELHI: At the time when



India is facing the afordable housing deficit, Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation (HUPA) Wednesday authorized the construction of 2,28,204 housing units for what they perceive as “economically weaker sections.” At present, the government is battling a housing shortage of 18.78 million units and 95 per cent of it is driven by low income populations who live in and around the urban centres. The clearance will fill the housing stock to some degree only if the financial devolution happens smoothly. The project, as per an HUPA spokesperson, would cost Rs.3, 231 cr and cover five States—Andhra Pradesh, Telengana, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat and Rajasthan. Overall, about 131 afordable housing projects would be constructed that will comprise 2,28,204 housing units.



NEW DELHI: The first signs of implementation of the economic package that was recently announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi for Jammu and Kashmir were seen Wednesday as the Cabinet approved Rs. 2,000 crore for the rehabilitation of Kashmiris who moved to diferent parts of India in the early 1990s and began to be recognised as migrants. The ruling BJP-PDP coalition welcomed the move, saying it will encourage a positive change in the conflict-torn region and possibly repair ties between the Muslim and Pandit communities of Kashmir. Senior BJP leader Ashok Kaul told The Hindu that the Rs. 2,000 crore was part of the big package of Rs. 80,000 crore that was recently announced by the Prime Minister at his Srinagar rally. The money is specifically meant for the people who are registered as residents of Kashmir province. For Jammu and La-



Justice T.S. Thakur will have a tenure till January 3, 2017.



appointments. Born on January 4, 1952, he is the son of D.D. Thakur, an eminent advocate who became judge in the Jammu and Kashmir High Court and later Union Minister. He was designated senior advocate in 1990 and was invited to the Bench as an additional judge of the J&K High Court. He has served as judge in the High Courts of Karnataka and Delhi, before being appointed acting Chief Justice of the Delhi High Court in 2008. He was serving as Chief Justice of the Punjab and Haryana High Court at the time of his elevation to the Supreme Court in November 2009.



No approval for Patanjali instant noodles: FSSAI NEW DELHI: Central food safety regulator FSSAI on Wednesday said yoga guru Baba Ramdev-promoted FMCG venture Patanjali did not have approval for its newlylaunched instant noodles, which the company has vehemently denied. Food Safety and Standards Authority of India Chairperson Ashish Bahuguna said: “Patanjali Ayurved has approvals for other products but they don’t have approval for instant noodles. As of now only 10 companies have approval for instant noodles.” Patanjali, however, strongly denied FSSAI’s claims. “We have licence for Pasta in central category from FSSAI. As per FSSAI, noodles come under the ‘pasta’ category. FSSAI has given us licence for relabeling in the pasta category.” —PTI



FTII students denied permission to attend film fest ANURADHA RAMAN



The present package is part of the Rs. 80000-crore aid that was announced by the Prime Minister in Srinagar recently.



dakh provinces, Mr. Kaul said, a separate allocation would be approved in the next phase. Mr. Kaul’s counterpart from the PDP, Naeem Akhtar, who’s also State’s Education Minister, hailed the Cabinet’ s swift action. He told The Hindu that “it’s a welcome step and everybody supports” the homecoming of Pandits, Sikhs and a handful of Muslims. JKLF chief hails move Since the first batch of Pandits left Kashmir in January 1990, several Pandit advocacy



groups have blamed Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF), a militant outfit that surrendered before the Indian government in 1993, for what they called an “exodus.” JKLF leader Yasin Malik called for a unilateral ceasefire in 1994. Though he distanced himself from the Cabinet approval, Mr. Malik promised support to the resettlement policy. Registered Kashmiri migrant families numbering 62,000 and residing in Jammu, Delhi and NCR stand to benefit from the initiative.



NEW DELHI: Even as the students of the Film and Television Institute of India (FTII) plan their next move, the institute’s administration has denied accreditation to more than 30 students who had sought approval to attend the International Film Festival of India, slated to begin on November 20 in Goa. Nearly 52 students had applied for accreditation a fortnight ago and 22 names have been cleared. Of the 30 students who have been denied accreditation are leaders and oicebearers of the students union who had spearheaded the agitation against the appointment of chairperson Gajendra Chauhan and four members from the BJP to the FTII society, which saw a strike that lasted for 139 days.



Brazil keen on tie-up with India in nuclear energy KALLOL BHATTACHERJEE NEW DELHI: India Brazil Strate-



gic Partnership, since its beginning in 2006, has focused on multilateral diplomatic team work for common global goals, sidelining diicult issues such as nuclear energy. But Brazil is impatient for nuclear collaboration with India. In an exclusive interview with The Hindu, Mauro Vieira, Minister of Foreign Afairs of Brazil, said, “We are very interested to get a share of India’s expertise in nuclear energy and nuclear technology. We want to get down to the specifics on collaborative research, development and scientific exchanges in the field of nuclear energy production



with India”. Past India-Brazil joint statements had mentioned more collaboration in the nuclear field but Mr Vieira feels a lot more needs to be done in the field of nuclear energy cooperation between the two sides. Mr.Vieira gave the assurance about Brazil being committed to peaceful use of nuclear power. “Brazil’s Constitution has enshrined its commitment to non-weaponisation of nuclear energy. Nuclear energy is important for our development and nuclear science has many applications in non-military areas as in the sphere of medicine and health. We want to make a new beginning in that direction for India-Brazil cooperation,” Mr.Vieira said.



Foreign Minister Mauro Vieira says Brazil is committed to peaceful use of nuclear power. — PHOTO: R. V. MOORTHY



The nuclear ventures of Latin America have traditionally been stunted by the nuclear umbrella of the United States, but the Foreign Minister, who is in town to conduct India-



Brazil Joint Commission meeting, says that Brazil is willing to explore the nuclear energy-related aspects. Brazil’s nuclear industry began in the 1950s. Brazil, which is a member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), has also been eyeing supply contracts for Indian nuclear majors. “We champion non-intervention in international issues” said the Minister, who will discuss the next steps in the Brazil-India Strategic Partnership on Thursday with Indian oicials. “I am in Delhi to talk to the External Afairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and the National Security Advisor Ajit Doval, and will plan how to energise our strategic partnership,” he said when asked about Brazil’s



support to India on several multilateral groups like the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) and the NSG. Brazil was one of the major powers to push for dialogue with Iran when tension ran high between Tehran and the United States over Iran’s nuclear energy programme and believes that every country should be free to choose its mode of energy production. The Minister said, “Brazil is a peaceful country and we have friends on all multilateral platforms of the world. We can help India wherever the need arises,” explaining that the bilateral interests of IndiaBrazil relation has matured and need to be given a boost. (For full interview visit bit.ly/1HXwlRb)
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PM seeks systemic safeguards and targeted economic sanctions based on credible counter-terrorism intelligence



Strike at the root of terror funding: Modi ‘She escaped from Syria’ P



Sex racket: ‘Kiss of Love’ couple held



DEVESH K. PANDEY



rime Minister Narendra Modi said in New Delhi on Wednesday that the Paris attacks were a grim reminder that terrorists had shown remarkable flexibility and adaptability in generating finances to fund their activities. “They derive funding from a variety of criminal activities, which includes smuggling of narcotics, bank robberies, vehicle thefts, fake currency or Statesponsored activities in failed States,” said Mr. Modi addressing delegates from over 30 countries at the sixth Global Focal Point Conference on Asset Recovery. The Prime Minister said disrupting fund flow would constrain the capabilities of terrorists and reduce their ability to execute attacks. “This involves putting in place both systemic safeguards and targeted economic sanctions based on credible counter-terrorism intelligence,” he said. Stating that targeting proceeds of crime was an important element in the fight against crime, Mr. Modi said there was an imperative need to focus on enhancing international cooper-



JOSY JOSEPH



NEW DELHI: Indian oicials insist that the 17-year-old Indian girl, who had a miraculous escape from the possible clutches of the Islamic State, had been to Syria, though she denies it.



Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Interpol Secretary-General Jurgen Stock at the Global Focal Point Conference on Asset Recovery in New Delhi on Wednesday. — PHOTO: R.V. MOORTHY



ation in the field of asset recovery for fighting crime, corruption and terrorism. Challenge of corruption Mr. Modi, who also inaugurated the 21st Conference of the Central Bureau of Investigation and State anti-corruption bureaux, said corruption was one of the principle challenges to governments across the world in transforming lives of the poor and the marginalised. Globalisation of organised



crime poses a major threat to economies through out the world. “It is a well-known fact that dirty money drives out good money. Organised crime can hamper investment and economic growth,” he said reinforcing India’s commitment to the fight against corruption. Listing the anti-corruption measures taken under his leadership, the Prime Minister said a special investigation team, supervised by the Supreme Court, was set up just a day after the Na-



tional Democratic Alliance government took over at the Centre. The Black Money Undisclosed Foreign Income and Assets and Imposition of Tax Act, providing stringent penalties and prosecution of ofenders, was enacted. “We have also introduced a provision under the Prevention of Money Laundering Act for restitution of assets. This will enable millions of poor investors who have lost money in ponzi schemes to recover a part of their money,” he added.



Interpol chief pledges help 150 youths under to nab terror suspects watch for IS leanings VIJAITA SINGH NEW DELHI: Interpol has assured India that it would help in nabbing terror suspects wanted by India. Interpol Secretary-General Jurgen Stock, who met Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Home Minister Rajnath Singh on Wednesday, promised that it would pass on real-time information information on the travel pattern of terror suspects. Dawood Ibrahim, India’s most wanted fugitive gangster and mastermind of the 1993 Mumbai serial blasts, is said to be a frequent traveller to Dubai and a few European countries on fake passports allegedly issued by the Pakistan government. A senior oicial privy to the meetings said that the Interpol chief had



CM YK



promised enhanced cooperation in identifying such suspects when they passed through international airport. It was with Interpol’s help that don Chhota Rajan was arrested in Bali, Indonesia, after he reached there from Australia. Interpol, the global police congregation, has 190 countries as its members. Mr. Stock, who is from Germany, was elected Secretary-General in 2014. He is in India to attend the 6th Global Focal Point Conference on Asset Recovery organised by the CBI. “The Interpol Secretary-General was extremely forthcoming in extending help to India on criminals, with emphasis on terror suspects,” said a senior government oicial.



NATIONAL BUREAU NEW DELHI: Nearly 150 youths in the country are under the surveillance of security agencies for their alleged leanings towards the Islamic State (IS), responsible for the recent terror attacks in Paris. According to a report of the intelligence agencies, the 150 people, mostly from South India, are believed to be attracted to the IS and sympathetic to the group’s activities. “Most of them are in regular contact with some IS activists through online means. Hence, we have kept all of them under the surveillance of security forces,” a senior government of-



ficial said. So far, 23 Indians have gone to Iraq-Syria to fight for the terrorist group. Of them, six were killed while one returned home in Mumbai. Thirty other Indians, who were radicalised by IS elements, were prevented from travelling to the conflict zone. Among those who are currently fighting for the IS include two youths from Kalyan on the outskirts of Mumbai, an Australia-based Kashmiri, one youth from Telangana, one from Karnataka, one Oman-based Indian and another Singapore-based Indian. On September 15, the UAE deported four Indians suspected to have links with the IS.



The girl is said to have landed in Istanbul on October 24, 2014 with the 29-year-old Yemeni woman, Amani Abdul, who had befriended her in Doha. From Istanbul, they took a flight to another city, where they were received by two Turkish women. They drove for another seven hours or so to a new place, according to what the girl told her interrogators in Hyderabad. Captive for 20 days The girl claimed that she was kept captive in a house in the town for at least 20 days. The girl insisted that she did not go to Syria. However, mobile details of her mother revealed that the daughter was probably in Syria, because in messages stored in her mother’s mobile there was repeated reference to Sham (Syria). According to the girl, in the first week of December, she escaped from captivity in the middle of the night and took refuge with some Turkish families. The next day, she reached the local airport, from where she contacted her parents who probably alerted the Turkish authorities. According to oicials, the Turkish authorities alerted the Indian embassy in Ankara after the girl was brought to a detention centre in Istanbul. The embassy put her on a flight to Doha, but on reaching the airport she was denied entry to Qatar because she had been blacklisted by the authorities. The girl waited out at the airport for her mother to join her, and both took the flight out to Hyderabad, where they arrived on the early morning of December 20.



G. ANAND THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: The Kerala Crime Branch on Wednesday detained Rahul Pashupalan and his wife and model, Reshmi Nair, antimoral policing activists who shot to fame during the “Kiss of Love” campaign in Kochi last November, on suspicion that they were operating an online sex service for rich clients. Oicials said the arrests followed a month-long undercover operation, codenamed “Big Daddy”. The investigation initially focussed on a pop-up advertisement for an escort service on the Internet. It soon expanded in scope and gathered pace, leading to the arrest of several persons, mostly alleged procurers, in the past two months. Investigators tapped into the online network posing as well-heeled clients with special preferences. They received photo-



graphs of “escorts” as encrypted messages (mostly through WhatsApp) on their mobile phones. The age of the women and the duration and nature of the service they were required to ofer decided their price. On Tuesday night, the Crime Branch arrested four women the suspected procurers had allegedly flown in from Bangalore to pair of with their customers in Kochi. They were treated as victims of human traicking. They were counselled and reunited with their families. Inspector-General of Police, Crime Branch, S. Sreejith, told The Hindu that the couple, as other suspects in the case, had led a double life. The common factor in their secret lives was one Abdul Khader, 31, of Kasaragod. Khader placed Internet advertisements promising to pair of attractive escorts with clients for a fee. Reshmi was among his several “women contacts”.



Toddler dies after falling into borewell AHMEDABAD: A four-year-old boy died on Wednesday after accidentally falling into an open 200-foot borewell in Ratanpur village of Panchmahal district, the police said. Piyush Vasviya, the grandson of a local sarpanch, was declared dead after he was pulled out in a rescue operation by the local administration.



“While playing near the borewell, Piyush fell into it. We called in a National Disaster Response Force team as well as a rescue team of Vadodara fire brigade for rescuing the boy,” Superintendent of Police Raghavendra Vatsa said. The teams used JCB machines to reach the boy who was given oxygen through a pipe. -- PTI
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IN SEARCH OF A COMMON STRATEGY



Moscow, Paris step up coordination in fight against the IS; French President Hollande to meet Putin in Moscow next week; joint campaign on the cards



China, Russia urge unified global front against terrorism ATUL ANEJA



R



Putin: from outcast to powerbroker in 1 year



ussia and China have stepped up their campaign to form a unified international front to counter terrorism following the bloodbath in Paris and the downing of a Russian airliner in Egypt. Liu Jieyi, China’s permanent representative to the UN, during a Security Council debate, exhorted “concerned parties” to form a “unified front” to defeat terrorism. Mr. Liu was amplifying a Chinese position, which had been flagged by President Xi Jinping during a meeting of the BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) on the sidelines of the G-20 meeting in Antalya, Turkey. Xu Qiliang, Vice-Chairman of China's Central Military Commission, on a visit to Moscow, has underscored Beijing’s willingness to work with Moscow to protect “mutual interests and regional as well as world stability”, Xinhua reported. Gen. Xu asserted that China “strongly condemns the inhuman actions of terrorists” in connection with the Russian A321 plane crash in Egypt on October 31. Russian-French cooperation The Russians have already energised their diplomacy to form a “unified front” by their bid to rope in France as a partner in the air campaign in Syria, which targets the Islamic State (also known as ISIS) – the alleged perpetrator of the Paris horror. The ISIS is also the prime suspect in the crash of the Russian passenger airliner. Russian President Vladimir Putin has already ordered Russian sailors, on board the cruiser Moskva, to establish a direct contact with a French aircraft carrier, following a telephone conversation with President Francois Hollande, Kremlin press secretary Dmitry Peskov said. The French task force in the Mediterranean, where the Moskva is already deployed, will be led by the nuclear powered aircraft carrier, Charles de Gaulle. The Kremlin press service reported that the Russian and French Presidents focused on building bilateral and multilateral cooperation to counter international terrorism following the terror strikes in Paris and the attack on the
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Russian plane. The Russian Foreign Ministry had earlier called for the finalisation of the draft UNSC resolution “on forming a broad anti-terrorist front”. Mr. Hollande is now set to meet President Putin in Moscow on November 26 — a move that is likely to focus on a joint anti-IS campaign. French participation in coordination with Moscow, if it materialises, would mean the first NATO country joining the expansion of an anti-IS front in Syria, which has so far included Russia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanese Hezbollah and Syrian army troops. Analysts say strengthening the anti-IS combine, with French support, would mean that the “regime change” policy pursued by the West in Syria since 2011 could be reaching yet another defining moment. In Damascus, Syrian President said his country is ready to share intelligence with France, but only if Paris changed its policy toward Syria.



IS shows photo of plane bomb CAIRO: The Islamic State’s oicial magazine Dabiq carried a photo on Wednesday of what it said was the improvised bomb that brought down the Russian airliner over Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula last month, killing 224 people on board. The photo showed a can of Schweppes Gold soft drink and what appeared to be a detonator and switch on a blue background. “The divided Crusaders of the East and West thought themselves safe in their jets as they cowardly bombarded the Muslims of the Caliphate,” Dabiqsaid. “And so revenge was exacted on those who felt safe in the cockpits.” The IS also published a photo of what it said were passports belonging to dead Russians “obtained by the mujahideen”. The group said it had initially planned to bring down a plane belonging to a country participating in



Group says bomb was smuggled onto the airplane after Russia’s thoughtless decision to bomb Syria the U.S.-led coalition bombing it in Syria and Iraq but changed course after Moscow started its own air strikes campaign in Syria. “A bomb was smuggled onto the airplane only a month after Russia’s thoughtless decision.” The Islamic State said on Wednesday it killed a Chinese and a Norwegian hostage, two months after it had demanded a ransom for the pair’s release. Dabiq magazine featured graphic photos of what appeared to be the bloodied bodies of Chinese hostage Fan Jinghui and Norwegian Ole-Johan Grimsgaard-Ofstad. — Agencies



Death sentence upheld for 2 war criminals Malaysian HAROON HABIB DHAKA: The Bangladesh Su-



preme Court has upheld the death sentences of two opposition leaders convicted for war crimes committed during the country’s 1971 Liberation War. One of them is Ali Ahsan Mohammad Mojaheed, the present secretary general of Jamaat-e-Islami, who was chief of the dreaded Al Bard killing squad that annihilated scores of Bengali intellectuals in 1971. The other is Salauddin Quader Chowdhury, currently the presidium member of Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP), who was the ‘terror in Chittagong’ as a local collaborator of the Pakistani Army. A four-member Appellate Division bench headed by Chief Justice S.K. Sinha delivered the verdict wrapping up the judicial process regarding the trial of the two leaders. Last option With Wednesday’s verdicts, the two convicted leaders are left with the last option of seeking presidential clem-



Italian priest shot at HAROON HABIB DHAKA: An Italian priest has come under gun attack in northern Dinajpur town on Wednesday, months after an Italian aid worker and a Japanese national were killed by unidentified gunmen in Dhaka and northern Rangpur district. Piero Arolari, 57, received injuries in his head but is out of danger, said doctors. The Italian national, himself a doctor has been working at Mission Hospital in northern Dinajpur. Police said after his morning prayers at the Suihari Catholic Mission, Father Parolari was cycling down to the Dinajpur Medical College Hospital, where some patients



ency. “There are no legal hurdles to execute the war criminals now,” Attorney General Mahbubey Alam told reporters after the verdict. Chowdhury, then a young leader opposing Bangladesh’s freedom from Pakistan, filed



1,000-year-old idol recovered in U.S.



WASHINGTON: A historic Chola-



era idol of Shiva and Parvati, stolen from a temple in India and smuggled into the United States by notorious Indian art dealer Subhash Kapoor, has been recovered from a university in Indiana.



Kapoor had sold the 1,000-year-old idol to David Owsley Museum of Art at Ball State University, concealing the true identity of the artefacts. The bronze idol is now under the custody of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s Homeland Security Investigations and would be brought back to India along with six other sacred Chola bronzes recovered by HSI. — PTI



English must for immigrants: U.K. LONDON: The U.K. Supreme



Court on Wednesday rejected a challenge against immigration rules requiring people to speak English before joining their spouses in Britain, a landmark ruling which could affect thousands of immigrants from countries like India. Under the U.K.’s spouse visa rules for nationals outside the European Union, the men must learn a basic CM YK



level of English and pass a test at an approved centre before being allowed to enter the country. The court also suggested that exemptions may be made in cases where it was impractical to apply the rule. The Supreme Court judgment follows rulings in the High Court and Court of Appeal that there was no disproportionate interference with family life. — PTI



from the diocese’s medical facility were admitted. Locals and the police said three men on a motorcycle swept past Parolari and fired at him. The missionary was hit on the neck and fell down from his bicycle. Locals rushed him to the nearby Medical college hospital The motive of the attack was as yet unclear. Parolari is the second Christian priest to be attacked in the country. Father Luke Sarkar, a Bangladesh national, had been knifed in his church in Pabna on October 5. But he has recovered from his injuries. US monitoring group SITE had claimed earlier that the Islamic State was behind the attack on foreigners in Bangladesh. the review petition at the apex court seeking acquittal on all the charges. The International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) issued death warrant for him on October 1, a day after the Supreme Court released its full verdict of the



appeal hearing. On October 1, 2013, the tribunal found Chowdhury, 66, guilty of nine of the 23 charges brought against him, including crimes against humanity. He was handed death penalty for four charges – involvement in the killing of a reputed herbal medicine guru, Natun Chandra Singha, proindependence leader Mozaffar Ahmed and his son; and genocide in his village Raozan of Chittagong . The Supreme Court on June 16 this year upheld the death penalty of Mojaheed, 67, for planning and instigating the killing of intellectuals and professionals towards the end of the Liberation War. Hartal called JeI has called a day-long hartal on Thursday protesting the court verdicts. The authorities have tightened security in Dhaka and other major towns suspecting sabotage by supporters of the convicts. Along with the police, elite Rapid Action Battalion and Border Guard Bangladesh were also deployed.



hostage killed in Philippines MANILA: Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak said on Wednesday that a man held for months by Islamist militants in the southern Philippines had been murdered, condemning what he called a “savage and barbaric” act. Mr. Najib’s comments came after the Philippine military said it was working to verify reports that Malaysian national Bernard Then had been beheaded by the Islamic militant group Abu Sayyaf, which is known for its kidnappings for ransom. “I, the government, and all Malaysians are shocked and sickened by the murder of our countryman Bernard Then, and we condemn it in its strongest terms,” Mr. Najib said in a statement on his Facebook page. Mr. Najib called for “action against those who have perpetrated this savage and barbaric act and ensure that they are brought to justice”. — AFP



hat a diference a war makes. Twelve months ago, Vladimir Putin was on the menu at the G20 summit in Brisbane. Western leaders queued up hungrily for a piece of Russia’s President following his armed intervention in Ukraine and illegal annexation of Crimea. Barack Obama warned Mr. Putin he was isolated internationally; David Cameron said he did not trust the Russian leader; Stephen Harper, Canada’s then prime minister, told Mr. Putin bluntly: “Get out of Ukraine”. Reacting angrily to the imposition of sanctions, Mr. Putin said western leaders had switched of their brains and were making matters worse by punishing Moscow. But the criticism continued unabated and he left the meeting early in a huf. Fast-forward to this week’s G20 summit in Turkey and everything, it seems, has changed. Mr. Putin was pictured in a friendly huddle, chatting animatedly to Mr. Obama and U.S. National Security Adviser Susan Rice. He also held reportedly productive talks with Mr. Cameron and other leaders. No longer ostracised and browbeaten, Mr. Putin was the man everybody wanted to meet. The reason is not a mystery. Under merciless attack from Islamic State, flailing on the refugee crisis, and consequently desperate to end the war in Syria, European leaders, backed by Mr. Obama, have come to an uncomfortable but, in historical terms, not wholly novel conclusion: they need Russia. Mr. Obama and Mr. Putin had agreed on the need for a “Syrian-led and Syrian-owned political transition, which would be preceded by UN-mediated negotiations between the Syrian opposition and regime as well a ceasefire,” the White House said. This all boils down to a diplomatic hat-trick for Mr. Putin. First, he has



Jindal drops White House run LOUISIANA: Governor Bobby Jindal, polling near the bottom of the crowded 2016 Republican presidential field, suspended his campaign on Tuesday, saying: “This is not my time.” “We spent a lot of time developing detailed policy papers, and given this crazy, unpredictable election season, clearly there just wasn't a lot of interest,” Jindal said on Fox News after announcing his exit from the race. “I think the Republican Party has to lay out the pathway why we are the party for opportunity and growth,” he said. His exit left 14 Republicans in the presidential race. Jindal, 44, was the first person of Indian-American heritage to run for U.S. president. A Christian who converted from Hinduism as a teenager, his message was aimed at social conservatives and evangelical Christians. Jindal’s campaign focused especially on Iowa, which votes first in the series of state contests to choose the Republican nominee. Conservative evangelicals often do well there, and several candidates



Suu Kyi sounds a provocative note SETH MYDANS NAYPYIDAW: For two decades, Aung San Suu Kyi was a radiant symbol of dignified nonviolent resistance, most of that time confined to house arrest by the generals who have governed Myanmar for half a century. Today, she is at the pinnacle of adoration and power in the country, having led her party, the National League for Democracy, to a landslide victory this month in parliamentary elections. She has put reconciliation with the generals high on her agenda, but as she has moved toward dominance, her words have become provocative. Her first sally came just before the November 8 election, when she brushed aside a constitutional provision that bars her from serving as president because she



is the widow of a foreigner and the mother of foreignborn children. “I will be above the President,” she declared in a phrase that has ricocheted around the political arena. “I will run the government, and we will have a President who will work with the policies of the NLD.” This end run around the law was in keeping with her assertion that she would maintain “the good parts” of the Constitution, which was drawn up by the generals to protect their political and economic interests. It was nonetheless an audacious assertion by a woman who spent 15 years as a prisoner of the generals, and her peremptory manner surprised those who have viewed her as a caged bird at the mercy of her tormentors. Now, as she prepares at age 70 to take over the gov-



ernment she fought for so long, what some see as her domineering, imperious style has raised questions about her fealty to the rule of law and about the way she plans to exercise power. “Here you have a person who basically said, ‘I am going to take over,’” said David I. Steinberg, a Myanmar specialist at Georgetown University. “But she’s going to



gained western recognition that Russian military forces have a legitimate role to play in Syria, in exchange for vague promises to cooperate with the U.S.-led coalition and not to shoot the “good guys”. This marks a complete reversal of the initial American position, which was that Moscow’s intervention was unwelcome and “doomed to failure”. Second, Mr. Obama and Mr. Cameron have been forced to accept that Bashar al-Assad, Syria’s President, may stay in oice, possibly for the duration of the proposed 18-month, UN-supervised Syria peace negotiation, as Mr. Putin has insisted all along. Third, Mr. Putin appears to have succeeded in gaining tacit acceptance of the de facto situation in Ukraine. The fighting in eastern Ukraine has in any case subsided following the Minsk accords. But Russia remains firmly in control of Crimea, and its illegal annexation now appears set to become an established fact of life. The conclusion must be that Mr. Putin’s gamble in flagrantly breaching international law has paid of and Crimea is now permanently lost to Kiev. — © Guardian Newspapers Limited, 2015



have a terrible problem if she tries to exert her authority, and if it looks like she’s being condescending to the military and is on a confrontational path.” Suu Kyi’s leadership style was evident in the marching orders she gave members of her party during and after the election. She kept her candidates on a short leash, making them her direct proxies. Suu Kyi’s supporters acknowledge a certain highhandedness, but the most ardent do not see it as a fault. “Humble?” asked Win Htein, part of her inner circle who sits on a 15-member council that meets with her regularly. “Why should she be? She has been waiting for this result for 20 or 30 years. Of course she is proud.” — New York Times News Service



Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal, 44, was the first Indian-American to run for U.S. President. — FILE PHOTO: AFP



hoped for a strong showing. But he struggled after entering the race in June to separate himself from the pack seeking the Republican nomination for the November 2016 election. He received 0.8 percent support in a recent Reuters/Ipsos poll. Jindal spent more money than he raised in the third quarter. Other Republican candidates had already quit



after burning through cash too quickly. He failed to qualify for the prime-time Republican debate on Nov. 10, but during the forum for lower-polling candidates, he went on the attack against his rivals onstage. On Monday, Jindal’s campaign said he would continue his tour of Iowa’s 99 counties this week. “But this is not my time,” Jindal said in a statement on Tuesday, “so I am suspending my campaign for President.” Former Iowa Republican Party Chairman Matt Strawn said Jindal's withdrawal would buoy U.S. Senator Ted Cruz of Texas, who appeals to the same evangelical voters and on Monday won the backing of an influential Iowa lawmaker. “It means a good week for Senator Cruz just got better as he attempts to consolidate evangelical and anti-establishment support in Iowa,” Strawn said. Louisiana voters will go to the polls on Saturday to pick Jindal’s successor as governor. — Reuters



Probe enforced disappearance cases: UN tells Colombo command responsibility,” the UN team pointed out in its working group of the UN preliminary observations. The group stated that over has called for the prosecution of all cases of enforced 12,000 cases were referred to the Sri Lankan government, of disappearances in Sri Lanka. The group on enforced or which 5,750 were still outinvoluntary disappearances, standing. A “very high numwhich on Wednesday con- ber of cases” before the group cluded its 10-day visit to Sri related to disappearances ocLanka, stated that “prosecut- curred in the late 1980s and ing and trying only [a] few early 1990s in relation to the emblematic cases will not be “violent targeting of Sinhasuicient to comply with Sri lese youth suspected of links Lanka’s international obliga- to the Janatha Vimukti tions nor to satisfy the expec- Peramuna.” Another “very consideratations of the victims and imble number” pertained to the portant sectors of society”. disappearance of Tamils durEquipping prosecutors ing the Eelam War, which The prosecution of all the ended in May 2009. There were other types of cases would require equipping prosecutors and courts disappearances including the with the capacity to handle “white-van” disappearances, disappearances in the context such high demand. “All prosecutions should in- of anti-terrorism operations vestigate the material and in- or disappearances conducted tellectual authors of such for ransom or economic excrimes, including through the tortion purposes, or a combiapplication of the principle of nation of all three.
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The major drivers were motor and health segments that grew at 14 per cent and 22 per cent respectively - MILIND KHARAT, CHAIRMAN-CUM-MD, UNITED INDIA INSURANCE
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DISINVESTMENT



BRIEFLY MASS LEAVE AT RBI May hurt payments and settlement MUMBAI: With 17,000 odd



employees of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) planning mass leave on Thursday, payments and settlement system could be affected. The central bank said it will make all efforts to minimise the impact. Four unions of RBI have called the mass leave — first since 2009 —to protest the government’s move to reduce powers from the Reserve Bank like taking away debt management function and setting up a monetary policy committee. — Manojit Saha



SHOPPING APP Voonik launches desktop site MUMBAI: Personal shopping app



startup Voonik has launched its desktop website, after remaining app only for more than a year. The move comes at a time when ecommerce players have mulled with the idea of going app only. “While the other e-commerce companies are switching to an app-only strategy, we at Voonik think we are moving closer to our user base by providing them access to a personalized store across multiple platforms. We have the highest conversion rate in the industry for our app and we expect to get the highest conversion on desktop as well,” Sujayath Ali CEO and Co-Founder of Voonik said in a statement. Voonik, which is a fashion marketplace for women, with a focus on personalisation, is now doing 10,000 orders a day and this will increase to 15,000 in a month after our desktop launch, he said. The firm is aiming for 20,000 daily orders by January. — Special Correspondent



Exchange Rates Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m on November 18



Currencies U.S. Dollar Euro Pound Sterling Jap Yen (100 Units) Chinese Yuan Swiss Franc Singapore Dollar Australian Dollar Canadian Dollar Swedish Kroner Danish Kroner New Zealand Dollar Hongkong Dollar Malaysian Ringitt Kuwaiti Dinar UAE Dirham Bahraini Dinar Qatari Riyal Saudi Riyal Omani Riyal



TT TT Buying Selling 66.09 66.41 70.47 70.82 100.54 101.05 53.56 53.83 10.33 10.42 65.07 65.42 46.47 46.70 46.97 47.20 49.62 49.88 7.58 7.62 9.45 9.49 42.80 43.01 8.53 8.57 15.08 15.25 216.97 218.74 17.99 18.09 174.68 178.18 18.19 18.23 17.66 17.70 171.06 173.15



Source: Indian Bank



Bullion Rates November 18 rates in rupees with previous rates in brackets
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Three per cent interest subvention to SME exporters also gets clearance



CCEA approves 10 per cent stake sale in CIL TCA SHARAD RAGHAVAN



T



he Cabinet Committee on Economic Afairs on Wednesday approved a 10 per cent disinvestment in Coal India, the third government stake sale in the company's history. The government is expected to get around Rs.20,000 crore from the disinvestment. At the company’s current market capitalisation, a 10 per cent stake sale will fetch the government around Rs. 21,100 crore. While announcing the Cabinet’s decision, Coal and Power Minister Piyush Goyal said that the government was looking to mop up Rs.20,000 crore from the disinvestment in Coal India. If the government attains its target amount from the Coal India stake sale, this will go a long way in meeting the disinvestment target of Rs.69,500 crore for this financial year. So far, the government has been able to pare its stake in only four companies — Power Finance Corporation, Rural Electrification Corporation, Dredging Corporation and Indian Oil Corporation — and has earned only Rs.12,600 crore. The Department of Disinvestment has reportedly asked for the disinvestment target to be brought down to Rs.30,000 crore. If this happens, then a successful Coal India stake sale could see the government overshooting its target. The date and price of the stake sale is yet to be decided, Mr.Goyal said. The Cabinet also approved the IPO of Cochin Shipyard, the first IPO among the major ports. The CCEA also approved a three per cent interest subven-



The government is looking to mop up Rs.20,000 crore from the disinvestment in Coal India - PIYUSH GOYAL, COAL AND POWER MINISTER



tion scheme for SME exporters in a move to boost exports. “The Cabinet Committee on Economic Afairs, chaired by the Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi, has given its approval for Interest Equalisation Scheme (earlier called Interest Subvention Scheme) on Pre & Post Shipment Rupee Export Credit with efect from April 1, 2015 for five years,” the government said in a release. “The Cabinet’s initiative to extend three per cent interest subsidy to exporters would give a much-needed boost to exports which have contracted by 18 per cent in the year so far,” said Mr. Chandrajit Banerjee, Director General, CII. Mr. Goyal made clear that the fall in exports was in value and not volume. “The major factor behind the fall in exports has been petroleum products. India refines petroleum products and exports them. Due to the fall in global oil prices, the value of these exports have been falling. This also means that the value of imports have also been falling,” he said. While global exports have been falling, India’s performance has been very heartening, he added.



Trade unions to ‘galvanise’ opposition INDRANI DUTTA KOLKATA: Coal sector trade unions will decide their stand on opposition to the proposed divestment of the government’s stake in Coal India at a forthcoming meet at Chhindwara on November 20 and 21 “We are opposing this move” S. Q. Zama, General Secretary of the INTUC ailiated Rashtriya Koyla Khadan Mazdoor Sangh, told The Hindu. He said that informal talks had already been held among the trade unions and a



resolution opposing the move is proposed to be adopted at the meeting. About 1,000 union leaders from diferent parts of the country, representing the coal sector in general and the workers at the mines of Tata Steel, IISCO, Coal India, Singareni in particular, besides non-coal sectors’ representatives would congregate at the triennial conference. It may be mentioned that the coal trade unions held a day’s token strike ahead of CIL’s IPO in November 2010



LALATENDU MISHRA



MUMBAI: Jet Airways, IndiGo



NEW DELHI: Natural gas prices



for existing fields such as KGD6 of Reliance Industries will dip to $3.6 per unit in next fiscal from $3.82 currently, Goldman Sachs said on Wednesday. “We believe Indian domestic natural gas prices that are linked to prices in gas surplus economies remain materially below the costs to develop marginal and deep-water fields and hence do not incentivise exploration and production capex,” it said in a report. This has resulted in Indian producers potentially losing $2 billion annually in value added assuming they can replace imports entirely, it added. “We believe the current gas price regime is not incentivis-



PRADEESH CHANDRAN BENGALURU: India’s largest cab



CM YK



jects with a civil construction cost of more than Rs.1,000 crore need Cabinet approval. The rest need approvals only at the level of the Roads Ministry. The Cabinet also gave its approval for an investment of Rs.8,349 crore for the laying of multiple freightspecific rail lines in Odisha, Chhattisgarh and Andhra Pradesh. It also approved the doubling of several railway lines to increase freight traic and improve commuter convenience. The Union Cabinet also approved a slew of international agreements, including a tripartite agreement with Brazil and South Africa for a fund to alleviate poverty and hunger, an MoU with Germany on security cooperation, an amendment to the India-Kuwait Double Tax Avoidance Agreement, a ratification of the Articles of Agreement (AoA) of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, a two-year extension to the currency swap arrangement with the SAARC countries, and a revised air service agreement with New Zealand.



while also successfully counselling the employees against subscribing to the issue (at a discounted price). They also successfully blocked the UPA-II government’s attempt at a 10 per cent follow-on ofer in late 2013. The trade unions called a five-day strike in January opposing the Coal Ordinance which they said aimed at privatising the sector. The strike was called of on the second day to avoid a power sector collapse, according to the unions.



0.42 $/bbl



Sensex slips 382 points ahead of FOMC minutes ASHISH RUKHAIYAR MUMBAI: Benchmark equity indices declined on Wednesday as investors opted for caution ahead of the U.S. Federal Open Market Committee’s minutes that could hint at an interest rate increase in December, afecting foreign portfolio flows to emerging markets. Growing concern about a slowdown in the Chinese economy also roiled sentiment after president Xi Jinping acknowledged downside risks to growth while speaking at the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation summit in Manila. The 30-share benchmark BSE Sensex slid 381.95 points, or 1.48 per cent, to close at 25,482.52. The broader Nifty of the National Stock Exchange (NSE) shed 105.75 points, or 1.35 per cent, to 7731.80. The negative trend in the European markets also affected investor sentiment. European markets have been witnessing weakness ever since the terrorist attacks in Paris last week. The global weakness also led to the dollar strengthening and gold prices falling to their lowest level in almost six years. Spot gold prices hovered around Rs.25,000 per 10 gram in India, having shed almost Rs.800 in the last two trading sessions.



Rupee weakens The rupee weakened 27 paise on Wednesday to close the day at 66.29 a dollar tracking local shares. In addition, the U.S. October consumer inflation rose 0.2 per cent after two months of declines suggesting the U.S. Fed could be on track to raise rates in December. “There is a downward bias for the rupee. RBI was not very active in the foreign exchange market,” said a dealer with a public sector bank.



Natural gas prices to fall next Airlines to challenge CCI’s order fiscal: Goldman Sachs The Oil Ministry, earlier this week, floated a consultation paper for freeing prices of natural gas produced from fields auctioned in future. ing domestic capex suiciently as we expect prices under the current formula to decline to $3.6 per million British thermal unit in 2016-17 while cost for new deep-water discoveries ranges between $6 to $7 per mmBtu,” Goldman said. The Oil Ministry, earlier this week, floated a consultation paper for freeing prices of natural gas produced from fields auctioned in future. The rates for existing and old



Cab aggregator Ola raises $500 million in Series F round aggregator Ola on Wednesday said that it had closed $500 million (about Rs.3,300 crore) in its Series F funding round. Through this fresh round, Ola has roped in Chinese taxi hailing giant Didi Kuaidi. Ola on boarding Didi Kuaidi is considered as a strategic move to counter growing competition from the U.S.based taxi company Uber. Apart from Didi Kuaidi, the Series F funding round also saw participation of the U.K.based investment management company Baillie Gifford, Falcon Edge Capital, Tiger Global, SoftBank Group, DST Global. According to reports, with the current round, the Bengaluru-based company is valued at around $5 billion. Ola said it would use the fresh funds to further accelerate its growth in the Indian market with a focus on building mobility for a billion people. The latest round of funding will be used towards fuelling



Mr. Goyal also announced that the Cabinet had given its approval to several moves that would empower the National Highway Authority of India to get stalled projects moving. The first has to do with allowing NHAI to extend the tolling period for concessionaires who have been facing project delays for no fault of their own, such as unavailability of land or relevant clearances.



The second involves authorising NHAI to pay compensatory annuities to the concessionaire corresponding to the actual period of delay, when the delay was not attributable to the concessionaire. “The main object of the proposal is to revive the languishing highway projects in the country. It will facilitate uplifting the socio-economic condition of the entire nation due to increased connectivity across the length and breadth of the country leading to enhanced economic activity,” the government said in a release. In a move that should significantly expedite project approvals, the Cabinet approved a mechanism by which the construction cost of a project will be segregated from the cost of land acquisition, centages and preconstruction activities. At the moment, standard practice is that all national highway projects need to get investment approvals and clearances at various levels, which lead to delays. Under the new system, only pro-



BRENT OIL 18-11-15 44.09 17-11-15 43.67



With the current round, Ola has closed over $1.3 billion of external funding



growth across existing categories as well as in innovating mobility solutions for the local market. Ola will also continue to focus on building and nurturing the ecosystem for its driver-entrepreneurs and to enable more drivers to grow as entrepreneurs themselves, in the time to come. Commenting on the fresh capital infusion Bhavish Aggarwal, Co-founder & CEO, Ola, said, “As we pursue our mission to build mobility for a billion people, we are excited about bringing onboard partners who can help us get there



faster. We will continue to build for the local market through innovative solutions such as Ola Share, Ola Prime and Ola Money, as we grow the mobile ecosystem in India.” Ola which acquired its Indian rival TaxiForSure in a $200 million deal in March said it had grown by over 30 times in the last one year and now clocks over one million booking requests a day. The company also claims to have around 80 per cent market share in India. The Series F round by Ola comes a few months after its U.S.-based rival Uber has announced plans to invest $1 billion in India. In July, the U.S. startup, which is valued at $50 billion, said it would invest more in India to expand presence in the country. Presently, Uber operates in more than 22 cities in India, the second largest market outside the U.S. With the current round, Ola has closed over $1.3 billion of external funding, of which over $1.2 billion has been raised over the past year.



fields will remain to be priced at the current formula which uses average price prevailing in gas-surplus economies. “We note 47 trillion cubic feet of domestic natural gas resources remain untapped and believe linking the gas price to liquid/alternative fuels and letting producers take the commodity risk could create a market conducive to private capex,” Goldman said. The nomination blocks of ONGC and Oil India with cost ranging from $3.2 to $3.6 per mmBtu would fail to make economic returns at the new rates. The BJP-led government had in October last year approved a new pricing formula for all domestically produced natural gas. — PTI



and SpiceJet, the three airlinesthat have been penalised by the Competition Commission of India (CCI) on charges of colluding to fix Fuel Surcharge (FSC) on air cargo, have decided to legally challenge the order. “The company is studying the CCI order and will take legal steps to challenge the above order in the appropriate forum. “The company has been legally advised that it is not in contravention of the provisions of the Competition Act, 2002,” InterGlobe Aviation Ltd, which owns and operates IndiGo said. InterGlobe Aviation Ltd has been asked to be pay penalty of Rs.63.74 crore. Jet Airways, which has been imposed with a penalty of



Stocks of Jet Airways and IndiGo came under selling pressure in the morning but the stock prices recovered during the day after investors started discounting the impact of the penalties.



Rs.151.69 crore, said that the investigation was initiated against five airlines on the basis of information provided by Express Industry Council of India (EICI) alleging collusion in levy of fuel surcharge on transport of cargo. “While the investigation carried out by the Joint Director General, CCI, concluded that the allegations levelled against the airlines were not proved, the Commission, pursuant to the objections filed



by EICI, has held otherwise and imposed a penalty on the company and two other airlines,” Jet Airways said in a filing with the stock exchanges. “Jet Airways believes that it is not in contravention of the provisions of the Competition Act and it shall pursue all available legal steps to defend its position,” the airline said. Similarly, SpiceJet said it did not indulge in anti-competitive activities, as found in the investigation of the CCI which has imposed a penalty of Rs.42.48 crore on the Ajay Singh led airline. “The company is examining the order and shall be taking such steps, including challenging the order in appropriate forum as may be advised and deemed necessary to defend the company’s position,” SpiceJet said. Since these airline compa-



Realtor debt worth Rs. 30,000 crore facing refinance risk: Crisil SANJAY VIJAYAKUMAR MUMBAI: India’s top 25 realtors,



accounting for 95 per cent of the market capitalisation of the sector, stare at high refinancing risk of debt obligations worth as much as Rs.30,000 crore, as demand in their respective market is expected to remain tepid over the medium term, according to an analysis by Crisil. “These 25 developers account for half of bank lending to the real estate sector. And most of those facing high refinancing risk are in the National Capital Region (NCR),” Sushmita Majumdar, Director, CRISIL Ratings, said in a statement. With net exposure of banks expected to decline by 5 per cent for the first time in the current fiscal — banks used to finance 90 per cent of the requirements of these realtors till last year — an increasing proportion of the funding gap is being bridged by costlier NCDs and private equity funds, Ms. Majumdar said. According to Crisil, stag-



The on-going festive season is unlikely to revive the residential sector in the major cities of India



nating collections in the wake of declining sales velocity had resulted in debt taken for residential projects by these developers surging by 25 per cent to Rs.61,500 crore in fiscal 2015. “Saleability of projects has also been declining, especially in north India. Another area of concern is inventory, which surged to 58 and 48 months, respectively, in the north and west at the end of fiscal 2015. South India had a more comfortable 22 months of inventory.” The study also pointed out that the past two years had



seen realtors refinancing principal and interest obligations, some by leveraging the cushion available in their operational commercial portfolio. The issue of construction cost outdoing customer advances lately has also added to their woes, resulting in developers being caught in a debt spiral, it said. The Crisil study comes in the backdrop of other independent reports that show lack of any improvement in demand for residential properties. A FICCI-Knight Frank



stakeholder sentiment Index reflected a decline to 59 per cent in the third quarter of 2015, when compared with 71 per cent in the same period last year. Majority of the supply side stakeholders are of the opinion that the residential sector is not going to experience any upturn in sales and new oferings in the coming six months. “The ground reality today is that there is a perceptible supply overhang — residential stock not translating into sales. In order to push sales, developers have ofered attractive schemes which, when translated to the final price paid by the end user, translates to a discount. Despite these attractive schemes offered by the developers, the supply overhang continues to bother the sector,” said Sanjay Dutt, Managing Director-India at Cushman & Wakefield. Meanwhile, oice space is showing clear signs of revival, which will definitely have a trickle-down efect on the residential segment, he added.



nies are listed on stock exchanges, the stocks of Jet Airways and IndiGo came under selling pressure in the morning but the stock prices recovered during the day after investors started discounting the impact of the penalties. Jet Airways stock closed with a loss of 3 per cent at Rs.416, InterGlobe Aviation (IndiGo) closed with a gain of 0.90 per cent at Rs.1,044.40 and SpiceJet closed at Rs.52.55, a gain of 9.48 per cent, after touching 52 weeks high of Rs.54.40 in intraday on news that the airline would place order for 150 planes to increase its fleet size. Interestingly, Air India was spared as its conduct was not found to be parallel with other airlines and Go Air were let of as it gave its cargo belly space to third party vendors with no control on the cargo operations.



Google to ofer Indian startups free cloud credits STAFF REPORTER BENGALURU: Search giant Goo-



gle on Wednesday announced two new initiatives for the enterprises in India. For the growing start-up community, Google said it would ofer $20,000 each in free credits for ‘Google Cloud Services’ to 1,000 startups in India over the next one year. The criteria includes that the startup should not have raised funding of more than $5 million, less than $500,000 in annual revenue and not received previous cloud platforms credits. This will help startups in India who are held back by a lack of computing to power, to build, deploy and scale the next big innovation on the web, added the company. We are committed to partner next generation companies and enterprises as a trusted provider of afordable, collaborative and easy to use productivity and cloud computing tools to help them succeed,” said Amit Singh, President, Google For Work. ND-ND
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TURNAROUND PLANS Air India to sell 4 flats to SBI for Rs. 90 crore MUMBAI: Air India, as part of its plans to monetize surplus real estate,



has decided to sell four residential apartments in Mumbai to State Bank of India (SBI) for Rs.90 crore. The flats located at Sterling Apartments in Peddar Road in South Mumbai used to house top executives of the national carrier. “Now we have all approvals in place including a nod from the Cabinet for the sale. We can now transfer these flats to SBI,” said a senior Air India official. The official said that the airline in August 2013 had initially invited bids for these flats through e-auctioning and SBI was the highest bidder. Each of these three bed room flats has a carpet area of 2,033 sq. ft. and will be used as official residences for SBI top brass. As part of its turnaround plans, Air India intends to sell real estate assets worth Rs.5,000 crore to retire debt and generate funds. — Special Correspondent



PARAG FOODS To bring Almette cheese to India MUMBAI: Parag Milk Foods has tied up with German cheese maker



Tata Steel commissions Kalinganagar Steel Project The 6 MTPA plant is to be expanded to 16 MTPA capacity by 2025 SATYASUNDAR BARIK



I



Hochland to import and market latter’s cream cheese brand Almette in India, which will be co-branded as ‘Go Almette’. “With the introduction of Go Almette in the country, we are broadening our portfolio of consumer health and nutrition based products. With this co-branding, we are also embarking upon a new relationship with Hochland Group”, Parag Milk Foods Chairman Devendra Shah said. — PTI



TO UPGRADE PRODUCTS Karadi Path raises $2.3 million CHENNAI: Karadi Path Education Company, provider of English language learning services, has raised $ 2.3 million in a Series A round of equity capital from the Pearson Affordable Learning Fund (PALF) and the existing investor Aavishkaar India II Company, Unitus Capital. It plans to use the funds to upgrade their product portfolio to better serve both older age students (high school, college and adult skill development) and younger age students (preschool). Karadi Path is currently being used by over 1,000 schools reaching over 200,000 students. While the current focus is English language learning, the pedagogy is being applied to develop programmes for other languages as well. – Special Correspondent.



First phase investment Built at an investment of over Rs.25,000 crore in the first phase, the Kalinganagar plant boasts of India’s largest blast furnace at 4,330 cubic meter with production capacity of 3.2 MTPA, the company said. The plant will witness the seamless movement of raw material with its twin wagon tippler, the first installation in India having unloading capacity of 20 MTPA. The steel plant claims to have the most advanced carbon hearth technology along with on-site power generation of 202 MW through gases discharged by coke oven and blast



MADE IN INDIA SEDAN Volkswagen starts Vento exports to Argentina NEW DELHI: Volkswagen India has started exporting its locally-produced



mid-sized sedan Vento to Argentina. Volkswagen will sell India-made Vento as ‘Polo’ with a 1.6-litre petrol engine with five-speed manual as well as six-speed automatic gearbox in Argentina. The company has been exporting India-built cars to markets across Asia, Africa and North America. The auto major has been the market leader in Argentina for 12 consecutive years with a market share of almost 22 per cent, according to a company statement. – PTI



WIND POWER Inox Wind’s 800 MW facility in M.P. on stream CHENNAI: Inox Wind Ltd., India’s leading wind energy solutions provider, has announced the commissioning of its 800 MW blade facility at its state-of-the-art integrated manufacturing unit at Barwani district in Madhya Pradesh. The unit will have an annual production capacity of 400 rotor blade sets and eventually also have an annual manufacturing capacity of 400 nacelles and hubs, 300 towers and will double Inox Wind’s production capacity to 1,600 MW. The manufacturing plant, which will be amongst the largest in Asia, will drive investments and economic growth in Madhya Pradesh and provide direct and indirect employment to 5,000 people in the State. — Special Correspondent



ndian steel major Tata Steel commissioned the first phase (3 million tonnes per annum) of its 6 MTPA capacity Kalinganagar Steel Plant — the largest single-location greenfield steel project in India — in Odisha on Wednesday. The company plans to expand the plant’s capacity to 16 MTPA by 2025 with the cumulative investment amounting to Rs.1,00,000 crore. The state-of-the-art plant, which will produce world-class flat and lighter, high-tensile strength steel, was dedicated to the nation by Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik, in the presence of Tata Sons Chairman Cyrus P Mistry and Tata Steel Managing Director T. V. Narendran. With the commissioning of the plant, Tata Steel’s capacity to produce crude steel in India has touched 13 MTPA.



Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik (left) with, Chairman, TATA Group, Cyrus P Mistry, at the Secretariat in Bhubaneswar on Wednesday. Tata Steel’s project will be a milestone in the industrial history of Odisha. Kalinganagar has become the industrial capital of the entire eastern India, says Mr. Patnaik.- PHOTO: PTI
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Indian miner files $560 m claim against Indonesia JAKARTA: Indian Metals and Ferro Alloys Ltd. has filed a nearly $600 million claim against Indonesia in international court, alleging that overlapping mining permits have disrupted its operations, a government oicial said. The Permanent Court of Arbitration will hold a hearing on the case in Singapore on December 6, said Heriyanto, Director for Legal Afairs at Indonesia’s Mining Ministry. “We are being sued for 7.7 trillion rupiah ($560 million) because they are unable to carry out production,” Mr. Heriyanto told reporters. “They are holding mining business permits but they cannot produce because they overlap with seven other permits in East Barito, Tabalong and South Barito.” IMFA oicials were not immediately available for comment. Land disputes and overlap-



The group will soon have 55,000 tonne per annum capacity Ferrochrome plant at Gopalpur. At the same place, Tata’s multiproduct special economic zone is expected to attract Rs.10,000 crore investment from the country and outside. CYRUS P MISTRY, CHAIRMAN, TATA SONS



bandh iron ore mine,” Chief Minister said. Addressing a function marking commissioning of the project, Mr. Mistry said, “Odisha, which has emerged as top investment destination in the county, is poised to grow by 20 per cent by 2020.” “Tata Steel has commissioned its Kalinganagar Steel Plant. The group will soon have 55,000 tonne per annum capacity Ferrochrome plant at Gopalpur. At the same place, Tata’s multi-product special economic zone is expected attract Rs.10,000 crore investment from the country and outside” said Tata Sons Chairman. Among others State Industries Minister Debi Prasad Mishra and Steel and Mines Minister Prafulla Mallick spoke on the occasion. Koushik Chatterjee, Group Executive Director (Finance and Corporate) was present at the commissioning function.



ping permits for plantation and mining operations are a common problem in Indonesia as various government agencies use diferent maps and data. President Joko Widodo’s administration is trying to resolve the problems caused by overlapping permits by finalising an oicial map that shows the nation’s geographical features in greater detail. Previous administrations have made similar attempts at a so-called one-map policy but with little success. — Reuters



TAKE Solutions buys Ecron Acunova for Rs.115 crore G. BALACHANDAR CHENNAI: TAKE Solutions Ltd.,



furnace. “Tata Steel project will be a milestone in the industrial history of Odisha. Kalinganagar has become the industrial capital of the entire eastern India,” Mr. Patnaik said. “Tata Steel is planning to expand the capacity of Kalinganagar plant to 16 million tonnes per annum by the year 2025 with cumulative investment of about Rs.1,00,000 crore, The company will also invest Rs.2,300 crore for scaling up of the capacity of its captive Khanda-



The Permanent Court of Arbitration will hold a hearing on the case in Singapore on December 6, said Heriyanto, Director for Legal Afairs at Indonesia’s Mining Ministry



a technology solutions provider for the supply chain and life sciences segments, has signed an agreement to acquire Bengaluru-headquartered Ecron Acunova (EA), a leading clinical research organisation founded by D. A Prasanna, for Rs.115 crore. The deal is expected to strengthen Chennai-headquartered TAKE’s position as a fully integrated, diferentiated life sciences services provider to large and small global pharmaceutical companies. It will also help expand the addressable market for TAKE as well as significantly enhance presence in Europe and the Nordic countries. “We are funding the acquisition through internal accruals and bridge funding,” H. R.Srinivasan, Vice Chairman and Managing Director, TAKE Solutions, told The



The Bengaluru-based firm is expected to contribute Rs.160 crore to TAKE Solutions’ topline by 2016-17 Hindu. “This acquisition will enhance our addressable market from $ 15.9 billion to over $ 30 billion by 2019, giving us great headroom for growth,” he said. Ecron, which delivers pharmaceutical research services to global clients across South East Asia, Central and Nordic Europe and North America, will add expertise in the largely untapped biosimilars space for TAKE as also other segments such as regenerative medicine and diagnostic imaging agents, which are reported to be future growth areas, said the company. Ecron, which employs more than 300 people, will become a 100 per cent subsidiary of TAKE Solutions.



Wage provision weighs on United India profit



West Bengal Minister seeks FICCI help to utilise closed units’ land



G. BALACHANDAR



KOLKATA: West Bengal Finance and Industry Minister Amit Mitra on Wednesday sought the help of FICCI to utilise the vast tracts of land now lying with the closed units in the state. Fears about land availability has loomed large over the state’s industrialisation prospects. Delivering a special address at a session on Investment Opportunities in West Bengal at a FICCI National Executive Committee Meeting, he sought the apex indus-



CHENNAI: United India Insur-



ance Company (UIIC) reported a five per cent decline in first-half net profit at Rs.356 crore from Rs.376 crore in the year-earlier period after the company made a provision for revision of wages and health insurance claims rose. There would be a net increase of 15 per cent in wages for its employees and provisions for the same were about Rs.260 crore for the sixmonth period. UIIC’s gross premiums grew by 12 per cent to Rs.5,914 crore from Rs.5,291 crore. “The major growth drivers were motor and health segments that grew at 14 per cent and 22 per cent respectively. Though commercial property segment has been hit by slowdown, retail segment continues to grow strongly on the back of growing awareness on healthcare and increasing vehicle sales in the country,” said Milind Kharat, Chairman-cum-Managing Director, of the company. The total claims, on account of floods in Tamil Nadu, were in the region of Rs.110 crore, he said. More claims are expected as a result of the



The company has so far received claims to the tune of Rs.110 cr on account of losses due to floods in Tamil Nadu floods in other regions such as Andhra Pradesh. However, net losses for the company will be lower as reinsurance is available for catastrophic events, he added. The claims ratio saw an increase to 83.5 per cent in the first half of this fiscal year, from 81.7 per cent. Investment income of the company stood at Rs.1,073.84 crore against Rs.1,067.40 crore. Networth stood at Rs.5,947 crore as on September 30, 2015. Hiring The insurance company is in the process of hiring a total of 1,050 people including clerical (750) and oicer (300) level posts. The insurer projects a growth of 10 per cent in its gross premium at Rs.11,800 crore (Rs.10,692 crore in 201415) for this fiscal and seeks to double the net profit to Rs.600 crore (Rs.301 crore).



INDRANI DUTTA



try body’s collaboration on many issues the resumption of direct international flights. “ Coming to your meeting is like home-coming for me”, quipped the minister who was the FICCI’s director general till he joined Mamata Banerjee’s Trinamool Congress. Although Chief Minister Banerjee was invited to the meet she was unable to come as she had a prior commitment at a meeting of Self Help Group of women entrepreneurs. “ That is also an entrepreneurs’ meet’ quipped Mr.Mitra.



‘The State has one lakh acres of land under various government departments which is readily available for setting up industries.’ He reiterated at the FICCI meeting that that the Trinamool Congress’ stand against forcible land acquisition for industry, was now a national model. “The land policy of the present government under Ma-



mata Banerjee clearly states that there will be no forcible land acquisition from farmers. This is now being followed elsewhere,” he said. Citing recent protests by farmers at Noida, Mr. Mitra said that some states like Uttar Pradesh were now towing the west Bengal government’s line. He said the State has one lakh acres under various government departments which was readily available for setting up industries. Land problem is there everywhere but this is land on the table he said.



Responding to a query on whether the land lying with closed units in the state could be unlocked and sold to the state government, the minister urged FICCI to “take the lead in forming a core committee which will talk to industry to take this initiative forward”. He however added that there were some complexities involved in this process including bank liabilities of these sick units and mortgages on the land. “ We need to navigate these issues .. Can FICCI help us”, he asked the gathering. Mr. Mitra also



wanted the industry body to take up the issue of resumption of direct flights to Europe. Highlighting the progress of the state in various fields during the last four years of Trinamool Congress rule, he said all macro-parameters such as per capita income, plan expenditure, capital expenditure had improved while e-governance measures had pushed the state’s domestic product growth. He said that the state had bagged an award for e-governance, topping other states.



Dr. Reddy’s gets anti-coagulant drug IPR rights for $17.5 million N. RAVI KUMAR



Dr. Reddy’s Lab



Rs.3375.55



4350



HYDERABAD: Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories has completed purchase of worldwide exclusive intellectual property rights for Fondaparinux sodium, its generic anti-coagulant drug from Australian partner, Alchemia Ltd. Announcing this, a statement from Dr. Reddy’s on Wednesday said the company had in September signed a term sheet for the transaction. The completion follows Al-



4136 3922 3708 3494 3280 May 22, 15



Nov 18, 15



chemia’s shareholders approving sale of Fondaparinux at the company’s AGM on November 10 after which the two companies executed a purchase and sale agreement, to-



gether with various patent assignment deeds. Alchemia has received $17.5 million from Dr. Reddy’s as consideration for the sale and the agreement is efective July 2015. Fondaparinux is a generic version of the anticoagulant drug Arixtra, which is used in the treatment of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE). It is also indicated for the prevention of DVT after major surgery, such as knee and hip replacement.



Infy Foundation USA ofers grants to expand inclusivity programme STAFF REPORTER BENGALURU: Infosys Foundation USA, a non-profit organisation focused on bridging the digital divide in America, announced new strategic partnerships with Girls Who Code, CodeNow and ScriptEd. These organisations impart computer science and coding education to middle and high school students through curricular and extracurricular programs nationwide. “The grants follow Infosys Foundation USA’s inaugural Crossroads event at Stanford University,” Infosys said in a press release. Vandana Sikka, Chairperson, Infosys Founda-



CM YK



Will support organisations that deliver computer science education and coding education to schools students tion USA, said, “While the Crossroads event spurred a vigorous debate with multiple perspectives on how best to make computer science education more inclusive, it reairmed my belief that computer science is not only for software engineers.” Girls Who Code provides digital programs to help young women build their coding skills. Funds from Infosys



Foundation USA will support 500 clubs nationwide, training instructors and recruiting volunteers for these clubs, which will help extend Girls Who Code clubs program to 6,000 new students. While CodeNow focuses on helping students from underserved backgrounds access extracurricular coding education. It will receive a grant to teach up to 200 new students. ScriptEd helps under-resourced public schools access innovative computer science education programs and resources. Funds will be used to rollout the program in up to five new schools and 100 new students. ND-ND
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Horses for courses



Opening is probably the most difficult job in Test cricket. Dean (Elgar) and Stiaan (van Zyl) are our best openers and they will do a great job for us. — Hashim Amla on the South African openers



Gutsy and brilliant



You have to choose the allrounder according to the conditions. You can’t be stubborn. You have to 쑺 consider who can do the right job in those conditions because some will be more effective. — Stuart Binny’s (in pic) selection is justified by Kohli



He’s a brilliant ’keeper when he becomes confident of his batting, he will be that sort of perfect No. 6, No. 7 쑺 for us. When he gets more confident with the bat, he will become a batsman more than a batsman-keeper.



Draw won’t break the side’s momentum: Kohli SHREEDUTTA CHIDANANDA India will feel robbed of an opportunity by the weather. After an emphatic victory in Mohali and a dominant opening day in the second Test, the team will now travel to Nagpur with no further gains. “It was very disappointing,” Virat Kohli said here on Wednesday. “The second and third day were especially frustrating because we had a very good first day. We had a good chance of putting South Africa under more pressure. We were positive that if we get the fourth and fifth day we could try and put more pressure on South Africa but the weather turned out this way. It was out of our control.” The India captain felt the draw would not break his side’s momentum. “Nothing has changed in the last four days at all,” he said. “The mood is absolutely the same we had in Mohali. We had a really positive day one here, bowling out the No. 1 side in under three sessions on a decent batting wicket. And we batted pretty well, whatever time we had in the middle. Even in the last four



BENGALURU:



India retains team BENGALURU: India has named an unchanged 17-member squad for the last two Tests against South Africa. The National senior selection committee, which met here to choose the team, announced this on Wednesday. Umesh Yadav, Bhuvneshwar Kumar and Gurkeerat Singh, who had been released for Ranji Trophy duty ahead of the second Test, will re-join the side when it assembles in Nagpur on November 22. The squad: Virat Kohli (capt.), Murali Vijay, Shikhar Dhawan, Cheteshwar Pujara, Ajinkya Rahane, Rohit Sharma, Wriddhiman Saha, R. Ashwin, Ravindra Jadeja, Amit Mishra, Varun Aaron, Ishant Sharma, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Umesh Yadav, K.L. Rahul, Stuart Binny and Gurkeerat Singh. — Principal Correspondent



days, we haven’t really thought about what the rain is going to do, because it can put you of. We have just reacted to how the weather has turned out, which is very important.” Binny’s selection India brought Stuart Binny in for Amit Mishra in Bengaluru, even after the leg-spinner had enjoyed success in his previous four Tests. Kohli stated that he was not shy of making changes when conditions demanded them. “You have to choose the all-rounder according to the conditions,” he said. “You can’t be stubborn about the ability. You have to consider who can do the right job in those conditions because some people will be more efective. “This team is about flexibility. We did not bowl Amit Mishra here. Of course, he’s bowled well in the past few months. But he understood that we needed someone like Stuart in these conditions. The feedback we got was that the Bengaluru wicket does something in the last couple of days. There’s no set combination in this team. Everyone is ready to play at any stage.”



BENGALURU: Under grey skies



and amidst an infuriating, persistent drizzle, the second Test between India and South Africa ended in a draw at the M. Chinnaswamy Stadium here on Wednesday. No play was possible on the fifth and final day also, with the umpires, Ian Gould and Richard Kettleborough, calling an end to the game after an inspection of the outfield at 11:30 a.m. Wet underfoot conditions, which had prevented play from the beginning on day four, worried the oicials again. As if to vindicate their decision, the skies opened up not



BENGALURU: Before it embarked



LET’S MEET IN NAGPUR! Rival captains Virat Kohli and Hashim Amla exchange pleasantries after the truncated second Test ended in a predictable draw on Wednesday. — PHOTO: K. BHAGYA PRAKASH



long afterwards. Four successive days were lost to the weather here, after the home side had advanced to a position of strength on day one. India had bowled South Africa out for 214 before reaching 80 without loss at stumps. “It is always annoying for any side, whether you have the momentum or not, to come to the ground and have no play,” the Indian captain, Virat Kohli, said. “The covers come of and the rain falls again and that was something disappointing. We wanted to go out there and play, whatever time we could get in the game.” The third Test begins in Nagpur on November 25.



We have to be patient with Dhawan, says Kohli PRINCIPAL CORRESPONDENT BENGALURU: Virat Kohli came out



in forceful support of Shikhar Dhawan here on Wednesday, defending his colleague’s recent record. Dhawan, who averaged 25.2 in the one-day series against South Africa, was dismissed for a duck in both innings of the first Test in Mohali. The lefthander made an unbeaten 45 in the second Test here, before rain washed out the last four days. “If you call scoring two hundreds in three Test matches struggling, then I don’t know what ‘in-form’ is,” Kohli said. “He got a hundred in Galle, and a hundred in Bangladesh (Fatullah). Unfortunately, he got injured afterwards and played his next Test match only in Mohali. So let’s not be too hard on someone because of two or three innings. This is international cricket.” The India captain did not feel Dhawan had been playing poorly. “We have to be patient with players like Shikhar because he is an impact player,” he said. “We need to give him as much confidence as we can. When he



Shikhar Dhawan…has the captain’s backing. — PHOTO: PTI gets going, he wins you the game — that is a certainty. I don’t think he has been out of form; he has been batting beautifully. “Sometimes, you will not get the scores that you desire, but how you are playing at that moment is important.” Captain pleased Kohli was pleased with Dhawan’s knock here, and believed that the opener was on his way to a big score before rain stalled proceedings. “Shikhar is hitting the ball well and he got runs here which is good for his mental set-up,” he said. “We don’t see any issues with his batting or his con-



It would be great to get some confidence back: Amla PRINCIPAL CORRESPONDENT



Wet and waiting agony ends SHREEDUTTA CHIDANANDA



— Virat Kohli on Wriddhiman Saha



fidence. We have to let the individual come into his own, and not put too much pressure on him. I’m sure he is happy with the way he batted here. “If he had more overs to bat, he would have been 70 or 80 not out or would possibly have got a hundred. He is the sort of player who can take the game away very quickly.” After the fifth day’s play was called of, Dhawan was seen out on the pitch, with assistant coach Sanjay Bangar throwing balls down at him. “I’m delighted that he is feeling good about his batting,” Kohli said: “I’m sure he would want to score a lot of runs in this series.”



on its tour of India, South Africa’s last Test fixture ended in a wet draw against Bangladesh, when the last four days of play were rained out in Chittagong. So when a similar fate befell Hashim Amla’s men in Bengaluru, they at least had the benefit of experience. “Hopefully, we get a lot more cricket in Nagpur where the weather should be more cricket-friendly,” he said here on Wednesday. “But we had a similar experience in Bangladesh not too long ago. A few days of Test cricket were washed out and there was nothing we could do about it. “Dale (Steyn) got to 400 Test wickets (in Chittagong) and we held on to that. Now AB (de Villiers) played his 100th Test and did pretty well. We’re pretty chufed about that. From a team point of view, I don’t see a great lot of positives to take out.” India may feel South Africa



MUMBAI: It’s not often that a bat-



sman finds himself dropped from the XI, especially in home series internationals where he has an exceptional record, and after a reasonably successful outing in the preceding series. Clearly the mindset of India’s team management is changing; it was almost a year ago that India’s top notch spinner Ravichandran Ashwin was benched for the first Test at Adelaide because captain Virat Kohli and team Director Ravi Shastri felt that leg-spinner Karn Sharma looked better in the “nets”. Refreshingly the critics are willing to give Kohli time to evolve as a captain and indeed there was no whisper of disapproval when Rohit Sharma was sent back to play the Ranji Trophy match against Uttar Pradesh, once he did not “fit into the XI” for the first Test against CM YK



South Africa at Mohali. For Rohit, the stylish and sometimes cocky-looking right-hander, the three-Test series in Sri Lanka was easily the best series in two years of Test cricket, following a string of dismal performances in South Africa, New Zealand, Australia; he played one Test each against England and Bangladesh. After a roaring 177 start against the West Indies at the Eden Gardens, Kolkata in the winter of 2013, Rohit has not found a place in the XI only five times; he’s so far played 14 Test matches. He followed the debut hundred with 111 against the Windies at Mumbai and tallied 288 runs and in the three-Test series against Sri Lanka, last August, he made 9, 4 (Galle), 79, 34 (PSS, Colombo) and 26 and 50 (SSC, Colombo) to be second to Kohli (233 runs) in aggregate. How does a batsman like Ro-



hit Sharma handle such a situation, sent back to play for Mumbai in the Ranji Trophy; he joined the national squad for the second Test, but was not picked in the XI. “It probably points to a problem of plenty with the Indian team now. There are good batsmen for diferent positions. But it’s a tough time for Rohit too; his Test career has not taken of really. Not being chosen in the XI will afect him. His friends, family members and many more will ask him why he is dropped and it’s diicult to answer such questions,” said sports psychologist Bhishmraj Bam, who was honoured two years ago by the Sports Psychology Association of India for his lifetime contribution to motivate sportspersons. Bam praised Rohit Sharma for responding the way he did against Uttar Pradesh with a century. “Cricket is a cruel



Uncertain about Steyn Amla was not certain if Steyn, who missed the second Test with a groin injury, would be fit to play. “I’m not 100 per cent sure what the exact prognosis is but if he is ready, it would be great to have him back,” he said. “If he was fully fit he would have played this Test match.”



Delhi High Court paves the way for DDCA hosting India-South Africa Test MOHAMMED IQBAL NEW DELHI: In a respite for Delhi



and Districts Cricket Association (DDCA), the Delhi High Court on Wednesday paved the way for holding of fourth cricket Test match of the IndiaSouth Africa series at Ferozeshah Kotla Stadium here from December 3 to 7. The Court directed the South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC) to issue a provisional occupancy certificate for the venue. While asking SDMC to issue the certificate by Thursday for the period from December 1 to 10, the Court directed DDCA to deposit Rs.50 lakh with the municipal body towards property tax dues within two weeks. Disposing of DDCA’s writ petition, a Division Bench also appointed Justice Mukul Mudgal, a former Judge of Delhi High Court and former Chief Justice of Punjab and Haryana High Court, to oversee the affairs of the match. Justice Mudgal will be assisted in his assignment by an “accounts knowing person”, said the Court. The Bench, comprising Justice B.D. Ahmed and Justice Sanjeev Sachdeva, made it clear that the DDCA was being given the “last opportunity” to get the necessary clearances from Delhi Urban Arts Commission and Archaeological Survey of India and no-objec-



tion certificate from Land and Development Oice, as well as completion certificate from SDMC, by March 31. The Court also said that its directions were without prejudice to the petitioner vis-a-vis



the issue of payment of entertainment tax, which was pending before another Bench of the High Court. “We do not want to penalise the players and cricket-loving public by not allowing DDCA



to host the match,” observed the Bench, while clarifying that the appointment of observer was meant to ensure that the DDCA takes earnest steps to get requisite clearances. SDMC counsel Gaurang



Justice Mudgal to supervise Delhi Test VIJAY LOKAPALLY NEW DELHI: A “cricket lover” has



been asked to conduct the fourth Test between India and South Africa to be held here from December 3. That is how Justice Mukul Mudgal describes himself. “I am a cricket lover and then a judge,” was Justice Mudgal’s response to his appointment by the Delhi High Court to organise the Test. The Delhi and Districts Cricket Association (DDCA), facing numerous corruptionrelated charges from the Delhi Government, had appealed to the High Court for permission to stage the Test. Justice Mudgal was asked by the High Court on Wednesday to oversee the conduct of the match. “I sincerely hope that cricket goes on well. I have to ensure the spectators are comfortable,” he said. Having been a regular spectator at the Ferozeshah Kotla, he would understand the need to care for the paying public, a



Justice Mukul Mudgal. priority low on the list of the DDCA oicials. The Kotla has presented an ugly picture as far as spectators are concerned, with poor facilities for those in the general stands. As former India captain Bishan Singh Bedi says, “A true cricketer is one who is a good student of the game. A true cricket administrator is one who is a good servant of the game.” Even the most famous crick-



eters who have represented Delhi dread coming to the Kotla. Mohinder Amarnath, one of the finest batsmen to have worn the National cap, has steadfastly maintained that the DDCA as a whole is known to show “disrespect” to cricketers and cricket lovers. “I feel honoured that the High Court has entrusted me with this job. I will, of course, try and do my best. I have been assigned the job because the High Court has faith in my abilities to do it honestly. It is an onerous task no doubt, and my real scope of work will be known once I read the High Court order,” said Justice Mudgal. For DDCA, the High Court ruling has come only as a temporary relief as the Delhi Government can still pursue the cases against the DDCA regarding corruption. Justice Mudgal promised, “I look forward to a good game. Cricket should go on smoothly. The series (after the washout in Bengaluru) should be interesting.”



Kant pointed out to the Court that the DDCA had obtained interim relief 13 times in the past, despite not making any efort to get the requisite clearances. While DDCA counsel Sunil Mittal told the Court that the cricket body had been paying property tax and had recently paid Rs.50 lakh, senior advocate Dayan Krishnan, appearing for Delhi government which was not a party in the case, made an intervention saying that the Court should also address other issues relating to DDCA’s afairs, about which a probe report had arrived at certain findings. Former cricketer and BJP MP from Darbhanga, Kirti Azad, had also intervened in the hearing on Tuesday and pointed out that “financial irregularities” in DDCA were being probed by the Central Bureau of Investigation and Registrar of Companies. The DDCA will pay remuneration to Justice Mudgal for his assignment as an observer, according to the Court order. The Court also said that the issuance of provisional occupancy certificate by SDMC would be subject to the no-objection certificates by the Delhi Fire Service and Power Department and an understanding that DDCA would be responsible for any non-compliance with the disaster management norms.



World T20 organising committees’ joint meeting today AMOL KARHADKAR MUMBAI: In its first joint meeting to be held on Thursday, the managing and organising committees of the World Twenty20 are set to discuss venues for the marquee event, to be played in India from March 11 to April 3 next year. The meeting is likely to decide the fate of Chennai and Delhi as venues for the tournament. While unveiling the committees in July, BCCI secretary Anurag Thakur had announced eight venues — Kolkata, Bengaluru, Chennai,



Dharamshala, Mohali, Mumbai, Nagpur and Delhi — for the tournament. While the ICC wanted the number of venues to be restricted to five, the BCCI had stuck to hosting the event in eight centres.



The fate of Chennai and Delhi as venues to be decided, among others



Muddled in controversies However, with Chennai and Delhi muddled in controversies surrounding various clearances, the managing committee is likely to consider pulling out both the centres from hosting the tournament. According to an insider in the committee, since the tournament is “just over three



months away, it would be a slap in the face of BCCI if either of the venues has to be cancelled at the eleventh hour”. If the committee decides to drop both the venues, Hyderabad, Ranchi and Pune are front-runners for the replacement. While Hyderabad has hosted two Test matches in



the last three years, the new stadia in Ranchi and Pune have been regularly used as makeshift IPL venues for big matches since 2012. Three stands at the M.A. Chidambaram Stadium in Chennai are locked for the last three years following a dispute with the municipal authorities. The Ferozeshah Kotla, on the other hand, is mired in controversy with the Delhi & Districts Cricket Association struggling to get its together. Had it not been for a court intervention, the Kotla may well have lost out on hosting In-



Rohit’s time will come: sports psychologist G. VISWANATH



dodged a bullet here, but Amla did not take that view. “Although we got bowled out for 214 and India were in a good position at the end of the day, Test matches are not always won on the first day,” he said. “There was a lot of time left for us to claw our way back into the game. You never know what could have happened, but it wasn’t meant to be. It will be great for us to get some confidence under our belts, not having successful batting stints as yet. But Nagpur is a diferent Test and hopefully that’s when it starts.”



game, there are sudden death situations. One faltering moment of concentration and the batsman is out. Rohit is a batsman of high calibre. It’s diicult to focus from Test match situations to Ranji Trophy level. But by scoring a century Rohit just reminded the selectors that he is in good nick and form. The same logic applies to other sportspersons too. “The selectors are always looking for new talent and trying to rebuild teams. In the circumstances Rohit did well and he will do well in the future. He has the calibre to play in all forms of the game; so when he gets his chance he has to make the most of it,’’ explained Bam, talking to The Hindu from Nashik. A keen follower of sports, Bam pointed out that for many years Shikhar Dhawan had to slog it out in first-class competitions before getting a break



against Australia in March 2013. “Even Cheteshwar Pujara had to wait. But that’s the nature of the sport. There is a cooling period. There can be a situation wherein the pair in the middle puts on a 300-run partnership and the captain declares and the next batsman padded can do nothing about it having waited for his turn to come. Rohit will do well. But as I said before, it’s tough situation to deal with for a cricketer,” observed Bam giving an impressing that he’s indeed a Rohit Sharma-fan. Both Mahendra Singh Dhoni and Kohli have expressed tremendous faith in the quality that Rohit brings to a team, but perhaps somewhere down the line, the right-hander has failed to rise to the occasion, unlike his own Mumbai colleague, Ajinkya Rahane, who has surpassed expectations in every overseas tour.



dia’s fourth Test against South Africa. The BCCI managing committee includes Shashank Manohar (president), Thakur, Amitabh Chaudhary (joint secretary), Anirudh Chaudhry (treasurer), G. Ganga Raju (vice-president), Rajeev Shukla (IPL chairman), Ashish Shelar (vice-president, Mumbai Cricket Association) and Asirbad Behara (secretary, Odisha Cricket Association). The organising committee is headed by Dr. M.V. Sridhar, BCCI general manager, operations.



Blatter, Platini lose appeals ZURICH: A FIFA appeal commit-



PROVING A POINT: Rohit Sharma reminded the selectors that he is



in good nick by scoring a century for Mumbai in the Ranji Trophy. — PHOTO: AP



tee on Wednesday rejected a bid by president Sepp Blatter and UEFA chief Michel Platini to overturn their 90-day bans while Swiss police pursue a criminal inquiry. The committee said it “rejected in full” the appeals made by Blatter and Platini. Platini, a candidate for the FIFA presidential election in February, announced through his lawyers that he would now appeal to the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS). Blatter, 79, who was recently hospitalised for stress, was consulting with lawyers on his next step, a spokesman said. FIFA’s ethics committee decided on October 7 to suspend Blatter and Platini for 90 days after Swiss prosecutors launched a criminal mismanagement inquiry against Blatter. — AFP ND-ND
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SPORT TV Schedule Delhi Dynamos 7 p.m. ONWARDS



vs 쏹



FC Pune City



STAR Sports 2, 3, HD2 & HD3



NOIDA/DELHI



THE HINDU



Humiliating loss



Eyeing the play-offs



It’s the worst defeat of my life and our players don’t deserve to wear the Mumbai FC jersey after this humiliating loss — Nicolas Anelka, Mumbai City FC coach, after the 7-0 loss against FC Goa



We have to keep the winning momentum and try to qualify as early as possible for the play-offs, and not to depend on the other teams’ results — Zico, FC Goa coach



ATK scripts a comeback win over Chennaiyin Doutie and Hume’s strikes leave the visitors languishing at the bottom kick to give Doutie with the chance, at the top of the box.



KOLKATA: Defending champion Atletico de Kolkata ended its success-drought at home with a comeback 2-1 win against visiting Chennaiyin FC here on Wednesday. Sameehg Doutie and Iain Hume scored once each to ensure full points for the hosts after the visitors had found the lead through Raphael Augusto. ATK, which beat Chennaiyin FC 3-2 earlier, made it a double with the home win. It was even-stevens in the first half for the teams as they reaped success in contrasting styles. The hosts, playing their usual formation with priority on attack, found a late flourish before the visitors had usurped the initial advantage with their snatchand-run technique based on an overtly defensive formation.



MARKSMAN: Atletico de Kolkata's Iain Hume's 63rd-minute strike put paid to the hopes of Chennaiyin FC's bid to at least split points. — PHOTO: PTI



zilian play-maker Elano Blumer. Looking for the elusive win, Materazzi re-jigged the side making five changes, prominent among which was bringing in India goalkeeper Karanjit Singh. ATK made a couple of changes among the Indian players, bringing in Arata Izumi in the at-



tack and Arnab Mondal in defence for Jewel Raja and N. Mohanraj. The first goal, happening in the 27th minute, was more of a gift from the ATK defenders — Augustine Fernandes and Mondal — who both failed to clear the through-pass of Fikru leav-



TENNIS TV Schedule 앫 Hockey: India v Australia, 1st Test, STAR Sports 1 & HD1, 3 p.m. 앫 ATP Tour Finals: STAR



Sports 4 & HD 4, TEN Sports & TEN HD, 7.30 p.m. & 1.30 a.m. (Friday)



Somani stuns fifth seed Eqbal GUWAHATI: Wild card and fifth seed Parikshit Somani knocked out second seed Ishaque Eqbal 7-6(4), 7-5 in the boys’ quarterfinals of the ITF grade-5 junior tennis tournament on Wednesday. In the girls’ section, Lasya Patnaik, who had beaten second seed Aesha Patel, was stopped by Vaidehi Chaudhari. The results (quarterfinals): Boys: Dhruv Sunish bt Adil Kalyanpur 6-3, 6-4; Sanil Jagtiani bt Aditya Vasisht 6-3, 6-0; Udayan Bhakar bt Anurag Nenwani 6-3, 6-4; Parikshit Somani bt Ishaque Eqbal 7-6(4), 7-5. Girls: Sabhyata Nihalani bt Priyana Kalita 6-1, 6-4; Anna Solovyeva (Rus) bt Yubrani Banerjee 1-6, 6-2, 6-4; Humera Begum Shaik bt Shrivalli Rashmikaa 6-2, 6-1; Vaidehi Chaudhari bt Lasya Patnaik 6-2, 6-4.



Federer halts Djokovic; enters semifinals LONDON: Roger Federer got one



over on World No. 1 Novak Djokovic as the Swiss great booked his World Tour Finals last-four spot with a straight-set victory on Tuesday. Federer triumphed 7-5, 6-2 in their group stage clash in the packed 17,800-capacity O2 Arena here, winning the key points at crucial moments to hand the Serb his first indoor defeat in 39 matches — a winning run stretching back to 2012. On Wednesday, Rafael Nadal won his second straight match at the ATP finals, beating Andy Murray 6-4, 6-1 to close in on a spot in the semifinals of the season-ending tournament. Triple defending champion Djokovic, on a 23-match winning streak, sufered his first defeat since losing to Federer in the Cincinnati final on August 23. But after becoming the first man through to this year’s semifinals, World No. 3 Federer insisted Djokovic was still the



favourite to win the seasonending tournament, which is disputed between the top eight players on a hard court. Earlier in the same group of four, Japan’s Kei Nishikori gave his hopes of reaching the semifinals a major boost with a 7-5, 3-6, 6-3 victory over Tomas Berdych of the Czech Republic. “I know it’s a big win. Could help me for what’s to come in this tournament,” Federer said. “It’s going to help me for next year. It’s always good beating Novak or any top player.” The results: Group Ilie Nastase: Wednesday: Rafael Nadal bt Andy Murray 6-4, 6-1. Group Stan Smith: Tuesday: Roger Federer bt Novak Djokovic 7-5, 6-2. Doubles: Group Ashe/Smith: Bob Bryan & Mike Bryan bt Simone Bolelli & Fabio Fognini 6-3, 6-2. Group Fleming/McEnroe: PierreHugues Herbert & Nicolas Mahut bt Marcin Matkowski & Nenad Zimonjic 5-7, 6-3, 10/8. — Agencies



KOWLOON: It turned out to be a



SMOOTH SAILING: Roger Federer handed World No. 1 Novak



Djokovic his first indoor defeat in 39 matches on Tuesday. — PHOTO: JULIAN FINNEY / GETTY IMAGES



Rohit misses match point, loses KAMESH SRINIVASAN NEW DELHI: National champion



Rohit Dhiman missed a match point at 6-5 in the tie-break and went on to lose 10-8 to Kim Sung Hyok of North Korea in a men’s first round knockout phase match of the 15th World soft tennis championship at the RK Khanna Stadium here on Wednesday. Rohit had squandered an opportunity earlier, too, when he failed to serve out the match after breaking for a 3-2 lead in the best-of-seven game contest. He eventually lost 4-3. “I missed the line by a close margin. Bit, I am happy with the way I played,” said Rohit, coached by his father Bhupinder Singh. Rohit had topped Group B after beating Hushunudbek Mirzaev of Kazakhstan and Great Britain’s Chris Sigley. The other top Indian, Jitender Mehlda topped Group G beating Malaysia’s Darel Tze Yi Chee and Chittakone of Laos. He was, however, defeated 4-1 in the prequarterfinals by Dmitriy Makeyev of Kazakhstan. Kamlesh Shukla was second in Group J, beating Vanny Pel of Cambodia and losing to Yoon Hyoungwook of Korea. The CM YK



The equaliser came after prolonged toil and at the end of the first-half, just when the visitors seemed to be relaxing after putting up a good resistance.



fourth Indian, Robin Santiago, also had similar results in Group Q, losing to Japanese Koichi Nagae and beating Nigel Jo Hsien Doong of Malaysia In the women’s section, Himani Mor made the knockout phase topping Group G with wins over Marta Palfalvi of Hungary and Vietnam’s Phi Khanh Huynh, but was beaten 4-1 in the prequarterfinals by Thailand’s Pemika Cunaviriyasiri. Former National tennis champion Archana Venkataraman defeated Eliza Ranjit of Nepal in Group J, but was beaten 4-1 by Dares Srirungreang of Thailand. She failed to reach the knockout phase. Amithasri Siva and Shubh Gulati finished third in their respective groups as they were up against the formidable Japanese, Chinese and Koreans. The results: Men (pre-quarterfinals): Dmitriy Makeyev (Kaz) bt Jitender Mehlda 4-1; Yoon Young Wook (Kor) bt Huang Yiping (Chn) 4-0; Kim Jinwoong (Kor) bt Chih Chuan (Tpe) 4-0; Koichi Nagae (Jpn) bt Lukas Trefil (Cze) 4-1; First round: Kim Sung Hyok (PRK) bt Rohit Dhiman 4-3(8). Women (pre-quarterfinals): Kim Jyiyeon (Kor) bt Wan-Chi Chiang (Tpe) 4-1; Pemika Cunaviriyasiri (Tha) bt Himani Mor 4-1; Dares Srirungreang (Tha) bt Dede Tari Kusrini (Ina) 4-3.



After Hume, ATK’s lone striker, had seen his header miss the target in the 45th minute, South African right-winger Doutie blasted home a rasping volley to get the ball past Karanjit, in injury time (45+2). The Chennaiyin goalkeeper had cleared a Jamie Gavilan free-



Better passing game The change of ends saw a more disciplined ATK, which played a better passing game to ofset Chennaiyin’s counter-offensive approach. Hume had the first opportunity in the 58th minute but Karanjit saved his attempt with a desperate lunge. The winner came of a wellcoordinated efort in the 63rd minute as Arnab released Hume with a long ball from near the home box. Hume squared the ball to Valdo on the right and the latter relayed it along the line to Doutie, who chugged up the park before setting up a sharp cross. Hume, who had made it to the goalmouth anticipating the pass, flicked the ball past an onrushing Karanjit to make it a spectacular efort. The win, which was its second in four matches at home, took Atletico de Kolkata to the second spot with 17 points from 11 matches, while Chennaiyin FC, sufering its sixth loss, remained at the bottom of the table. The result: Atletico de Kolkata 2



(Sameehg Doutie 45+2, Iain Hume 63) bt Chennaiyin FC 1 (Raphael Augusto 27).



Kanika stuns Prarthana SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT KALABURAGI: Wild-card entrant Kanika Vaidya shocked fifthseed Prarthana Thombare 3-6, 76(2), 6-4 to book a quarterfinal spot in the KUDA Kalaburagi ITF $10,000 women’s tennis tournament here on Wednesday. Prerna Bhambri and Natasha Palha — the top two seeds respectively — entered the lasteight with easy wins, while Karman Kaur Thandi was defeated by sixth-seed Sharrmadaa Baluu.



Sharrmadaa-Natasha duo moves up



In the doubles event, Sharrmadaa Baluu and Natasha Palha entered the semifinals with a 6-3,



6-0 thumping of Soha Sadiq and Sahan Shetty. Venue shifted Meanwhile, the Karnataka State Lawn Tennis Association has shifted the venue of the $10000 ITF women’s tournament scheduled to be held at Bidar from November 23 to Kalaburagi city after the organisers in Bidar expressed their inability to conduct the tournament. The qualifiers for the tournament will be held on Saturday and Sunday and the main draw would be held from November 23 to 28. The results (Indians unless mentioned): Pre-quarterfinals : Ta-



machan Momkoonthod (Thai) bt Sam-



hitha Chamarthi 6-3, 6-3; Natasha Palha bt Plobrung Plipuech (Thai) 6-2, 6-2; Snehadevi Reddy bt Soha Sadiq 6-2, 6-1; Riya Bhatia bt Dhruthi Tatachar Venugopal 6-4, 6-2; Sharrmadaa Baluu bt Karman Kaur Thandi 6-3, 7-6; Kanika Vaidya bt Prarthana Thombare 3-6, 7-6(2), 6-4; Prerna Bhambri bt Dakshata Patel 6-0, 6-2; Eetee Maheta bt Chun Yan He (Chi) 6-0, 6-4. Doubles: Quarterfinals: Dhruthi Tatachar Venugopal & Karman Kaur Thandi bt Tamachan Mokmkoonthod & Plobrung Plipuech (Thai) 7-5, 7-5; Sharrmadaa Baluu & Natasha Palha bt Soha Sadiq & Sahan Shetty 6-3, 6-0; Shweta Rana & Snehadevi Reddy bt Aastha Dargude & Vasavi Ganesan 6-0, 6-0; Prerna Bhambri & Kanika Vaidya bt Riya Bhatia & Sai Samhitha Chamarthi 6-4, 6-2.



GENERAL



IPL: Delhi HC notice to Sreesanth and others MOHAMMED IQBAL NEW DELHI: The Delhi High Court



Bad day for India disastrous day for Indian shuttlers as P.V. Sindhu, K. Srikanth, Ajay Jayaram and H.S. Prannoy crashed out in the opening round of the $350,000 Hong Kong Open Super Series event on Wednesday. The results (first round): Men: Tian Houwei bt K. Srikanth 21-16, 15-21, 24-22; Chen Long bt Ajay Jayaram 21-17, 21-12. Women: Singles: Carolina Marin bt P.V. Sindhu 21-17, 21-9. — PTI



ing Brazilian midfielder Augusto with a freebie inside the ATK box, that the latter converted with ease.



on Wednesday issued notices to cricketers S. Sreesanth, Ajit Chandila and Ankeet Chavan and 33 others, who were discharged in the Indian Premier League-6 spot fixing case by a Sessions Court here on July 25 this year. The Delhi Police has challenged the discharge of all of them in the high-profile case of 2013 through an appeal against the trial court's verdict. The Bench of Justice Siddharth Mridul sought replies from all respondents by December 16, when the case will come up for further hearing, and



Crucial encounter for Dynamos & Pune City VIJAY LOKAPALLY



AMITABHA DAS SHARMA



Less adventurous Chennaiyin coach Marco Materazzi sought to be less adventurous considering the reputation of the hosts and put an extra man in a withdrawn-midfield while completely overhauling the attack that played and lost to NorthEast United FC (2-1) at home in the previous outing. The visitors rested Balwant Singh and Colombian Stiven Mendoza while bringing in Ethiopian Fikru Teferra to join Bra-



THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2015



called for the trial court records. The appeal moved by the Special Cell of Delhi Police has contended that the Sessions Court's order giving clean chit to the accused was unsustainable, as it had “erroneously interpreted” the law pertaining to the Maharashtra Control of Organised Crime Act (MCOCA) under which the case was registered. The trial court had held at the stage of framing of charges that the police had failed to gather necessary material to establish a prima facie case under MCOCA against the cricketers and others. All the accused were earlier released on bail. In its appeal, the Delhi Police



submitted that the logic and conclusions arrived at for discharging the accused was not correct. The trial court had erred completely in interpreting the provisions of MCOCA dealing with syndicate crime and the issue of framing of charges needed to be looked into again, it stated. The appeal said the trial court should not have discharged the accused at the stage of framing of charges and should have considered all evidence after a proper trial. Six persons, including underworld don Dawood Ibrahim and his aide Chhota Shakeel, were declared proclaimed ofenders by the court.



NEW DELHI: Every match is sup-



posed to be crucial in ISL Season 2. But this one is definitely crucial for Delhi Dynamos and FC Pune City when they meet at the Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium here on Thursday. Dynamos, with 15 points, are a notch higher than Pune. Dynamos have, however, netted a mere eight goals compared to Pune’s 13. It has been an area of concern for coach Roberto Carlos that his strikers have been found wanting even as the defence has played its part well. Table leader, FC Goa, has 20 goals, seven of them coming in the last encounter against Mumbai FC. “I wouldn’t look at this as crucial. We are all very well blessed (at the moment) as majority of our players are available,” insisted FC Pune City manager David Platt, a former English international. Dynamos coach-cum-player Carlos is not worried either that his team has struggled to knock in more goals. “The goals will come at the right time,” Carlos said on the eve of the match. “I would have been more worried if we were not performing at all. We have to get on the pitch tomorrow against



Pune City to win the game. My team is doing the best to win.” Good defence But Dynamos would have to push on the strength of their defence, which has stood out in the tournament. The team management is convinced that counter-attack is the key and one can expect the competitive flair to be at its best when a compact Pune City tries to match the opponent in aggression. “Delhi may not have scored a lot of goals but they have won considerable points. Their defensive record is better than the other teams and they are diicult to break down. They are very settled team, not too much of rotation,” was how FC Pune City manager David Platt assessed the opposition. Like Carlos, the Pune City manager was not losing sleep on the team’s average away record. Pune City’s anxiety, obviously, lies in having to deal with the phase when it plays away games. “I don’t think playing away is a huge factor on how we perform. I don’t look at it as a concern, these four games. I just look at it as another game against another opposition. We can win matches between now and the end of the season, so there is no concern,” Platt presented a confident posture.



CHESS



Soumya stays ahead SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT KOLKATA: Soumya Swaminathan of Petroleum continued her sole reign on top as she downed Neha Singh of Bihar to lead the field with five points at the end of the sixth round of the RamRatna 42nd National Premier women’s chess here on Wednesday. Defending champion Padmini Rout of Odisha and Swati Ghate of LIC trail the leader with 4.5 points each. Soumya, playing with white, encountered resistance from Neha in a Ruy Lopez opening. Neha, who with one point is among the players placed in the bottom-half of the standings, put



up a stout resistance in a queen and rook ending. The latter, however, faltered in the rook ending. Padmini, who made a shaky start to the tournament losing some points initially, sailed through comfortably with black pieces against Priyanka Nutakki of Andhra Pradesh in a Grunfeld defence. The results (round 6): Priyanka Nutakki (AP) 3 lost to Padmini Rout (Odi) 4.5, V. Varshini (TN) 2 drew with Michelle Catherina (TN) 2.5, Soumya Swaminathan (PSCB) 5 bt Neha Singh (Bih) 1, Swati Ghate (LIC) 4.5 beat Pratyusha Bodda (AP) 3, Tania Sachdev (AI) 2 lost to Bhakti Kulkarni (Goa) 2.5, K. Priyanka (TN) 0.5 lost to R. Vaishali (TN) (2.5).



Sethuraman in joint lead G. PRASAD TIRUVARUR: Defending champion



GM S.P. Sethuraman, GM Vidit Gujrathi, IM P. Karthikeyan and IM Arghyadip Das shared the lead with three points each after the fourth round of the ONGC 53rd National Premier chess championship, organised by the Tiruvarur DCA, here on Wednesday. Sethuraman and GM M. Shyam Sundar played an attacking game. After exchanging queens, Sethuraman won a pawn on the 34th move resulting in a threechain pawn as against Shyam’s isolated two. To make matters worse, Shyam exchanged rooks and the extra pawn helped Sethuraman win in 57 moves. Interestingly, two games that had connected pawns on a- and b-files in the end game, produced victories. Arghyadip Das threatened to queen his ‘a’ pawn



and FM K. Praneeth Surya transferred the attack to king side by sacrificing his knight. Unperturbed Arghyadip accepted it, sacrificed his bishop and posted his rook on the seventh rank, leading to a winning combination. GM-elect Swapnil S. Dhopade held the upper hand against IM K. Ratnakaran in an English opening that lasted 47 moves. Swapnil’s connected pawns on aand b-files had a decisive advantage, in addition to a knight outpost. The results (fourth round): M.R. Venkatesh (PSPB) 0.5 drew with Vidit Gujrathi (PSPB) 3; Abhijit Kunte (PSPB) 1.5 drew with P. Shyaamnikhil (TN) 2; Swapnil S. Dhopade (Rlys) 2 bt K. Ratnakaran (Rlys) 1; Arghyadip Das (Rlys) 3 bt K. Praneeth Surya (Tel) 2; S.P. Sethuraman (PSPB) 3 bt M. Shyam Sundar (AAI) 2; P. Karthikeyan (Rlys) 3 drew with Deep Sengupta (PSPB) 1; Karthikeyan Murali (TN) 2 bt Neelotpal Das (PSPB) 2.



BADMINTON



CYCLING



Kavipriya trumps Gayatri



Deborah’s career-best fetches silver



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT VISAKHAPATNAM: Fourth seed S.



Kavipriya of Puducherry upset top-seeded Gayatri Gopi Chand of Telangana in the girls’ under-13 singles semifinals of the 29th sub-junior National badminton championships at the Swarna Bharati indoor stadium here on Wednesday. Third-seeded Maisnam Meiraba of Manipur prevailed over No. 2 R. Pranay of Andhra Pradesh in the boys’ under-15 semifinals. Meiraba will meet topseeded Akash Yadav of Delhi in the final. The results: Boys: Under-15: Semifinals: Aakash Yadav bt Akash Thakur 21-11, 2111; Maisnam Meiraba bt R. Pranay 2119,21-17. Quarterfinals: Aakash bt Priyanshu Rajawat 21-15, 21-15; Akash bt Afraz Mohamed 21-11, 21-13; Maisnam bt Iman Sonowal 21-17, 14-21, 21-12; Pranay bt Siddhant Salar 19-21,21-15,21-14. Under-13: Semifinals): R. Sanjeeva Rao bt Ayush Raj Gupta 21-11, 2123, 21-15; Balkeshwari Yadav bt Arshad Shaik 21-14, 14-21, 21-18. Quarterfinals: Sanjeeva bt Bidyasagar Salam 21-16, 22-20; Ayush bt



Maisnam prevails over Pranay in the u-15 boys’ semifinals Chayanit Joshi 21-10, 21-11; Arshad bt Gandham Pranav Rao 14-21, 21-18, 2110; Balkeshwari bt Punshiba Yengkhom 21-16,16-21, 21-12. Girls: Under-15: Semifinals: Aakarshi Kashyap bt Gayatri Gopi Chand 21-17, 21-14; Simran Singhi bt Amolika Singh 21-18,10-21, 21-18. Quarterfinals: Aakarshi bt Ritika 21-15, 21-15; Gayatri bt Trisha Hegde 21-16, 23-21; Amolika bt Shivani Pathi (Kar) 21-19,21-13; Simran bt Richa Muktibodh 21-17, 24-22. Under-13: Semifinals: S. Kavipriya bt Gayatri 21-17, 21-17; Samiya Imad Farooqui bt K. Bhargavi 21-10, 21-12. Quarterfinals: Gayatri bt Durva Gupta 21-17, 21-13; Kavipriya bt Sneha Rajwar 21-16, 21-17; Bhargavi bt Aditi Bhatt 5-21, 23-21, 21-14; Samiya bt Aarya Deshpande 21-14, 18-21, 21-14. Doubles: Quarterfinals: Boys: Under-15: Maisnam Meiraba &



Akash Thakur bt Kush Chugh & Varun Trikha 21-16, 21-19; Siddhartha Mishra & Siddhant Salar bt Varaprasad Kanakala & Srikar Madina 14-21, 2115, 21-14; Dhruv Rawat & Pavan Krish-



na Thokala bt Jayant Rana & Suraj Saroha 18-21, 21-19, 21-12; Prasanth K. & Tharun M. bt Tukum Laa & Aakash Yadav 8-21, 21-18, 23-21. Under-13: Bidyasagar Salam & Punshiba Yengkhom bt Nikunj Pandey & Shubham Patel 21-19, 21-18; Pranav & Sai Vishnu Pullela bt Sanjeeva Rao & Khaja Moinuddin Shaik 2115, 21-16; Ayush Raj Gupta & Balkeshwari Yadav bt Siddhanth Gupta & Rithvik Sanjeevi S. 21-15, 21-14; Jayant Rana & Vikas Yadav bt Ameya Khond & Tanishq Saxena 21-18, 21-8. Girls: Under-15: Lakshmi Priyanka S. S. & Nila V. w/o Vaishnavi Reddy Jakka & Gayatri; Trisha Hegde & Drithi Yatheesh bt Shruti Mishra & Amolika Singh 21-19, 18-21, 21-7; Unnati Bisht & Aakarshi Kashyap bt Ananya Praveen & Medha Shashidharan 21-17, 21-12. Simran Singhi & Ritika Thaker bt Keyura Mopati & Ruhi Raju 21-7, 21-11. Under-13: Samiya & Kavipriya bt Mansi Singh & Samriddhi Singh 21-14, 21-11; Kriti Bharadwaj & Tanya Hemanth bt Shreeya Chitoor & Bhargavi K. 21-18, 21-16; Durva Gupta & Aashi Rawat bt Navopreeta Ashim & Minara Pakiza Ullah 21-15,21-7. Aditi Bhatt & Sneha Rajwar bt Aarya Deshpande & Janhavi Kanitakar 21-9, 17-21, 21-11.



RAKESH RAO NEW DELHI: Deborah lived up to



her growing reputation of being the best cyclist the country. On Wednesday, this 20-year-old may have fallen just short of defending the 500m Time Trial title won last November in the Track Asian Cup here at the Yamuna Velodrome but clocked her career-best time for an improved National record on way to the silver medal. Though Indians won two gold medals in the junior girls’ section in a haul of six that included three silvers and a bronze, Deborah’s performance in time trial was clearly the best for the host. Right through this year, this Andaman girl has been clocking in the range of 36-37 seconds. But on this day, she clocked her first sub 36-second time after Korea’s Kim Wong Yeong had put 35.179 on the board. “I am confident of going under 33 seconds,” said Deborah whose aim is to be able to “clock 30 seconds in four years, before the next Olympic Games.” In the junior women category Amritha Reghunathan, representing Sports Authority of India



Amrita Reghunathan and Deborah. — PHOTOS: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR National Cycling Academy (SAINCA), get the better of oicial home entry Anu Chutia. The results: Men: Team Sprint: 1. Iran (46.287); 2. Korea (46.774); 3. Thailand (47.656). Women: 500m Time Trial: 1. Kim Wong Yeong (Korea) 35.179 seconds; 2. Deborah (Ind) 35.776; 3. Pannaray Rasee (Thai) 38.079. Team Sprint: 1. Korea (Kim Wong Yeong and Kim Soo Jin) 35.835; 2. India (Deborah and Kezia Verghese) 27.913; 3. Thailand (Supuksorn Nuntana and Pannaray Rasee) 21.280. Junior men: Team Sprint: Uzbekistan (Dilmuradjan Siddikov, Dmitry Ponkratov and Jakhongir Azamov)



50.623; 2. UAE (Ahmede Al Ali, Saiid Suwaidan and Saif Jamil Al Ali) 50.974; 3. India (Emerson, Arkaprava Baul and Ranjith Singh) 51.067. Point Race: 1. Dilmurodjan Siddikov (Uzb) 31 points; 2. Yuttana Mano (Tha) 30; 3. Saiid Suwaidan (UAE) 26. Junior women: 500m Time Trial:



1. Amritha Reghunathan (SAINCA) 39.927; 2. Anu Chutia (Ind), 40.093; 3. Foorozan Abdohlahi (Iran Suren Team) 40.476. Team Sprint: 1. India (Anu Chutia and Rajesh Nayana) 39.702; 2. Uzbekistan (Anastasiya Ten and Nafosat Kozieva) 41.852; 3. Iran Suren Team (Fatemeh Hadavand and Parastoo Bastidehkharghani) 39.953. ND-ND
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Ranji scores Group A At Guwahati: Delhi 149 & 172 lost



GUIDING FORCE: Arun Karthick took Assam home with a disciplined knock. — PHOTO: RITU RAJ KONWAR



Arun Karthick takes Assam home GUWAHATI: K.B. Arun Karthick



and Rahul Hazarika ensured Assam stayed on course for a knockout berth by plotting Delhi’s five-wicket debacle in a Group ‘A’ Ranji Trophy match at the Barsapara Stadium here on Wednesday. Assam, coached by former Karnataka player Sanath Kumar, registered its first ever win over Delhi. Having made its first-class debut in 1948-49, Assam had lost the last time the teams met at Roshanara Club in Delhi in 2010-11. Unmukt Chand, Puneet Bisht and Pradeep Sangwan were members of that squad but ended up losers this time. Assam, making it to the knockout stage on seven occasions in Ranji Trophy, owed it to Karthick, its professional from Tamil Nadu. The stylish middle-order batsman dominated this contest with knocks of 81 and 55 not out. With centuries against Karnataka and Rajasthan this season, Karthik has aggregated 546 runs to put Assam in a healthy state. “I wanted to contribute and help Assam do well. The team has a great atmosphere. The players are ready to die for the team. They are a very humble lot, wanting to learn and improve. There is lot of mutual respect in this team,” said Karthick. On his approach, the 29-yearold Karthick noted, “I have had to adapt to the slow pitches which have lot of moisture, avoid shots on the backfoot and cut out the drives because the ball tends to stop on you. It is best to grind, be patient. My goal changed here from Tamil Nadu. There I had to back up the stars. Here the team looks



up to me and that adds to the challenge and responsibility.” Karthick, finished the job well after Assam resumed at 70 for three, needing 95 runs more. He was 13 and Rahul Hazarika, in his second match of the season, 30. Assam lost Hazarika (132 balls, 5x4) after the two had added 83 runs for the fourth wicket. The host lost Gokul Sharma cheaply but Karthick (97 balls, 5x4) and his former Tamil Nadu teammate J. Syed Mohammad ensured there were no further alarms. Assam, with 22 points from six matches, is third in the table behind Delhi (24) and Vidarbha (22).



The scores: Delhi — 1st innings: 149. Assam — 1st innings: 157. Delhi — 2nd innings:  172. Assam – 2nd innings: Pallavku-



mar Das c Manan b Saini 5, Rahul Hazarika c sub (Pawan Negi) b Awana 59, Swarupam Purkayastha b Sangwan 0, Amit Verma c Gambhir b Manan 11, K.B. Arun Karthick (not out) 55, Gokul Sharma c Gambhir b Manan 0, J. Syed Mohammad (not out) 15; Extras (b-8, lb-8, nb-6, w-1): 23; Total (for five wkts. in 56 overs): 168. Fall of wickets: 1-10, 2-11, 3-53, 4136, 5-137. Delhi bowling: Pradeep Sangwan 17-4-35-1, Navdeep Saini 10-0-32-1, Awana 11-4-15-1, Narang 5-1-17-0, Rana 2-2-0-0, Manan 10-1-51-2, Milind Kumar 1-0-2-0. Assam won by five wickets



to Assam 157 for nine & 168 for five in 56 overs (Rahul Hazarika 59, K.B. Arun Karthick 55 n.o.). Points Assam: 6(22); Delhi 0 (24) . At Lahli: Odisha 529 for six decl. drew with Haryana 216 & 250 for four in 103 overs (Nitin Saini 64, Chaitanya Bishnoi 86 n.o., Rohit Sharma 42). Haryana 1 (6); Odisha 3 (12) . At Pune: Bengal 528 for eight decl & 100 for one in 33 overs (Abhimanyu Eswaran 53 n.o.) drew with Maharashtra 406 in 129.2 overs (Sangram Atitkar 69, Rahul Tripathi 132, Ankeet Bawane 65). Bengal 3 (19); Mahrashtra 1 (10) . At Nagpur: Team Rajasthan 216 & 226 in 79.1 overs (Vineet Saxena 54, Ashok Menaria 76, Aditya Sarvate five for 58) lost to Vidarbha 247 & 199 for two in 61.4 overs (Ganesh Satish 61 n.o., S. Badrinath 70 n.o.). Team Rajasthan 0 (5); Vidarbha 6 (22) . Group B At Kanpur: Uttar Pradesh 348 &



273 for five decl. in 62 overs drew with Tamil Nadu 231 & 212 for four in 84 overs (Abhinav Mukund 71, Baba Aparajith 71). UP 3 (17); TN 1 (17). At Surat: Gujarat 311 & 202 for nine decl bt Madhya Pradesh 200 & 160 in 49.5 overs (Ankit Sharma 55, R.P. Singh five for 33). Gujarat 6 (22); MP 0 (17) . At Mumbai: Railways 217 & 408 for four decl. in 104 overs (Saurabh Wakaskar 185, Ashish Singh 44, Cheluvaraj 133 n.o.) lost to Mumbai 331 & 295 for four in 64 overs (Akhil Herwadkar 75, Shreyas Iyer 91, Aditya Tare 71 n.o., Siddesh Lad 41 n.o.). Railways 0 (6); Mumbai 6 (26) . Group C Agartala: Tripura 166 & 161 in 52.5



overs (Mura Singh 52, Shahbaz Nadeem six for 50) lost to Jharkhand 394 for four decl. Tripura 0 (2); Jharkhand 7 (17) . At Rajkot: Himachal 551 drew with Saurashtra 437 in 172 overs (Mohsin Dodia 43, Jaydev Shah 142, Chirag Jani 56, Jayadev Unadkat 54). HP 3 (24); Saurashtra 1 (29) . At New Delhi - Palam: Services 353 & 217 for seven decl. in 57 overs (Diwesh Pathania 42 n.o., Yashpal Singh 41) drew with Hyderabad 272 & 140 for three in 43 overs (Akshath Reddy 72 n.o.). Services 3 (20); Hyderabad 1 (5).



Jonah Lomu dead WELLINGTON: All Blacks great Jo-



nah Lomu, who revolutionised wing play to become rugby union’s first global superstar, died on Wednesday in Auckland at the age of 40. Lomu had sufered from kidney disease for two decades and had a transplant in 2004.
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Services’ plans hit by a draw UTHRA GANESAN NEW DELHI: Services’ hopes of ad-



vancing to the knockout stages of the competition ended after its penultimate Group C Ranji Trophy match here against Hyderabad ended in a draw. Services earned three points for its first innings lead to go to 20 points but the two table-toppers — Saurashtra and Himachal Pradesh — are way ahead with a game on hand. Hyderabad got its fifth point of the season. Set 299 to chase in two sessions, Hyderabad managed 140 for three before the teams decided to call of the game an hour after tea. Akshath Reddy remained unbeaten on 73 while Sumanth Kolla made 27. Services started briskly but lost overnight batsman Amit Pachhara for 25. Though Yashpal Singh managed to hold one end, wickets kept falling at the other as the rest of the Services batsmen failed to apply themselves. Services captain Soumik Chatterjee said on the declara-



tion, “three points would be of no use to us. So we decided we might as well go for broke. A few quick wickets would have helped us get the momentum and an outright win but losing would not make a diference.” Hyderabad openers Tanmay Agarwal and Akshath almost made him pay the price. The two exchanged roles from their first innings with the former taking charge of the scoring, before he fell for a 19-ball 22. Umpire Subrat Das took time to decide in the face of loud appeals from the entire Services team before giving the batsman out. His dismissal did not put the brakes on Hyderabad. At one point, Hyderabad was scoring at a five runs an over as Akshath consistently found the gaps and it looked like Chatterjee’s decision would backfire a second time this season, as it had one against Saurashtra earlier. But two wickets in as many overs by Under-19 World Cupper Kamal Passi forced Akshath on the back foot and after a point, it was clear that a draw could be the only result.



The scores: Services – 1st innings: 353 Hyderabad – 1st innings: 272 Services — 2nd innings: Aanshul



Gupta lbw b Ravi Kiran 18, Soumik Chatterjee c Anirudh b Milind 29, Rajat Paliwal lbw b Ravi Kiran 5, Amit Pachhara run out 25, Yashpal Singh b Siraj 41, Devender Lochhab b Milind 3, Vikas Hathwala c (sub) Sandeep b Bhandari 20, Khalid Ahmad not out 32, Diwesh Pathania not out 42, Extras (lb-2) 2, Total (for seven wickets in 57 overs) 217 declared. Fall of wickets: 1-44, 2-48, 3-52, 4-105, 5-108, 6-134, 7-149. Hyderabad bowling: Anwar Khan 6-2-21-0, Ravi Kiran 19-4-77-2, Md. Siraj 8-1-30-0, C. V. Milind 15-3-42-2, Akash Bhandari 8-0-41-1, Hanuma Vihari 1-0-4-0. Hyderabad – 2nd innings: Tanmay Agarwal lbw b Raushan 22, Akshath Reddy not out 72, Hanuma Vihari c Paliwal b Passi 12, B. Anirudh b Passi 2, Sumanth Kolla not out 28, Extras (nb-1, b-2, lb-1) 4, Total (for three wickets in 43 overs) 140. Fall of wickets: 1-291, 2-67, 3-75. Services bowling: Diwesh Pathania 13-1-43-0, Raushan Raj 9-0-43-1, Kamal Passi 11-2-34-2, Khalid Ahmad 6-1-11-0, Vikas Hathwala 4-1-6-0. Points: Services 3, Hyderabad 1.



Sweden and Ukraine complete Euro line-up PARIS: Sweden and Ukraine became the last two qualifiers for Euro 2016 after eliminating Denmark



and Slovenia respectively in Tuesday’s play-ofs. Zlatan Ibrahimovic scored a brace as Sweden beat its Scandinavian neighbour 4-3 on aggregate after a 2-2 draw in Copenhagen. The results: Second leg: Slovenia 1 (Cesar 11) drew with Ukraine 1 (Yarmolenko 90+7). Ukraine wins 3-1 on aggregate. Denmark 2 (Y. Poulsen 81, Vestergaard 90+1) drew with Sweden 2 (Ibrahimovic 19, 76). Sweden wins 4-3 on aggregate. — AFP POT 1 (top seeds): France, Spain, Germany, England, Portugal, Belgium. POT 2: Italy, Russia, Switzerland, Austria, Croatia, Ukraine. POT 3: Czech Republic, Sweden, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Hungary. POT 4: Turkey, Republic of Ireland, Iceland, Wales, Albania, Northern Ireland.



Argentina and Brazil back on track MONTEVIDEO: Argentina and Brazil re-ignited their 2018 World Cup qualifying campaigns with important victories on Tuesday as Copa America champion Chile crashed to defeat in its grudge match with Uruguay. Two-time World Cup winner Argentina — which had taken just two points from its first three matches — claimed its first win, downing Colombia 1-0 in Barranquilla thanks to a first-half goal from Lucas Biglia. Brazil, meanwhile, produced



its best performance of the qualifying campaign to date with a 3-0 defeat of Peru in Salvador. Bayern Munich star Douglas Costa scored one goal and created two others as Brazil swept aside the challenge of the Copa America semifinalists. In Montevideo, Uruguay gained revenge for its stormy Copa America quarterfinal defeat to Chile earlier this year with a 3-0 win. The victory pushed Uruguay up to second place in the standings with nine points from four



games. Brazil’s victory over Peru left it in third place with seven points, ahead of Paraguay and Chile on goal diference. Argentina’s win in Colombia lifted it to sixth. The results: South American qualifying matches: Colombia 0 lost to Argentina 1 (Biglia 19); Venezuela 1 (J. Martinez 84) lost to Ecuador 3 (F. Martinez 14, Montero 22, Caicedo 60); Uruguay 3 (Godin 23, Pereira 61, Caceres 65) bt Chile 0; Paraguay 2 (Lezcano 61, Barrios 64) bt Bolivia 1 (Duk 59) 1; Brazil 3 (Costa 22, Augusto 57, Filipe Luis 76) bt Peru 0. — AFP



TENNIS



Poonacha sends Sriram Balaji packing SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT GWALIOR: Niki Poonacha did his confidence a world of good as he beat second seed and national champion, Sriram Balaji, 3-6, 7-6(5), 6-4 in the pre-quarterfinals of the ITM University $10,000 ITF men’s Futures here on Wednesday. After a rousing start when he led 5-0, 25-year-old Balaji, ranked 484 in the world, stumbled a bit, particularly in the



second set when he was down 2-4, but recovered to equalise with a break back in the seventh game. However, he failed to handle the tie-break with usual verve, and paid for it eventually. In the decider, Poonacha, ranked an unflattering 1035 in the world, was quite sharp and took a 4-3 lead by breaking Balaji’s serve at love. He strengthened his position by holding serve. He missed two match-



points in the 10th game, but clinched the issue on the third. Balaji fired 10 aces but was plagued by 12 double-faults. Poonacha had four aces and four double-faults. The results: Singles (pre-quarterfinals): Ramkumar Ramanathan bt Ronit Bisht 6-2, 6-2; Kaza Vinayak Sharma bt Nitin Kumar Sinha 6-3, 6-0; Vishnu Vardhan bt Rahul Sadhwani 6-2, 6-0; Sidharth Rawat bt Chandril Sood 6-2, 6-2; V.M. Ranjeet bt Anvit Bendre 6-3, 6-0; Mohit Mayur bt Kunal



Anand 7-6(1), 6-3; Prajnesh Gunneswaran bt Jui-Chen Hung (Tpe) 6-4, 6-4; Niki Poonacha bt Sriram Balaji 3-6, 7-6(5), 6-4. Doubles (quarterfinals): Sriram Balaji & Vishnu Vardhan bt Jayesh Pungliya & Yash Yadav 6-1, 7-6(2); Mohit Mayur & Kaza Vinayak Sharma bt Ankit Chopra & Jatin Dahiya 7-6(5), 6-4; Anvit Bendre & Chandril Sood bt Bhavesh Gour & Sidharth Rawat 6-3, 4-6, [10-8]; Jui-Chen Hung Tpe) & Ramkumar Ramanathan bt Haadin Bava & Abdullah Shaikh 7-5, 6-3.



Phoenix Tiger in great heart MUMBAI: Phoenix Tiger, who is in great heart as evidenced by his track trials, should win the Mathradas Goculdas Trophy, the main event of the opening day’s races to be held here on Thursday (Nov. 19). 1 WELCOME PLATE (1,200m), Cl. V, rated 01 to 26, 2-00 pm: 1. Moroccan (5) Ajinkya 61.5, 2. Here I Am (1) Bhawani 59, 3. Zafirah (3) Dashrath 59, 4. Devoted (8) Shelar 58.5, 5. War Princess (7) Parbat 58.5, 6. Terrific (6) Jaykumar 57, 7. Gyahana (4) Vishal 51.5 and 8. Pracs (2) Zervan 50. 1. Moroccan, 2. Zafirah, 3. Devoted 2 MATHRADAS GOCULDAS TROPHY (1,400m), Cl. I, rated 80 and upwards, 2-30: 1. Okavango (2) Yash Narredu 60, 2. Phoenix Tiger (4) Donoghue 56, 3. Apache (3) Trevor 54.5 and 4. Simply Sweet (1) Dashrath 52.5. Phoenix Tiger 3 KIARA PLATE (1,600m), Cl. IV, rated 20 to 46, 3-00: 1. Nifty (6) Trevor 59, 2. Oreius (2) K.Kadam 58, 3. Awesome Knight (5) C.S.Jodha 57, 4. Top Bracket (4) Sandesh 57, 5. Sir Song (7) R.Vaibhav 51.5, 6. Rapid Girl (1) Neeraj 50.5 and 7. Caribbean Legend (3) S.Kamble 50. 1. Nifty, 2. Rapid Girl 4 ETNA PLATE (1,400m), Cl. III, rated 40 to 66, 3-30: 1. Desert Rage (5) Ajinkya 59, 2. Fearless Nadia (6) Kamlesh 57.5, 3. Star Of Babylon (9) T.S.Jodha 56.5, 4. Iridescence (2) Sandesh 56, 5. Jeannine (10) P.S.Chouhan 55, 6. Perfectionist (1) Yash Narredu 53.5, 7. Wind Craft (7) K.Kadam 53.5, 8. Sail Past (4) J.Chinoy 53, 9. B Fifty Two (8) Dashrath 52 and 10. Angelic Aria (3) Trevor 51. 1. Jeannine, 2. Angelic Aria, 3. Iridescence 5 SIR CHARLES FORBES TROPHY (1,200m), Cl. II, rated 60 to 86, 4-00: 1. Strategic Move (3) Sandesh 59, 2. Mine Forever (8) Trevor 58.5, 3. Spider Man (7) C.S.Jodha 58, 4. Classic Moment (2) R.Vaibhav 56.5, 5. Victoria Harbour (1) Colm O’Donoghue 56, 6. Incentio (6) J.Chinoy 53.5, 7. Brahmachari (5) Dashrath 52.5 and 8. Sunny Sea (4) P.S.Chouhan 52.5. 1. Victoria Harbour, 2. Mine Forever, 3. Brahmachari 6 J V SHUKLA-ASHWAMITRA TROPHY (1,000m), Cl. III, rated 40 to 66, 4-30: 1. Valentino (2) Dashrath 59, 2. Stormy Princess (4) C.S.Jodha 58.5, 3. Enthralling (8) Colm O’ Donoghue 58, 4. Harvey (6) Trevor 57.5, 5. You’re The Boss (1) A.Gaikwad 57, 6. Arizona Sun (3) Zervan 56.5, 7. Zadora (7) Santosh 52 and 8. Hidden Soul (5) Sandesh 51. 1. Enthralling, 2. Harvey, 3. Valentino 7 SEASON’S BEST PLATE (1,200m), Cl. IV, rated 20 to 46, 500: 1. Ice Cube Baby (1) Yash Narredu 59, 2. Orla (14) Zervan 56.5, 3. Marcus Aurelius (13) Bhawani 56, 4. Turf Dancer (3) T.S.Jodha 56, 5. Reality (11) A.Gaikwad 55, 6. Captain Courage (8) Trevor 53.5, 7. Mr Ford (10) Pradeep 52, 8. Naumee (2) C.S.Jodha 52, 9. Pearl Secret (5) Sandesh 52, 10. Sentosa Cove (7) P.S.Chouhan 52, 11. Blackbean (6) Amit 50.5, 12. Peppercorn (9) Nazil 50.5, 13. Royal Sapphire (12) Parmar 50.5 and 14. My Freedom (4) Merchant 50. 1. Captain Courage, 2. Ice Cube Baby, 3. Orla Day’s best: Phoenix Tiger Double: Victoria Harbour — Enthralling Jackpot: 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7. Treble: 5, 6 & 7. Tanala: All races. Super Jackpot: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7



Half Marathon on Nov. 29 NEW DELHI: The Delhi Half Mara-



thon will witness a participation of close to 34,000 runners from diferent parts of the world. The Marathon will be held on November 29. The Half Marathon has received 13,200 entries.
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Across



8 Look! That is seen between two consecutive letters (4) 9 Laughs and ditches (2-3) 10 A detective's drug (4) 11 Six huns reincarnated! By god! (6) 12 Boss, cop told untruth, but obeyed (8) 13 That lady goes after male with enthusiasm at first — CM YK



country (8) 26 City located in Pakistan, Bulgaria or Turkey? (8) 28 Look! George's with the Queen! (6) 30 Officer's wife's drink (4) 31 Superb oil blended to make sauce (5) 32 Citadel for the leader (4)



29



32



no money is involved (8) 15 Country discusses honestly, but without talks (6) 17 Peacekeepers learn new numbers like x, y or z (7) 19 Attractive girl's lure has stranger after it (7) 22 Cleaner has Romeo's tool (6) 24 Philanderer's object is clever — to encircle



1 New Zealander's Chinese gooseberry (4) 2 Cold, unlike Bond's martini (8) 3 Using misshapen toothbrush (not faulty boot) leads to disease (6) 4 Yellow layer (7) 5 I try some construction resulting in a kind of transformation (8) 6 Dressmaker's tail is in the front, or behind? (6) 7 Young Phantom has energy for a toy for flying (4) 14 This type of claw (incorrectly called Pope's blessing) may be a result of lunar movements (5) 16 Standardizes gin cocktail poured out at times from 6 pm to 9 pm, perhaps (5)



18 Rob, a feral pig (4,4) 20 Confine, stab and get a multi-function gadget (8) 21 Gulp down some wine initially and give approval (7) 23 Spinner's first web over eaves, not spiralling initially, but starting to radiate (6) 25 Convoluted game involves the devout in penultimate round (6) 27 For starters, splendid water-bird has primarily aesthetic neck (4) 29 Peer's real composition (4)



Solution to puzzle 11552 G Z E R P O N P I M MO



T R O P L I S



L C O MB R S A F A S U P P E I E C O L S



A L U S T A G N I T M K H B U N G M A O H A R D WA A N A S A E S T U L R I I N S P T F A R C U T MY A E O D S O R E S E S A



A G H T H H A L OW S I T E R N U A R Y S E E C T S I S O R E O I B I N G S G
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Release from bondage The ‘Garga Samhita’ relates the story of curd seller Dadipanda, who is a staunch Krishna devotee, and of the Lord’s compassion towards him, pointed out Sri Kesava Dikshitar in a discourse. During his selling spree through the streets of Gokula, Dadipanda would look out for Krishna to give Him butter and curds. Krishna would also eagerly await his arrival. After he sells butter, Dadipanda would rest near a pond before proceeding to his village nearby. One day, the all-knowing Lord, aware that it was time for Dadipanda to leave the world, chooses to grant him moksha in a very novel way. That afternoon, Krishna comes running in great panic to him and tells him that His mother is chasing Him and that He wants a place to hide. As Dadipanda looks around helplessly for a suitable place, Krishna suggests that He could hide in one of the empty pots. Dadipanda wonders how the chubby Krishna would fit into the pot. How is he to know that the child is the very Supreme Truth, hailed in the Upanishads as “The one who is bigger than the biggest and smaller than the smallest” and who pervades the entire creation? Krishna gets into a pot and asks him to close it with the lid. Time passes and there is no Yasodha in sight. The Lord talks to him from inside the pot and the tired Dadipanda confides his desire for release from samsara. Krishna asks him to remove the lid. Dadipanda sees the vision of the milky ocean inside the pot. It is said that the child reclining on Adisesha stretches His hand to Dadipanda and the curd seller enters the pot and is granted the liberation he yearns for that very instant.



A mind game and a puzzle that you solve with reasoning and logic. Fill in the grid with digits in such a manner that every row, every column and every 3x3 box accommodates the digits 1 to 9, without repeating any. The solution to yesterday’s puzzle is at left. ND-ND
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Google to answer complex questions soon



‘The Killers’ to launch album



Uthaug for Tomb Raider reboot



Google has updated its mobile app to better understand complex queries and decipher the meaning of questions by improving its Knowledge Graph service.



American rock band ‘The Killers’ is planning to come up with its new album by the end of 2016. The band’s frontman Brandon Flowers says the songs are being written.



Roar Uthaug, the director behind the Norwegian disaster drama The Wave, will helm the reboot of action-adventure franchise Tomb Raider.



KOLKATA FILM FESTIVAL



STAR TREK Spectre: Twitterati lash out at cuts



T



witter users in India erupted in laughter and angst upon hearing that the Central Board of Film Certification had cut some parts of the new James Bond film, Spectre. Reports said that a couple of “excessive kissing” scenes had been shortened and swear words used by Bond were removed. #SanskariJamesBond began trending alongside tweets that poked fun at the censorship. “Make in India, don’t make out in India”; “Chikoo and milk. Shaken not stirred” and “James Bond: Dad I want to be a secret agent. Dad: No beta, it’s pronounced ‘engineer’” were some of the tweets doing the rounds.



Farhan interested in political drama



A



ctor Farhan Akhtar believes that an Indian adaptation of the popular American political-drama series, House of Cards, will make for an interesting show. The Rock On!! star is currently hosting reality TV show I Can Do That, which is an adaptation of an American show of the same name. Asked if there was an American show he would like to adapt for Indian audiences, Farhan said, “The one that I find very exciting, which I’ve been watching of late is House of Cards. I find it quite incredible..” — PTI
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Of excellence, charisma, diversity Rahul Bose says in mainstream cinema, all three complement one another SHIV SAHAY SINGH KOLKATA: Mainstream cinema understands and plays it role in promoting diversity even if at times, it can be accused of making ill-informed political stances and displaying a patriarchal mindset, actor Rahul Bose said here on Wednesday. Delivering the Satyajit Ray Memorial Lecture at the 21st edition of the Kolkata International Film Festival (KIFF), Mr. Bose said the intrinsic belief in diversity that the film industry displayed at all levels, both seen and unseen, had to do with excellence behind the camera and charisma in front it. “Film industry has always looked at these two qualities and rewarded it. Your caste, your religion, your gender, the ethnic mix does not matter. In fact, the last 100 years have shown that it does not matter at all,” he said adding that it was a perfect example of diversity being lifeblood of any society.



Rahul Bose believes that cinema follows society.



The actor came out with a number of examples of directors, actors and technicians coming from diferent communities successfully conceiving, portraying and giving life to characters from other communities. He referred to the film Garam Hawa, one of the greatest films to explore the human cost of Partition through the depiction of a Muslim family. The film was made by M.S. Sathyu, a Hindu Brah-



min born in Mysore. Mr. Bose referred to his film Everybody Says I am Fine, whose crew had Hindus, Muslims, Christians and Parsees. Reflecting on “Cinema and its place in civilisation”, Mr Bose said the interaction between cinema and society was that of siblings — the younger sibling, cinema, followed just half a step behind society. “Cinema, as younger siblings do, will hang on to every word and action of society. It will proclaim judgment of it, decide it can do things better but always derive inspiration from it,” he said. Mr. Bose referred to films made by Satyajit Ray and how with the “unparallel density of humanism, his films were sufused with” the reality that was India today. Mr. Bose made particular reference to Ray’s film Ganashatru, an adaptation of Ibsen’s play An Enemy of the People, in which a doctor, Ashok Gupta, played by Soumitra Chatterjee tried to in-



culcate rationalism in the people over blind faith. “What would doctor Ashok Gupta in Ganashatru make of the motive behind the killing of rationalists Kalburgi, Dabolkar and Pansare. Most important, what would have Ray made of these murders,” he asked. Would he accept the brutal killing of the rationalists, Mr. Bose asked.



IFFI Indian Panorama gets a Sanskrit start



Obese, diabetic? Watch your bones NEW YORK: Obesity and Type-2 diabetes afect bone structure, formation and strength over time, thereby increasing bone fracture risk, says a new study. The researchers also found that exercise can not only prevent weight gain and diabetes but also increase bone strength. “Researchers once thought obesity was protective of bone because with more body mass, individuals have more bone mass; more bone mass typically decreases risk of osteoporosis and associated fractures,” said Pam



Hinton, Associate Professor at the University of Missouri in the U.S. “What we have come to realise is that the bone of people with obesity and Type-2 diabetes is not good, quality bone. These individuals have an increased risk of fractures; so that extra body weight is not protective,” he said. The animals in the exercise group did not develop the same insulin resistance and diabetes. The findings appeared in the journal Metabolism. — IANS



PANAJI: The world’s third



Sanskrit film, Priyamanasam, will be the opening film of the Indian Panorama section of the 46th edition of the International Film Festival of India (IFFI) beginning here on Friday. The section received 384 films — 238 feature and 146 non-feature. — Special Correspondent
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Admit two



Sufi music Fio Country Kitchen will be more melodious as Rajasthan’s Barmer Boys will bring their qawwali Sufi music and the energetic sounds from their native province Rajasthan in a catchy, modernized version. November 20, Garden of Five Senses, ND, 8.30 p.m.



Of grit and grace



Live performance Manta Sidhu, Delhi based singer, songwriter and guitar player and her band-mate Jishnu Banerjee will perform live at the Hungry Monkey. November 19, B 6/6, DDA Market, Safdarjung Enclave, ND, 9 p.m.



“Rustic Resonance” Exhibition of important paintings of Gopal Ghose from 1950s and 60s curated by Uma Nair. On till November 30, Kumar Gallery, 56, Sunder Nagar, New Delhi, 12 noon to 5 p.m. (Sundays closed).



Musical night Aswekeepsearching and Space Behind The Yellow Room perform at antiSocial. Date: November 19 Time: 9 p.m. Venue: 3rd floor, 9A & 12, Hauz Khas Village, New Delhi. Entry: Rs.300 (in exchange for a beer/ IMFL drink).



“HouseFull” Ramola Bachchan presents a home décor show showcasing the latest trends in home décor, home accessories, artworks, lighting, rugs, etc. Date: November 20 and 21 Time: 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Venue: The Ashok Hotel



Space exploration



Celebrating the five decades of humankind’s endeavour into the final frontier, the space, Discovery Science brings In Space: 50 Years of Space Exploration all through this month (Mon-Fri, 10 p.m.). The last 50 years has seen exploration of sun, planets and moons and witnessed a manifold expansion in knowledge of asteroids and comets. The channel will showcase programmes to inform the viewers about they would like to know about the universe, space exploration and the search for intelligent life on other planets. The November 20 show will feature the sensational Rosetta Mission, the 2014 ISS Crew and the upcoming Mercury and planned Mars missions. On November 24 and 25 Unravelling The Cosmos will take an immersive tour of the vast scale and extreme distances in our universe. One Giant Step on November 27 highlights the remarkable story of the U.S. journey to the moon, the landmark mission that inspired Americans. CM YK



Chosen for the forthcoming NFDC’s Film Bazaar,“Lipstick Under My Burkha” and “Burqa Boxers” capture the courage it takes for a woman to pursue simple dreams in small towns ANUJ KUMAR



A



burqa-clad college girl, who wants to be cool. A young beautician seeking escape from the suffocation of a small town. A mother of three realises the dark truth about her marriage. And a 55-yearold widow rediscovers her sexuality. Set in the crowded bylanes of Bhopal, Alankrita Shrivastava’s Lipstick Under My Burkha chronicles the secret lives of four women in search of a little freedom. The film is part of this year’s Work in Progress section at the forthcoming Film Bazaar organised by the National Film Development Corporation of India. “I wanted to explore the feeling of not being free and looking for change from within. It is something that many women grapple with,” says Alankrita, whose previous film Turning 30 found a healthy response from the critics. Alankrita says out of four protagonists only two are Muslim. “Burqa is more like a metaphor for the way women veil their desires. It is like what we want we are not able to reach out for as we tend to suppress our desires. It is an expression for the claustrophobia that many women live with.” Daughter of an IAS officer, Alankrita says she grew up in a very regular upper middle class educated family. “I studied in Dehradun and Delhi and have been on my own in



ON THE BRINK OF TRANSITION Stills from “Lipstick Under My Burkha” and “Burqa Boxers”



Mumbai for a decade now. Even with this kind of upbringing I don’t feel that I am fully free. Even when somebody as privileged as me doesn’t feel free what about the women who come from under privileged sections. I am often preoccupied with the thought that whether I have control over my happiness. And perhaps that’s why the theme constantly figures in my films in different contexts. Even in my first film Open Door, I dealt with it.” For Alankrita it is a personal journey. “I am a more urban person and the story is set in small town India. Still all the four characters are me in some way. I have not experienced restrictions. Still, there is a feeling of guilt for no reason. Sometimes, there is a feeling of shame for no reason. It is a very complex thing. It is not necessarily



Choice is very important in any feminist discourse. I can choose anything but if I don’t have the choice then it is a problem



,,



that your parents have told you that you can’t do this. It’s more absorbed. I feel I am constantly fighting some kind of inner battle with myself even to take myself seriously. I don’t have those external obstacles but what happens to these women who have external things blocking them. The solution lies in the internal overcoming…something has to shift inside you. Ultimately, you have to find the freedom from within your own life. This was the broader theme that I wanted to touch upon.” Alankrita agrees that in changing India, the desires are coming to the fore more often. “The objects of aspiration stare at your face constantly,” she observes. Some analysts feel it is the market that is driving these desires and the lipstick in the title perhaps reflects those forces. Alankrita disagrees. “I don’t wear any lipstick at all. Lipstick to me means simple, small dreams and desires. It is not like that they are out to change something big or build an empire. Lipstick represents the small things that they want from life, a little space. A little colour in their lives.” She feels market can be a stimulus but not the reason.



SWATI DAFTUAR



Ravi Nawal’s first book has already earned him high praise from names like Nandan Nilekani and Deepak Parekh. In “India Can” (Bloomsbury), Nawal, a managing consultant, puts together ideas within stories, designed in a way that allows for the reader to relate and empathise. From long distance commutes to cyber security, from rural banking to education, Nawal puts forth 21 original, innovative solutions to problems the country faces today. Excerpts from an interview Tell us about the reasons behind writing this book? We have been having a lot of conversation around the demographic dividend of India and as a management consultant I have been speaking to my friends, colleagues and family about these problems as well. The question that pops up often is, what is the next step that we foresee that would absorb all these young



wife, she said, Ravi, this book would end up on a scholar’s table alone. Couldn’t make it for the masses? That’s how we reached the idea of selling the idea through a short story. So I wrote 21 short stories, each with an idea. If you look at them, each story creates empathy around the life of the characters in them. The characters, the way they’ve been crafted, they are empowered individuals, regardless



of the strata of society they come from. They are coming up with solutions to their problems. I did this to leave a positive note with the reader, that one can make a difference, change ones circumstances and deal with challenges. And how was it, to write fiction, and find the right story for each idea? The idea was there, we tried to build it into a story and given my management background, it was not very easy. I can handle word documents, presentations, excel sheets, but coming up with a short story, as any writer will also vouch, is very difficult. Essentially what I did was to find the milieu that this idea would particularly resonate with. For example, in the motorcycle taxi story, there is a woman who has a commuting problem. She comes from a lower income group, and we set the story in Delhi, where commuting is a big issue — I tried to create empathy around the characters and the challenges they were faced with, by making them relevant and relatable. Once I figured out the milieu, the characters took shape, as did the story. Another example would be the ideas around start-ups in the country. Currently, the entire discussion around them is essentially directed towards the MBA and engineering graduates, but there are aspirational people from lower economic and educational backgrounds of society also. I wanted to concentrate on them, and that’s



people in the country and put them into meaningful employment, keep them out of harmful activities and meet their expectation? Along with that, there are also increasing conversations around how local businesses can deal with the onslaught of global companies, especially tech enabled larger players. These two things tie in together, because to provide meaningful employment to the youth, we will need to create an environment of enterprise and encourage entrepreneurship. These would naturally be smaller enterprises, and they’d have to be supported either through regulation or creating some kind of eco system that could scale them up in size so that they could compete with larger enterprises. Both these things came toIDEATING THROUGH TALES Ravi Nawal



The characters, the way they’ve been crafted, they are empowered individuals, regardless of the strata of society they come from



,,



gether and led to the idea of writing the book. So essentially, the ideas came first, not the desire of writing a book? Definitely the ideas. I thought, how could I make an immediate contribution, how could I make these ideas I had immediately available, the ideas that I thought could be useful. One of the ways was writing them into a book. Instead of opting for a



straightforward approach, where you’d present your thoughts, you’ve opted for fiction, short stories that contain the idea within them. Why? I wanted to advance 21 ideas in different areas and when I first thought about it, it was to be a more straightforward, more academic book. But when I discussed it with my family, especially my



A



“When you see something that is a very free sort of thing it triggers the question: am I happy with the kind of identity I am living with. In general women feel trapped in traditional roles. These triggers can make you question whether I am just playing out a part because I am conditioned like this. Deeper down, it is a battle with the sense of insecurity that women often have. Like your happiness is dependent on something outside of you. Be it marriage or a relationship or a man. And then you realise that no, there is something deeper in life and I can feel accomplished. One should feel that sense of worth from within. All the characters go through this internal journey.” On the choice of Bhopal, the director says, the city has to reflect the characters’ struggle. “Of being on the brink of transition…the constant battle between tradition and modernity.” Starring Konkona Sen Sharma, Ratna Pathak Shah and Aahna Kumra, Alankrita denies that she is aspiring for a homogenous society. She underlines the value of choice. “Choice is very important in any feminist discourse. I can choose anything but if I don’t have the choice then it is a problem.”



t a time when the intolerance debate is threatening to bring even neutral players into the ring and Islam is being painted as the religion of the primordial, Razia Shabnam is a glorious exception. A practising Muslim, the Kolkata girl is a boxing coach and one of the three international women referees from the country. Now Alka Raghuram has captured her trials and triumphs in documentary Burqa Boxers, which is part of WIP section of NFDC’s Film Bazaar this year. Alka says in the early to mid-2000, the women boxers from Khidirpur (the Muslim dominated neighbourhood of Kolkata) received a lot of press. “I was curious to know more about them. I grew up in Indore, a small town, and I know how difficult it is to break the mould of convention, especially for girls. The stories made me want to find out about their journey.” A painter and a filmmaker, Alka pursued MFA in Cinema from San Francisco State University, and has made several short fiction and experimental films. Burqa Boxers is her first feature length story. Excerpts from an interview with Alka, who is now



The seeds of change Ravi Nawal speaks about the ideas that inspired his first book



Razia of the ring



based, in the U.S.: What are you trying to say? When I started filming in 2011, I wanted to investigate how learning to box transforms one as a person and what does it mean to overcome fear. The way the story has developed over four years, it’s become a portrait of the first few steps towards coming into one’s own identity as an individual and the grit it takes to pursue dreams. What is the need to underline burqa/religion in the title? While the title Burqa Boxers may connote many meanings, at the most literal level, a good title describes the story and Burqa Boxers is a story about Muslim women boxers. The issue of clothing is very important to them, as it is for most women around the world, not simply for aesthetic reasons but because one is constantly judged for the clothes one wears. When they started boxing, they would sometimes use the Burqa to avoid the scrutiny of the society while going for boxing practices. In that sense they also embraced a limitation and subverted it for their own purposes. Continued on page 3



how I found another story for the book. The country faces a multitude of issues today, and coming up with 21 problems and solutions must have meant a serious selection procedure for what made it into the book and what didn’t? There were a couple of things. We tried to keep a balance between the ideas around the rural, urban and non-urban issues. Then there was a skill-based balance. Some ideas, for example around cyber security, I would put it on one extreme, since it requires a fair level of competency and specific skill set. At the other end was ideas like motorcycle taxi, which can be picked up by most people. This way, the book could make a difference to almost everyone. And what do you hope for this book? What do you hope it will do? One is, the book should travel to every reader, from students upwards. They should have access to it so that they can discuss the ideas, their merits and demerits both. Perhaps, hopefully, in some cases, they’d come up with better ideas to meet the challenges. Second, the book should also naturally travel to the influencer’s and decision makers, both in the private and public domain, corporations and government. There are a couple of ideas in this book that I believe can go a long way if supported by these two entities. ND-ND
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Learning is fun



A Bollywood style launch



The newly launched Da Vinci Learning channel positions itself to cater to a child’s curiosity Banarasi weavers To pay tribute to craftsmanship of weavers of Banaras, a grand fashion show was held at Pragati Maidan over the weekend. Conceptualised by the Fashion Design Council of India, the show highlighted that youth, fashion and technology hold the key to the future of handlooms. Awareness about the ability of handloom weavers to weave magic and market their products in urban centres was created.



Children’s Day On Children’s Day, 25 children from Hope Foundation participated in activities at DLF Promenade. As part of corporate social responsibility, these children enjoyed at Kiddyland. They were in splits at the magic show. Entertainment was in the form of watching preview of a film. Later, they all sat together to enjoy their meal at the Food Court. The idea was to bring a smile on the faces of these kids.



S. RAVI



G



iven the Indian society’s emphasis on education it is no surprise that the well known innovative educational television channel, Da Vinci Learning (DVL) announced its launch in the country this week. “Irrespective of their economic and social status, Indian parents stress on instruction was a factor which characterises Indian market better than any other,” remarks Mohit Anand, Managing Director, Da Vinci Media India P. Ltd. Founded in 2007, DVL provides interactive fun knowledge learning programmes and is being telecast in 100 countries spanned over three continents in 16 languages. Universally its content is pegged on the single premise that what children watch in terms of software meant for them is not ideally suited for them and deﬁnitely not what parents expect them to watch. This holds true in the Indian context to a large extent as most of the shows including cartoons are either overly violent or underlie adult issues or are outright childish. Mohit agrees and highlights that his channel’s content is 100



ACTIVE VOICE Stills from “A Time...Planet Earth” and “Finger Tips”



per cent safe, non-violent and non-profane. “The stress is to serve the children’s need to learn while satiating their innate curiosity. Going beyond knowledge dissemination, it zeroes on its practical application.” For example, he says the Archimedes prin-



ciple will be explained through an interactive fun delivery mechanism thereby enhancing its understanding and retention. The paid channel, which will be available across leading DTH players as well as leading MSOs, will initially air shows sourced



The stress is to serve the children's need to learn while satiating and satisfying their innate curiosity.



,,



Square on efficient energy use has commentary by Brad Pitt, Aurora deals with northern lights or aurora borealis and Once Upon A Time…Planet Earth an animated series takes viewers through time, space and even human body. Banking on its mantra of presenting knowledge not in its passive form but in action, the package is educative, entertaining and inspiring. The channel is not uneasy about the presence of established networks in the country. “Our content is for children between six and 12 years while their programmes on survival, wildlife, travel, etc are okay for adults but hardly suitable for kids,” avers Mohit.



from its library containing more than 1000 hours of original content. Some of these include Backyard Science, Finger Tips and Brilliant Creatures among others. The ﬁrst depicts scientiﬁc principles like the working of volcanoes or how to build a spectrograph, all with the help of ordinary household items. Finger Tips focuses on a fresh and innovative approach to ‘make-and-do’ while encouraging children to use their imagination and express themselves creatively while Brilliant Creatures is about the wonders and marvels of animal kingdom. Some shows which are billed as suitable for adult viewing also include E



Shahida revisits the city



Star track



Stunt specialist Nargis Fakhri says fitness is a life-long commitment ATIF KHAN



Actor Nargis Fakhri recently gave another dimension of her personality in her Hollywood debut venture Spy where she demonstrated that she is an expert in performing heavy duty action sequences. Nargis’s highly demanding work out schedule which includes a multiple forms of innovative exercises was instrumental in making her do these stunts. “Earlier I had no expertise in doing action sequences. However while practising for Spy before shoots, I realised that I had no problem in performing action. My ﬁtness level was the key in doing these action scenes,” says the 34-year-old actor, while describing her cameo in the Hollywood movie. On managing a ﬁtness routine while being busy with shoots, Nargis does physical activities that make her sweat and boost her stamina. These are high impact aerobic exercises together with lightweights and ﬁtness bands



Jharkhand pavilion The Jharkhand pavilion showcasing indigenous artefacts, handicrafts, heavy machinery was inaugurated by Minister for Rural Development and Rural Works Nilkanth Singh Mundaat at the ongoing India International Trade Fair in Pragati Maidan over the weekend. At the inauguration, Shri Nilkanth Singh Munda said “The IITF provides a platform for small and medium enterprises to showcase their products. Jharkhand has huge opportunities for investments in sectors like agriculture and mining.”



PACKS A PUNCH Nargis Fakhri



that she carries wherever she travel. She makes it a point not to miss her morning hours of ﬁtness routine that includes primarily aerobic exercises which she does together with her Zumba dance workout. “I hate heading to gym to do push-ups and squat exercises. As the favourite part of my body is butt, I do a heap of butt exercises to stay in my curve,” exults Nargis. The half-Pakistani, halfCzech former America’s Next Top Model, contestant says. “We have to know our body in order to adjust it with our ﬁtness routine as ﬁtness is a life-long commitment to oneself.” Nargis’s ﬁtness mantra is doing signiﬁcant amount of cardiopulmonary exercise so that she keeps moving without getting tired. This makes her drink plenty of water and eat nutritious yet light stuff. “I wish to do all those things that keep me going like aerobics, jogging, cycling or swimming. Dancing is what keeps me free from stress and give a



lot of positive energy”. She strived to inculcate Yoga and meditation in her ﬁtness routine. However she never persisted with a speciﬁc yoga asana. Elaborating on her diet, Nargis reveals that barring eggs, she is completely off non vegetarian food. “I am not a hardcore vegetarian, however, I am off from nonvegetarian for a while now. I have switched to broccoli, asparagus, zucchini and I ensure I have a meal every two hours. To keep my diet high on protein, I eat eggs in numerous forms and pulses as I have to do heavy workout.” Nargis avoids sugar, aerated drinks and processed foods. As an actor, Nargis continuously steals the show through her radiant skin. “For a healthy skin, I always have enough quantity of water and anti-oxidants that I take through fruits, vitamin supplements and salads,” says the actor who recently launched Reebok FitHub Store at M Block Market in Greater Kailash-I.



Wellness



A panacea for diabetes A. RAMACHANDRAN



D Blood donation Delhi Achievers Round Table (DART) 130 organised a blood donation camp at JIMS campus in Greater Noida where a number of students and faculty donated blood. The camp was conducted to create an awareness of blood donation among students and make them realise its necessity when patients require blood during emergency. Speaking on the occasion, Rohit Tantia, chairman DART, says, “We are very proud and happy with the response of students and we wish to have more such activities in future.” CM YK



iabetes is a chronic metabolic disorder characterised by high blood glucose and consequent short-term and long-term complications. The short-term complications are usually due to infections such as urinary tract infection and foot infection. In India, where many walk barefoot, foot infections are relatively more common. Long-term complications of diabetes are mostly due to accelerated atherosclerosis and consequently decreased the supply of blood to the heart, brain and limbs, leading to heart attack, stroke and even amputations.  A majority of the people with type 2 diabetes



(adults) can be treated with tablets and about 20 to 30 per cent need insulin injections. One of the major ﬁndings of the recent trials has been that many old drugs for diabetes induce frequent episodes of hypoglycaemia (low blood sugar). Newer drugs for diabetes have the advantage of reducing blood glucose without causing hypoglycaemia.   There are two new classes of diabetes medicines which have been marketed recently: incretin-based therapy CAUTION IS BETTER THAN CURE Foot care in diabetes is that is available in two forms - as tablets, called essential DPP4 inhibitors and as does not produce injections called GLP1 body. They also help in hypoglycaemia, as the analogues. Both these weight loss.  insulin secretory effect is drugs increase insulin The second class are based on the ambient secretion in people with called SGLT2 inhibitors. type 2 diabetes; however blood glucose level in the These are recently



Even though DVL extensively uses cartoons, animation, studio shows and real life action to provide explanation to children, Mohit feels, they are watchable by other age groups too. Launched in English, the channel feels that as a large chunk of its programmes revolves around topics concerning mathematics, history, sciences, geography, language will not play a spoilsport. “Once the nonEnglish audience overcomes its initial inhibition it will view our shows as aspirational.” Contingency plans like sub-titling and dubbing are being kept as back-up if the audience feedback points at deﬁciency in the medium of communication.



Action-adventure junkies and extreme sports fans have a treat in store for them, as PVR Pictures is launching the trailer of Point Break on 20 November. Hitting more than 500 theatres, this is the biggest trailer launch for a Hollywood ﬁlm in India. The ﬁlm’s trailer will be showcased with the James Bond thriller Spectre across cinemas. Billed as the biggest actionadventure ﬁlm till date, Point Break has been directed by Ericson Core, who was also the DOP on ﬁlms including Fast and Furious among others. Ericson is also the DOP on this ﬁlm that revolves around a young FBI agent, Johnny Utah (Luke Bracey) who inﬁltrates a cunning team of thrill-seeking elite athletes – led by the charismatic Bodhi (Edgar Ramirez). The athletes are suspected of carrying out a spate of crimes in extremely unusual ways. Replete with the most daring high-octane stunts ever seen in a motion picture, the ﬁlm stars Édgar Ramírez, Luke Bracey and Teresa Palmer. What’s more, the action-adventure feats are performed by elite athletes representing the world’s best in class in big-wave surﬁng, wingsuit-ﬂying, sheer-face snowboarding, free rock climbing, and high-speed motorcycling. Point Break is scheduled to be released by PVR Pictures on January 1, 2016.



marketed drugs that act on the kidneys. They correct the dysfunction and make kidneys excrete sugar in the urine. Therefore, these medicines reduce sugar independent of insulin action and also help in achieving modest weight reduction.  



(the author is Chairman/Managing Director, Dr A. Ramachandran’s Diabetes Hospitals, Chennai)



Harshaali Malhotra tells us how she carried a ball on the sets of “Bajrangi Bhaijaan”



TIME TO BREAK SILENCE Harshaali Malhotra ATIF KHAN



Normally, on Children’s Day’s, kids like to interact with someone they look up to in real or reel. But what happens if that personality is also a child like them. They get talking, burst into laughter and take pictures. This is precisely what happened when chirpy, innocent-faced Harshaali Malhotra, better known as Shahida thanks to this year’s biggest blockbuster Bajrangi Bhaijaan, turned up at an event in the Capital where kids were waiting to interact with the child who gets lost in Delhi in the ﬁlm. Making an appearance for the launch of a kids wear brand One Friday at Kailash Colony, children had fun in the company of the child artiste who narrated her experience of working with Salman Khan and obliged them to have a long chain of selﬁes. After casting director Mukesh Chhabra found her suitable to play the Pakistani girl who gets lost in India, Harshaali had no looking back. And is now a household name and inspiration for many child actors. Even before she got an opportunity to work with Salman Khan, she always wanted to call herself a superstar. Asked what superstar means, Harshaali, with her wide grin reminiscent of her big smile when her character reunites with her mother in Pakistan, innocently answered by saying, “To me superstar means only one thing – Salman Khan.” And what does she calls the macho superstar, who is also



called Sallu bhai by his numerous fans, Harshaali says she calls him uncle when they are not on the sets. “I enjoyed his company as he made me comfortable and this helped me to play the role.” Kajal Malhotra, mother of child actor, who chose to explain how her daughter came on board with Salman, says, “Harshaali used to do child modelling as she was selected as face of a brand in an open talent hunt. At that time she was around two years old. Later Mukesh took random proﬁles of her and then one day he called for a workshop which ran for a week and then she was ﬁnalised for the ﬁlm.” Sharing her experience, Harshaali says that she used to play with a ball under the shawl letting no one know she has got a ball on the sets while they were shooting for the song “Bhar de Jholi” in Kashmir. And sometime it took a long time to bring her into the mood for acting. Hailing from Delhi, her parents recently shifted to Mumbai where she is studying in Class II. “She is a normal child at home who is very fond of chocolates and teddies but while out she sometimes act moody as she is always surrounded by people due to the super success of the ﬁlm,” admits her mother. About future projects, her mother says, “Presently, there is no project where Harshaali is acting as we are waiting for a good role which can be suitable for her.” ND-ND
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Capital check



An affair to remember Irrespective of the setting and locale, the world of the printed word continues to be magical and ethereal Good Hope Road From pre-war Paris to the trenches of Europe and the apple orchards of Vermont, this novel by Sarita Mandanna is a powerful and mesmerising story of the legacyof war, the search for redemption and the strength of the human spirit. Published by Aleph and priced at Rs.595.



Diary Of A Wimpy Kid: Old School Jeff Kinney's story revolves around the question asked by Greg Heffley as his town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free: Life was better in the old days. Or was it? But modern life has its conveniences, and Greg isn't cut out for an old-fashioned world. Priced at Rs.399 it is published by Puffin.



ZIYA US SALAM



M



any summers when life was so innocent that blood from three sons could be directly transferred to their ailing mother and lapped up by credulous masses –– remember Amar Akbar Anthony? – there used to be a bazaar of comics. Away from the endlessly popular Rama Book Depot in Lajpat Nagar’s Central Market and not too close to Nai Sarak’s Patli Gali wali dukaan, there was a huge used books market where the sky brought up the canopy and you had to mind your step lest you inadvertently touch a book, a notebook or a magazine. It is here as a child that I gathered my collection of “Archie’s”, “Phantom”, “Lot Pot” and “Madhu Muskan”. And occasionally, I would pick up a “Champak” or a “Nandan”. Life, to my young mind, was nothing but a series of comic books. So whenever I had a few rupees with me –– which, admittedly, was not often –– I would go across to Daryaganj book market that sprung up on the pavement every Sunday. Leaving all classics of English literature and the works of the likes of Ismat Chughtai, Manto and Premchand, my eyes would rest on a semi-torn threeyear-old issue of “Lot Pot” and wonder how come I missed that chapter in the life of Motu-Patlu. Else, JugheadVeronica caught my attention. And when I tried to look seriously studious, I would stand in front of the man selling back issues of “Sportsweek”, “Sportsworld” and later “The Sportstar”. As primary and middle school gave way to senior school, I understood there was place in life, and indeed on my book shelf for the story of Boldwood, related so beautifully by Tho-



FOOD FOR THOUGHT (clockwise from top) Each one take one – snapshots of book stalls, upmarket and downtown PHOTOS: PRANAY GUPTA, KAMAL NARANG, S. SUBRAMANIUM, SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



mas Hardy in “Far From the Madding Crowd”. Talking of far from the madding crowd, the Daryaganj weekend market is anything but that. For



peace of mind and leisure of reading, Delhi offers more upmarket, much more contemporary addresses. Like the Oxford Book Store where



for long you could have chai pe charcha. Or the swanky stores in Khan Market. Not to forget Landmark and the rest. The books are so neatly lined



This time for the little ones On Children’s Day Vikas Khanna had a session with children where he emphasised the need to have milk Advantage India In his last book, APJ Abdul Kalam, writing with Srijan Pal Singh, draws upon examples ranging from entrepreneurship in places like Badshahpur to a sophisticated missile programme like Agni to show how it can be `Advantage India' in the final lap of the journey to 2020 by which India could transform into an economic power. Published by Harper Collins and priced at Rs.299.



Indian Tibet Tibetan India With the aid of rare archival and contemporary textual and visual materials, many seen here for the first time ever, Peter van Ham draws a comprehensive picture of the fascinating history of the exploration of the present Indian border region towards Tibet. Priced at Rs.2495 it is published by Niyogi Books. CM YK



MADHUR TANKHA



For celebrity chef Vikas Khanna it was a sort of happy homecoming to be greeted by a bunch of excited kids on Children’s Day. Before he could wish them, Vikas, accompanied by his elderly yet enthusiastic mother, was wished happy birthday by the Internet savvy kids at an outlet in South Delhi. November 14 is a special day in Vikas’ life, who strives to forge a bond with children through books. He feels India has a deluge of stories revolving around ambrosia which need to be told in a lucid way with vibrant images. Instead of giving a humdrum cooking demonstration, Vikas thought that the best way to stress the significance of milk consumption among kids would be to bring out an illustrated book. So, “The Milk Moustache” published by the Penguin Group was launched in the company of kids, who posed with him for selfies and even had a word with him.



Instead of giving a humdrum cooking demonstration, Vikas thought that the best way to stress the significance of milk consumption among kids would be to bring out an illustrated book.



many ways, so romantic, that reading can have its own highs. Not to belittle the little rugs at your feet, the so comfortable armrest, the everyso-convenient push-back seats! Add to it a mug of hot steaming coffee in winters, cappuccino at others, and life was meant to be savoured with books and friends. up that you would wonder if Some Sunday though go taking a book away for read- walking to Daryaganj. It is ing would destroy the delicate where past comes visiting. symmetry of the shelf! The The booksellers are often old lights are so soothing, and in men who can relate an anec-



dote or two about Fehmida Riaz or the times when Salman Rushdie’s “Satanic Verses” was kept hidden under their jute spreads. The books are often a bit torn and not always without a scribble or two. But it is here that you can lay your hands on the book online sellers told you if out of print. It is here that Premchand comes for Rs.15 and back issues of Debonair for Rs.20. Highs, lows, but there is life between covers.



…Behind the cotton curtain Continued from page 1 Tell us about the form of the film It is an observational documentary that follows four characters over the course of four years as they negotiate life, pursuing their dreams, societal pressures to conform, poverty, etc. How did you meet Razia? Did she or her disciples take time to open up? I met Razia at the Kiddirpur Byayam Samiti, in 2011. They had just started a boxing club for neighbourhood boys and girls at the time and Razia was coaching there. She no longer coaches at KBS anymore, though she continues to coach elsewhere. Razia is an extremely confident and articulate person who opens up easily, having said that, it takes time to build relationships with people for meaningful exchanges to take place. Can you describe them individually? There is Ajmira Khatoon, who started out learning from Razia Shabnam in 2011. Then her family relocated to Ghutiyari Sharif, a village at the outskirts of Kolkata. Ajmira continued her practice at Sports Authority of India,



Poster of “Burqa Boxers”



commuting for about three hours everyday. She is feisty, ambitious and determined. Taslima Khatoon lives at the shelter provided by New Light, an NGO that rehabilitates children of sex workers. Razia Shabnam coaches at New Light. Parveen Sazda started out around the same time as Razia Shabnam with the hope of getting a job in the public sector like the railways or the police through the government quota for athletes, but had to give it up because of



poverty. And there is Razia Shabnam, one of the first Indian women to become a boxing coach and an international referee. Did the film prove to be a personal journey for you as well? During one of the practice sessions Razia Shabnam tells the girls “once you step into the ring, you have to finish what you started out to do. It’s your responsibility.” Following their story has taught me the value of finishing. It takes grit, patience and perseverance. What were the obstacles while mounting and shooting? One of the obstacles for me was my own lack of experience (this being my first documentary). The documentary process is investigative by nature, I know that now, in hindsight, but due to my lack of experience I felt I had to have all the answers beforehand, it caused me a lot of stress and it also came in the way of asking for help. Finance, of course, is always a big obstacle. The only way to get around it is to beg borrow beg borrow beg borrow repeat.



Harry Potter’s flying car sold DISSEMINATING THE MESSAGE Vikas Khanna with kids at the event



For starters, the Michelinstarred chef, who is mostly in the United States and had a flight to catch for a West Asian destination, was curious to know how many of them drink milk. With today’s kids more comfortable with fast food and cold drinks, only one girl raised her hand. “She is my princess. I want all of you to close your eyes and



gulp down milk. Even at this age I drink milk twice a day, with coffee though. Indians are low on calcium because they do not drink the requisite amount.” After the celebration, Vikas narrated his story. “The amazing thing is that I was born on Children’s Day. Those days the government’s rule was that anyone born on



that day would be presented a gift. It was a big thing as I was the only one who felt important. On this day I feel like giving back to our country. Children not drinking milk is a problem faced by parents these days. Even my niece does not like. These kids are my nieces and nephews as they have come to meet me in morning.”



One Direction singer Liam Payne says he paid a six-figure sum to buy a flying car that featured in Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets.The 22-year-old is a Harry Potter fan, having celebrated his last birthday with a Hogwarts-themed bash, and has revealed the lengths his obsession has stretched to, reports femalefirst.co.uk-



.Payne, who is the proud owner of the battered Ford Anglia 105E used in the 2002 film, said on a radio show: “I bought the Harry Potter car and I put it in my garden. You know the blue car, the flying car? I bought one because I’m a bit of a geek.” Payne also revealed he’s a full-fledged member of Potter’s famous school house, Gryffindor, af-



ter taking an online exam. “I did the test on the website. My friend got Hufflepuff and I got Gryffindor. He was so annoyed,” he said. IANS ND-ND
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What’s cooking Fusion fest The Tex Mex food festival at Eggspectation, Jaypee Hotels is on bringing fusion of American and Mexican cuisines derviving from the culinary creations of Tejanos and is characterised by use of shredded cheese, meat, beans and spices. Enzo Renda presents an exotic array of Tex Mex cuisine that includes prawns in chipotley Sauce, lemon peppered salmon, grilled lamb chops, cilantro and lime chicken fajitas, grilled tenderloin with salsa, chicken quesadillas and much more. At the Eggspectation in Jaypee Vasant Continental, Jaypee Siddharth, Jaypee Greens Golf & Spa Resort from November 20 to December 13 between 12.30 p.m. and 3 p.m. and 7.30 p.m. and 11.30 p.m. Price of three course meal for two is Rs.2000 plus taxes.



Winter menu Chef Amrita Mukherjee in the new winter menu at Qubitos-Terrace Cafe traces the journey of spices and tandoor to keep one warm. The menu includes som tam salad soup, trio mushroom soup, Tuscany style minestrone, Mexican veggies taco, vegetable tilla kabab, paneer chilli mili tikka, soya chilli mushroom, Chinese button mushroom, chicken charmoula, chicken XO sauce, lamb with roasted chilli paste, harissa chicken, peri peri chicken quesadilla, butter chicken spring roll, bar be que chicken dim sum, stir fried ﬁsh chilli basil, chicken fresco, jumbo prawns, rich chocolate brownie sizzler with orange cointreau and chocolate sauce to name a few. At C-7 Vishal Enclave, Rajouri Garden from 12 noon to 12 midnight with meal for two priced at Rs.2000. For bookings call:9599800400.



Soup and  Salad  Elf Cafe and Bar brings soup and salad festival from around the world. The soup menu includes minestrone alla Milanese, double mushroom cappuccino, chicken goulash, tom yam and in salad there are aple feta and green salad, rustic Greek salad, Caribbean jerk chicken and greens salad, classic Caesar name a few.  On till November 30 at A-26, 2nd ﬂoor, Hauz Khas Village with meal for two priced at Rs.1500. For bookings call: 09654570570.



Table for two



Born to be a teacher Dancer, guru and choreographer Rani Shinghal on her ascent in Bharatanatyam and the art of cooking S. RAVI



A



t three when children are learning nursery rhymes by rote, Rani Shinghal started training for Bharatanatyam and went on to perform her arangetam (debut) at seven. Continuing her hard training under her guru-father N.V. Venkataraman she drew applause for excellent footwork, perfect rhythm, bhavas and miming. Bestowed with Kalaichelvi, Natyakalarani and Shobhana honours, a Distinguished Citizen awardee of the Delhi Government, Shinghal now teaches youngsters Bharatanatyam under the aegis of Natya Sudha, founded by her father in 1959. Teaching was always close to her heart and preoccupation with Natya Sudha since her father’s demise in 1996, limited her public appearances, the last one being “Chirashakha He”, a ballet based on select songs of Rabindranath Tagore. “I always give my best on stage. Besides the ballet, I cherish my ‘Krishna Ganam’ and ‘Ardhanareeshwara’ performances,” she reveals enjoying the roast tomato soup as we start a delightful conversation in the naturally illuminated and cosy environs of The Imperial’s 1911 restaurant. The noted teacher and choreographer is happiest talking about Natya Sudha, her students and their achievements. Hardly surprising, considering the success stories of thousands of students. “During my childhood I liked to don the role of a teacher. In fact, my mother told me that



GENTLE GROOMING Rani Shinghal at 1911 in New Delhi’s The Imperial PHOTO: SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



it was my favourite game. I never imagined that I will teach Bharatanatyam I was probably destined to do so and feel blessed and happy.” A Bharatanatyam dancer as father and mother a Carnatic singer, Shinghal’s home reverberated with dance and music leading her to imbibe the best from both. One wonders how she concentrated on her movements and rhythm at an age when children can’t stay still or away from pranks. “You see the tone and tenor at home was divine. I guess that and the genes played an important part in moulding me.” Nature and nurture at their best. All this was not at the cost of education. “From my school, DTEA Mandir Marg, I rushed straight to the dance school where my mother



would be waiting with lunch and costume. Ready in 30 minutes I would finish practising by 8 o’clock. Reaching home it will be study time. The focus was dance, music and studies,” she says with a wide smile. Looking back at the past, the dancer says she did not miss her childhood and on the contrary was happy and contented. Continuing her hectic schedule even now, the guru makes it a point to take classes personally as she feels different requirement of each pupil demands individual attention. “I make it a point to inculcate an interest and love for the art. This requires personal care and focus. Once this is done then it becomes easy,” she says. Helping her to keep pace with this brisk life is her husband, Rajeev Shing-



hal. “He is an excellent cook and at times when I am late or too tired after rehearsals, he quickly whips up a meal.” That’s not all; he also dons the apron when Shinghal and the daughters demand mattar ki subzi, his speciality. Preoccupation with danc-



Traditional performing arts are an integral part of our society and they help in nurturing love, brotherhood and unity amongst us



,,



ing meant Shinghal missed on learning to cook. “Busy as I was in studies and dancing, my mother never allowed me. With marital responsibility I developed a knack for it. My mother and husband helped me and the rest I managed by instinct,” she informs as she turns attention to the tandoori phool and kairi paneer tikka suggested by the manager. Amazingly, she never turned to cook books for help and is proficient in making dal makhani, shahi paneer, chole, sambar, arhar ki dal, kadhi among other dishes. Born and brought up in Delhi, the dancer enjoys North Indian cuisine and since her husband hails from Rajasthan the household menu generally consists of vegetarian and non-spicy food of north. “I prefer cauliflower,



A healthy breakfast



This one can tempt the devil itself The Bhut Jolokia tales in Assamese and Naga dishes are making their way into the South as well



The easy to make, spinach egg sushi, is a nutritious and delicious alternate to the mundane omelette HADEEL YOUSUF



PRABALIKA M BORAH



Sky bar The new launched Vibe, the sky bar, at the terrace level of Hilton Garden Inn Gurgaon Baani Square offers an extensive range of experimental cocktails and selection of food offerings. The selection of cuisines include appetizers like buttermilk fried crispy chicken strips, blue cheese malai tikka with tomato, olive and berry salsa, crispy spicy prawns tossed with curry leaves. For vegetarians there feta cheese beetroot patties with sweet and spicy mango chutney, tandoori potato barrels with tadka yoghurt and more. The menu also offers a wide range of classic and exotic alcoholic and experimental cocktails and mocktails like charred Manhattan, magic guzzle, palm beach, Singapore sling, cosmopolitan etc. Located at Sector- 50, Gurgaon between 6 p.m. and 12 midnight. Call 01244420000 for reservations.



Weekend brunch The Hungry Monkey's barbeque weekend brunch brings chimichuri dusted charred mushrooms, cajun spiced blackened basa ﬁllet, the Hungry Monkey peri peri spiced chicken breast, the twice cooked soy chilli pork belly, roast pepper and smoked scarmozza cheese polenta steak, roasted beet root and cumin spiced sweet potato steak, red wine and garlic marinated rosemary minute steak and Jamaican BBQ spiced pork chops among others. All these can be enjoyed while sipping on unlimited glasses of wild berry caprioshka, East India punch, gin basil smash or red and white wine sangrias. Every Saturday and Sunday from 12 noon to 4 p.m. at B 6/6 DDA Market, opposite Deer Park, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi. Call 46049801/9810788196 for reservation. CM YK



When one’s going home from south India to Guwahati in Assam, requests can get quite hot. ‘Get me some Bhut Jolokia’ is common, as against ‘get a me a silk sari.’ So what is this Bhut Jolokia? Bhut Jolokia or Ghost chilli gets its name from its level of hotness and means, ‘a chilli that can drive the devil away’. In early 2000, when any Assamese went home, what came back with them was either a pack of pitha (rice flour goodies) or a bottle of jalpai pickle (Indian olive pickle). That has changed, almost overnight. With the Bhut Jolokia entering the Guinness Book of World Records and people eating and rubbing the chilli in daredevil acts on TV, the SPICE SPICE MAGIC Arzoo Sarma, bhut jolokia and (below) chilli brand has turned a su- steamed chicken with bamboo shoot perstar. The consequences of PHOTOS: PRABALIKA M BORAH this superstardom are many, most notable among which eryday ingredient. Also owing use to in our dried beef/ are its mass production and to its low shelf life, it’s added pork/ fish chutneys. An ideal combination of a traditional the drop in pungency. This is to spice up sour fruits. It’s not just the Assamese pork dish would be Bhut Joclear from the fact that those who could barely eat a sliver who love the Bhut Jolokia, lokia, bamboo shoot and meof the chilli are now comfort- the Nagas also use this chilli zenga (Indian schezuan ably eating much more than in their dishes, only in Naga- pepper). Assamese and Naga sliver. And no it’s not due to land it is known as Naga Jolo- dishes aren’t all the same, but changing palates. So, how kia. Naga cuisine frequently there are many ingredients does the chilli look? It is big uses this chilli with a combi- common to both cuisines. and hollow and has a wrin- nation of fermented bamboo While Naga cuisine involves a kled texture. The skin is as shoot. “Bhut Jolokia makes lot of steaming and boiling, thin as betel leaf and is almost for a good combination with ingredients remain the same. paper light. This chilli cannot fermented bamboo shoot. Be- Ingredients like black sesame be dried because it begins to sides relishing it raw, we also seed pose aste, acacia leaves melt as its number of days sitting in a corner/refrigerator increases. Bhut Jolokia, also known as Bih jolokia (notorious chilli), magically improves the flavour of non-veg curries, especially when added to pork and chicken. Another great way to relish the Bhut Jolokia is to add it to the alu pitika (mash potato) and enjoy it with a morsel of rice. Besides pickling, it is used as an ev-



matar paneer, dal makhani, shahi paneer. Being a South Indian I also like avial, sambhar, rasam, masala dosa and idlis.” That is not all, her lists includes dhokla, khandvi, theplas and khakras and Rajasthan’s dal bhatti churma. During her sojourns abroad, being a vegetarian, Shinghal confines herself to sandwiches, fruits, juices, milk and salads. “Food has never been a problem since I am not fussy. I do try local cuisine but do not indulge in too much experimentation.” But one thing she is particular about is not eating very late in the evening. “I avoid heavy and late dinners. That coupled with getting up early morning, yoga and walk keep me fit and in shape for dance.” Counting herself blessed to have such talented parents; Shinghal misses the baigan ka bharta and vetha kuzhambu prepared by her mother. “My father was an excellent cook and host. His Mysore pak and shakara pongal were delicious. In fact, on Pongal he would make the latter and my mother would prepare the seven-vegetable sambhar for all his students.” How does the teacher of traditional art form which lays importance on gurushishya parampara, view it in modern times? “My students respect the guru. I have students from different regions, nations and denominations but they all observe the decorum. The seva bhava is essential for the nourishment of the art.” Having said that she points out that as a guru she also upholds principles like punctuality and impartiality to set an example for them to follow. Rounding off our interaction, the guru hopes that traditional arts will continue to bloom and be passed to future generations. “Traditional performing arts are an integral part of our society and they help in nurturing love, brotherhood and unity amongst us.”



and the use of peppers in varying quantities make the dishes stand apart in flavours,” says Arzoo Sarma, a restaurateur and a qualified mixologist whose love for cooking prompted her to start a restaurant, Swing. Here, specialised Naga and Assamese food can be ordered on request for banquets. Arzoo points out another ingredient that goes to distinguish Assamese dishes. “A very flavourful scented indigenous lemon is the Gul Nemu (round nemu). It is mostly used in fish curries. The other lemon is called Kaji nemu and then the humble Elephant Apple that is used as a souring agent. Some also use kokum or thekera in their fish dishes,” explains Arzoo as she gives a sample of Bhut Jolokia chicken to taste, a dish that is bound to make you go red in the face with its pungency. She also goes on to showcase dried acacia leaves in pork and chicken, sesame seed paste and pork with other common ingredients besides mezenga. All these are served with steamed sticky rice cakes. Of course, all these dishes had one common ingredient – none other than the Bhut Jolakia.



Tired of consuming same fried eggs and omelette everyday? Here is a nutritious and delicious recipe of egg that can easily satisfy your appetite and can be consumed without any bread. Easy to make, easier to polish off! SPINACH EGG SUSHI Vital Stats Serves: One Preparation time: 10 minutes INGREDIENTS: One Egg Four to five chopped spinach leaves (washed thoroughly) Two tablespoon of low fat milk A pinch of baking soda (a pinch of Eno powder can also be used as an alternative) Salt and pepper as per taste A pinch of grounded flax seeds One chopped garlic Two teaspoon of rolled Quaker oats or oats powder INGREDIENTS FOR STUFFING: One small chopped carrot piece One chopped onion of small size Two tablespoon of cottage cheese A teaspoon of Oregano METHOD: In a blender jug, add all the



above ingredients and mix all till it becomes like a paste and pour it in a small bowl and keep aside. Take a medium size skillet, grease it with vegetable or olive oil. Switch on the flame and make sure the pan becomes hot. Once the pan is heated, lower the flame and pour the spinach mixture in it. Spread the egg mixture evenly on all sides. Close the pan lid for a minute and let it cook well. Turn off the flame once the egg starts getting separated from sides and turns light brown from underneath. Let it cool down for a minute. Pour out gently in a round plate so that it becomes easy to roll it. Meanwhile, start preparing the stuffing part. Mix carrot, onion and cottage cheese together and sprinkle oregano to it. Keep aside. Now, pour the stuffing at the side of spinach egg and start rolling the egg with light hands. Take a knife to cut it into four pieces on holding it properly. Pour some hot sauce over it to enhance its taste Enjoy it with a cup of tea or coffee.
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